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Part JO, Section J0.)4 of 10 CFR Port. JO, Section ,0.61 of 10 crR 
Part 40, SecUO!'ll 50~·54 and 50.59 of 10 CFR Puc 50, anct Section 
10.32 of .10 C.:FR Part 701 and ta. 1ubjocc to all appltcablo provi-
1ton1 of tht Ace and to tht .-v111, roculations and·order1 of the 
Cor:=d•lioft now or horoAftcr 1n·ettocc1and11 oubjtct to the acldi• 

. tto::1l cond£tion1 1pedfied below: 

A. J!!d111ur:i J'over 1.evd 

' 

Co:nonvealth Edison it 1uthoriaod to operate the factltt7 at 
"atOld)'. •tato po,.•er levoll not in exceu of 2527 mogavatCI 
(ther111al), except that C0111111orn.1e1lth Ed11on •h~ll not operate 

·tho focility at povar J1v111 in exce11 of five (5) ••a•votta 
· (th1r111d) until Htbhctory co111pletion of itod1Ucat1ott• and 
flnol tHUna of the otot,ion output trandonnar, tho auco
depruaurhation interloclc, and the feodwaur 1y1te111, •• 

.deecrSbtd in C011V11on~P-•lth EdiAo~'A telegrcme dAted 
Fobruar1 26, 1971, h~vc beon.vcr1f1ed in vritina b7 tht 
~i1elon. · 

.·~· T!clmf ca).; .. Snctff catfons . 

TM TtcfUlt~11 Specf ftcattons contatn8d tn ADPe"tco~ 
. A • a.. as revt std through Aman'9eftt Mo. 3? are · 

MNb1 tncof1)orated tn the Hcenst. The 11 .. 1nsee 
tMl 1 oporote tM f &et 1 t ti t" eceordanc• "1th the. 
·teclsnteal Splcf ftcattons. 

c .. !!J!W.. . 
c:oa=onveaith !d11on 1ho11 ma\• ccrtoia report• tn accordance 
vttb the requlr•~•nt1 of the technical Specificatioa1. 

D. Rtcorcl• 
• 

·. Ccamoaveilth Edilon shall keep flcUity opar~Uq record• !ft · 
eccordanc• with tbe re.11uireant1 of th1 Technical SpedUcation1. 

:E. · Beatr1sttoo1 .. . ...... . . ··-- -· -·--·-·--- .--· ... 

Operation - fn the coastdown mode permI"t-ted- to 40% 
power. Should off normal feedwater heating be 
necessary for extended periods during coastdown 
(i.e. greater than 24 hours), the licensee shall 
perform a safety evaluation to determine if the 
MCPR operating limit and calculated peak pressure 
for the worst case abnormal operating transient 
remains bounding for the new condition. 
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I. Limi tin eration LCO - The 

J. 

limiting con itions· or operation specify the 
"minim\Jm acceptable levels of systemper.form
ance necessary to assure safe startup and op
eration of the facility. When these conditions 
are met, the plant can be operated safely and 
abnormal situations can be safely controlled. 

Limiting Safety System Setting. (LSSS) - The 
limiting safety system settings are settings on 
instrwnentation which initiate the automatic 
protective action at a level such that the safety 
limits will not be exceeded. The region 
between the safety limit" and these settings 
represents margin with normal operation lying 
below these settings. The margin has. been 
established so that with proper operation of the 
instrumentation the safety limits will never be 
exce.eded. 

I. Fraction of Limiting Power Density (FLPD) -
The fraction of limiting power density is 
the ratio of the Linear Heat Gen.eration 

L. 

Rate· (LHGR) existing at a g:lven location 
to the design LHGP. for that baridle type. 

Logic System Function Test - A logic sys-
tem functional test means a tes~ of all ·rel~ys 
and contacts of a logic circuit from sensor 
to activated device to insure all components 
are operable per design intent. Where possi~ 
ble, action will go to completion, i.e., pumps 
will be started and valves opened. 

M. Minimum Critical Power Ratio.· (MCPR) .. The · 
minimum . .<in•core criticaL.power. i:at..j,:Q:.. • ~.: · · 
corres:p:omling:::.-tm:.dm; most i:imi ting:efuel,= · ""+-·:·:~-· 
ass-emhty:-i.nz.the:;:~=.>.!·. ,~,r ~ ..,;: ..:::-.. . •• ..- . '· . , . 

. 
i 

·I 

N. 0 Mode The react.or .ode is that which is 
·established by th~ aode-selector-switch. 

0. Qperable - A syst~ or component shall be 
considered operable when it is capable of 
performing ·its intended f\mction in· its re
quired manner. 

P. 

Q. 

R •. 

Qperating - Operating means that a system 
or component is performing its intended 
functions in 1ts required manner. 

~erating Cycle .. :..1nt~rval betWeen the end . 
o one refueling outage and the end of the 
next ~ubsequent refueling outage. 

Primary Containment lntegrit~- Primary 
containment integrity means at the drywell 
and pressure suppression chamber are intact 

.-

and all of the following conditions are satisfied: 

1. All manual containment isolation valves on 
lines connecting to the reactor coolant sys-. 
tem or containmont which are not required 
to be open during accident ~onditions are 
closed. 

2 •. At least one door in each airlock is closed 
and sealed. 

3. All automatic containment isolation valves 
are operable or deactivated in the isolated 
position. 

4. All blind flani-es and manways are closed. 

S. Protective Inst·r~tation. Definitions 

... 

1. Instrumentt.€hanlllel .... :..An· in!?,trument :chan- · -~ :- · 
· nel me;ns,-:an;::a;n:ang~..,,, ofr .. a~ sens.o~cQid.. 

, .. :==~=i~;-;:o:,:~· .. • 
signaki:e:!=-at:ed:::! ~'.t:heJ!i:anL:w•-ametaae·: '~'~;;-· ~- ,_· 
monitor:ed.-:!~t;.ins,tt:umeat¢'chal!llei:-T·<-;;=:_:.::··:- ·. ··:"'~""':· .. 

f- ... ·-··----- -··--· .. --- ---· .. - --·---·--·-.. --·-. - -·--- -:r··- - -···~. ·--~---.. ··---~--·. ·--· ,, ____ ., ··-·:.--... - - ... - -·· ··- .. -· --· -· - - - . .-- ... -- ~- -- ·:;~-·- -· ·--- . ..,_ .. : --··-··- ---=·~- ---··-- ·-----· ..... ,. .. , __ -,.---·:---· -. -.-·--- . ----. 
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· Z. Secondary €ontainment Integrity - Secondary 
- containment integrity means that the reactor· · 

building is intact and the following conditions 
are met: 

AA. 

--- ·-- --·-·· 
! 

1. At least on~ door in each access opening 
is closed. 

2. The standby gas treatment system· is 
opel'.able. 

3. All automatic ventilation system.isolation 
valves are operable or are secured· in the 
isolated position. 

Shutdown - The reactor.is in a shutdown con
dition when the reactor mode switch is in the 
shutdown mode position and no core alternations 
are being performed. When the mode switch is 
placed in the shutdown position a reactor 
scram is initiated, power to the control rod 
drives is removed~ and the reactor protec-
tion system trip systems are de-energized. 

. . 
1. llot Shutdown means conditions as above 

with reactor coolant temperature greater 
than 212°F. 

2. Cold Shutdown means conditions· as· above 
with reactor coolant temperature equal 
to or less than 212°F. 

----- -.-·---------·---. .. - ..... ···---- .............. - .... r---- ---~ .. -.......... ---·--- ,--- ....... ,.. .... . 

: ... 
. -.; . 

nB. Si.mu lated Auto'mnt ic .Actu:ttion - Simulated 
automatic actuation means applying a simu
l:ited signal to the sensor to actuate the 
circuit in quest-ion~ .. ~ . . . 

cc. 

DD •. 

EE. 

FF. 

Surveillance Interyal' - Each surveillance I· 
r_equircment shalJ be performed within the- ·.,/ 
specified survci1 lance interval wi'th: ' 

a. A maximum.allowable.extension not to 
exceed 25\ of the surveiilance interval.i' 

. ' 
. ' 

b. A total maximum conbincd interval time I 
for any 3·.consecutive:intervals not·to 
exceed 3.25 times the specified 
surveillante intcrv3l. 1 

Fraction· of Rated Power (FRP) -
The fraction of rated power 1s the 
ratio of core thermal power to rated 

: thermal power cof 2527 Mwth. 

Transition Boiiing - Transition boiling me~ns 
the boiling regime between nucleate and film 
boiling. Transition boiling is the regime 
in which·both nucleate and film boiling 

.occur intermittently with neither t,Ype 
being completely .·stable. 

Maximum Fraction of Limiting Power 
Density (MFLPD) - The maximum fraction 
of limiting power density is the 
highest value existing in the core of 
the Fraction of Limiting Power Density 
(FLPD). 
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1.1 . SAFETY LIMIT 

1ne S~!ety Limits established to 
pr~:;crvc tht? fuel cl3dding integrity 
.1pttlY to those varioblcs ,.,hich• 
r.onltor the.fuel therm;:il behavior. 

Objective 

The objective of the Safety Limits 
. i~ to establish limics·belov which. 
the inte&rity of the fuel clnddin~ 

. . 0 

is prc:scrvcd.· 

Specif !cations 

A. Re~ctor Pressure >800 psig and Core 
Flem > 107. of R.iti:d. 

The existence of a ~inimum critical 
power r~ti.o (l·:CPRj less than 1. 07 
shjll constitu~c violation of the MCPR 
_fuel cl<?d<li:ig integrity safety. limit. 

,. 
• 

2.1 LIMITING SAFETY SYSTEM SETTING 

· j\pplicnbiHtx_ 

The Lioitlng Sof ety System Scttincs 
apply to trip settincs of the instru
ments and devices which 'ltC provided 
to prevent the fuel claddin; integ
rity Saf cty Lioits from being ex
ceeded. 

Objective 

The objective of the Limiting Safe
ty System Settings is to def in~ the 
level of ihc process variables at 
which auto~atic protective action 
is initiated to.prevent the fuel cilid
dir.~ integrity Safety Limits from 
being exceeded. 

~pcci flea t:tons 

A. Neutron Flux Trip Settinv.s 

The l_imitinc sD.f ety systc:u trip 
settings shall be ~s specified 
below: 

. -·· 

.....-..... -· -· ---.. -)" .. -----~-~·---- ··-·- ... _ --·.- -- - -. _,_ -~·-
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1.1 SAFETY LIMIT 
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. 2.1 .. LIMITING. SAFEU SlS'mt. SE'tl'ING 

1. APR:1 Flux Scran Tr1 -o Sctt1n'> {nun Hodo) 

~1lcn the reactor moJc switch is in the 
run positiC'ln, the APR!i flux scram setting 
shalJ. be i 

s . ._ 

· vith a maximum set point of 120% fo~ core 
· flov equal to 98 x 106 lb/br. and grc~tcr. 
wheres 

S • setting 1n per cent or rated power 

V 0• per cent ot dr1 ve flow reqUircd to· procluce 
a .. ~~ core·tiow ot 98 Mlb/hr. . ·. 

In the event of operatiOf'! wfth a 111!1•1111111 fraction of li•fting :N'Wr 
dens 1 ty (MflPD) greater than the fraction of rated power (FRP), the 
setting shall .be llOdified as follows: 

S < (.6SW + 55) [ FRP ] 
- . 0 W[JllJ 

lbeN: 

FRP = fraction of rated thermal power (~11 M) 

MFLPD = maximum fraction of limiting paver density where the lf•fting 
power density for each bundle h the design lh12ar heat 
generation rate for. thal bulldlt:. 

The ratio of FRP/HFLJID $hall be set. equal to 1.0 unless the adul 
operating value h less than . · · i.e. tn tlbtcb case tba 
actual .operaUag value vlll be Ule(I. 

Tbis adjusii.nt may ~lao be performed by increasing the 
APRii gain by tlte inverse ratio, MFLPD/FRP, wbich accomplishes 
the same degree of protection as reducing the trip setting by 
FRP /llPLPD. . 

z. /Bl Plux sere_°' ?rb Sct~l:e; {P.crcel er 
St:\rtu-o ~'"'" ifot Stnw.!'bT 1-;~~) 

,.,._ the reactor t:10tlc i;\lltch h in 
the refuel or st:-ct:•:>/ltn: sto!!llltr po:S.• 

· tloa, tlto APi:K scr:.a i;!iall bl! :set :st 
le?Js· th"" oc t'flulll ttt 15: of utcd t1eUttClft 

C1 ""· 
6 

•· 
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1.1 ~SAFEI'Y LIMIT 

' B. Core Thermal·~ower Limit (Re:ictor 
Pressure < 800 psic) 

~'hen the reactor pressure is < 800 
psi& or core. flot1 is less th:m 10% 
of r01tcd, the core thermal power . 
shall not exceed 25 percem: t;\f rated· 
thenn~l po~..rcr. 

C. rouer Tr:i~sicnt 

D .• 

1. 
.. . . 

lbe neutron flux shall not exceed the scrnm 
setting established in Specification· 2.1.A 
for longer thnn 1.5 seconds ns indicated by 
the process cotl!puter. 

2. 'V.hcn the process cocputer is out of service, 
this safety limit shall be assuoed to be 
eT.cccdcd i! the neutron flux exceeds the soram 
settln& established by Speclflcatio~ 2.1.A 
and a control rod scr::im docs not occur. 

Reactor V.ater Level (Shutdomi Condit.ion) 

l.i1cne~-er the rec:ictor is in the sht:tdo-..tn condition 
vith irr~<liatcd fuel in the reactor vessel, the 
.v:itcr lc\.-t!l shall not b~ lc~s thon that corres
JiOt:<lin& to 12 inches .ibove the top of the active 
fu:!l*v!icn it i!> sc:ttcd in the core. 

- - 36.0 inches-'ibo.ve vessel zero (see.· 

I 

-- . I 

2.1 LIMITING SA?El'Y SYSTEM SmING 

,· 

3. IRM Flux Scr.:un Trl. "D Setting 

Tile IR:i fl~ scram ~ettin3 shall be 
' s.et at lcs.s than or cqua_l to 120/125' of. 

· {ull scale. 

. . . 

. The APRM rod block scttin& shall be: 

• 
S < f 6.SWD+ ~JJ [L~:J 

--
.z· • .. 

--

_ The definitions used ahove for the APRM scr3in 
trip-4J';'ly. 

Iii ~ ewn or CIP!Tdioll vttll a lllllJdDa tneUm lbdtSng power aeu1~ (Jm.IDJ 
greater Ulen the traction of rated paver (Jim')• tlse eetUng lllla11 be -attled 
.. toll.av&: 

I 111P·1 8 4- (.6~ + J,3) 1 .--- • llFLH> 

9le c11tt1D1Uaml ae4 e1>ovo tor the Al'IDI ocra trip llJIP17, 

ftl"e-rati°(;of m t;;- MFLPD tlllall .be set equal tn · 1.0 unless ~actual .. operaUDg 
valae is less than 1.0, in which case the actual operating value vill be used. 
This adjustment may also· be performed by increasing the APRM gain by the inverse 
ratio, MFLPD/FRP, vhich accomplishes the - de9ree of protection as reducing 
tbe trip setting by PRP/MFLPD. 

7. 

' 

I 
i 
i 

·' ; 

J *Top of active fuel is defined to be 

) Bases 3 • 2). 
r---- • , __ .,. ___ _,...._,,. _____ •r ••---·-•-• ·- N-0-- • • -:-• :•.-•-• ··---·-• •-·- ~--·•••• •-·-·-•--.:-:-•-• ~-·-·.-;:--.... -:-··•••••--••.• ·-·--·-~··-• •••<..-•••• ··-···-----·.:. •• -.,..-~-·· ·-~-·-;-:·.--:~---.---· ... --.--..••·-·-·-·,~ •··--:--:-·--.......-;::---_; -- ---.-:---·---.:-..,_-.~-~-----·-··-·-• , .. ,__. 1 
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1.1 SAFE.TY- LIMIT 
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2 .1 LIMITING .SAFETY SYSTEM SETTING 

Reactor 10"-I wat.er level scrao setting shall 
'be > 144" above the top of the active fuel* 
at nor:mal opera.ting conditions. 

Reactor lOW' vat~r level ECCS initiation 
shall be' 84" c:!:0::) above· the top of th~ 
active fuel* at noru:.al operating conditions. 

·E. Turbine stop valve ·scram shall be < 10% 
valve closure from full open. - . 

F. _Gcnc?":itor Lon.tl Hcjcction $crnm sh:ill lniti:itc 
upon :ictu:ttion of the f:lst closure solenoid vnlves 
which trip the turbine co11trol valves. 

G. ~l:lii1 ~tc-:imline lsol:ition V:-ilvc ~·losurc Scr:im 
sh~lt !>c ~ 10~; v:ilvc ctos~1re from full open. 

H. .Main St·?~~lin~ Pr.ess'l:=e initi~tio:i of ~ai~ 
closure 

-· 

I. Tu=bi~e Cont=ol Valve Fast Closure Sera~ on 
loss of control oil presm:re shall be set 
at gr9ater than or ecr'1al to 90.0 . psi9 •· .·. . . 

*Top of acti.v.ei~f:ue.L.i,S?::·.de:.£i:rred .• t:o;-'b:e:-..;3:6;.0i-:i;n:dfe;s=,,__ 
above vessel..z:er::o:.:....(:.s:.e:e:::Ras:~3=~-.... ... _ .,-,,, ;_ . _, _ · .- -. -~-

-----,--. -------=---·~--.....,.---~-
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CORE THERMAL POv\'ER ( PERCENT OF RATED) 

·Figure 2.i-_2. . 
P~AX LHGR VERSUS CORE THERMAL POWER 

FOR A LIL11TING TOTAL PE.!\i\ll\lG F.l\CTOR. 
Revised w/Change 22 dated 8/29/75. 
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S~fet Limit Bases Revised w/Change 22 dated 8/29/75. 

~,~~~~=-----~-~---=::.:..=~~~:::::...~~----~---~~-. 
_ FUEL· CLADDING lNTEGRITY -· 

-I 
i 

i 
I 

·The fuel cladd~_ng integrity 11.niit ,is 
set such that no calculated fuel dam~ 
age ~ould occur ~s a.result or an· 
abnor:na l opera t iona 1 trans 1ent. Be- I 
cause fuel damage 1s·not directly I 
c~ser'lable, a step-back approach . . 1 

15 used t~ establish a Safety Limit !_I 

such that the minimum critical power 
~atie:>_.(MC.PR) is no less than~ the MCPR fuel ... 
cladding integrity safety limit.· MCPR 7 the . I 
MCPR fuel cladding int7grity safety limit . l 

~he co~ditions required to maintain fuel cladding. 
._integrity. _ _ , . I 
The fue~ cladding is one of the : 
physical barriers which separate · ' 

· represen~s.a conservative margin relative to ·1\ 

radioactive materials fro~ the · A. 
er.virons. The 1nteg~1ty of this 
cladding barrier is related to its 
rel~tive freedom from perforations 
or cracking. Although some cor-
rc3ion or use related cracking may 
occur during the life of the 
cladding, fission product-migration 
from this source is incrementally 
c~~ulative and continuously · 
:r.easurable. Fuel cladding per~ · · 
forat1ons, ho'lfever, can result from· 
thermal stresces ~hich occur from 
rc2ctor operation significantly 
above_ d.e::E:gn conditions .. -and the pr5>-
tc\: t ~cm:::os;ys te:n . ~9f.e·t¥,. ,~:e;tt.ing_~_-_.,:,' .. ->.;.___ · _ 
\·:h.1 11:r · !::fus:i.cn p-r.o.-cl~tr.:-:;~a~t~cf~nr· · -::.. .. :. _ ·;··v _. 
c:lact·dtng-:~Q;~a;.~-~~~us:i:.a.;t,;.: :;;· -- _, -·: . 
~n r .1 tc Fte:ess-=:t:~~reire;.!'1s:e:;~t~1t~d::£~7::~ 
cr:>t:tit 1-1•;.; -~ft~h:eEaPll-l'~.::;:.,;;::.:,, -~ :.:_. . .:. 
C·l-.·ffrrt::: • · ~. t:~ - · •-. -,. --;.._-:-:. · .. -.::~:,-· -- --<· -c->..:.:"· ' 

,,~ors. ·pet5t0;r¥t; eqi;rs~~&~;;.;:-· ... '.<:.···. 

----·-----·-

. _..;. ~ .. " 

-,. 

threshold, beyond which still 
greater ~hermal stresses may 
cause-gross rather than 1ncre-

· ·mental ~ladding deterioration. 
Therefore, the fuel cladding 
Snfcty Limit is defined ~1th 
margin to the conditions which 
would ptoduce onset of transition 
boilirig, (MCPR of 1.0). These 
condition3 r~pre·sent a significant. 
departure rrom the condition 1n
t~nded by dee ign for pl3nne'd. 
operation. Therefore. the MCPR fuel 
claddl09 latecJr lty safety ltait ie eatabll8hed S1ICb tbat n0 
calculated fQel ~ la tiapec:ted to occur u a result of an 
abnoraal operational transient. 8asia of ttie valuea derived 
-'« tllb .. fety llait for eacb fuel type la ~nted ·1n 
Refereace 1. . 

Reactor Pressure· >800 ps1g and· 
Core Flow > 10% or Rated. 

Onset or transition boiling results· 
1n a decrease 1n hea~ tr~nsfer fro~ 
the cl~d and, therefore, elevated 
clad temperature end the possibility 
of clad failure. However, the 
existence of critical poKer, or 
boiling tra~s1t1on, is not a d1re~tly 
observable parameter in an operating 
reactor. Therefore, the margin to 

·boiling transition 1s calculated 
from plant operating parameters such 
as core power, core fl0\·1-, fce.d.~a,ter ..;.·· 
tempera.t,ure.,. pod _ e:Q~°i:e:-; P.:owe~· d¢s,;.tr.;t_:;. 

. b.u t:ro:a:.-....;:~ .TJte.::,.~~~1?:~.t:.o~ -~etr:.~.u:~~, :.: ., _ - . · 1 

~~~~?~!~ 
·-·- --"··~---- ·-·--- ... - . -- ···-·. -- --- ·-.....-- :-····----,-·-· 
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Safety Limit Bases 

1.1.A Reactor Pressure > ·eoo psig and 
1 i Core Flow ;:::,.. 10% or Rated ~ (cont '.d 2 
i 

boil1n; divided by the actual bundle p0ver. 
~he minimum value of this ratio ro~ 
~ny b~n~le in the core is the minimum 
critical power ratlo (MCPR) .. It is 
as:;umed that the plant operation is 
controlled to the nominal protective 
~etoo1nts via the instrumented vari-

fl e . fl .··. 

I 

'

. ables. (Figure 2.1-;). 

The MCPR fuel cladding integrity safety 
sutf1c1~nt cions~r~at1e~ t~ assure that 

limit .. has 

' 

1n the event of an abnormal operational 
transient initiated from a normal 
C?erat1ng condition mor~ than 99.9% 
of the fuel rods in the core are ex~ 
pected to avoid boiling transition • 

. The rnzrg1n between MCPR of 1.0 (onset 
of trc~s1t1on boiling) and the ~afety 
11~1~ 1s derived from a detailed 
st2tist1cal an~lys1s _considering all 
or the uncertG1nt1es in monitoring 

· ttt? core operating state including 
u~ce~~~1nty in ~he boiling.transition 
correlet1on, See e. g; Reference (1). 

,Because the boiling transition cor-
. re.l:at:tcn __ 1s. based on a large ·quantity~ 

o·f...: r.u.-1-1:.. sczl,.°'-': d a t~t;htte:.::iS!: .. a ve:ryi!: · .;:;' 

-- .......... 

• i'' .... .. ·. . . .'' 

However, .1r bo111.rig tra~sit1on were 
to occur, clad perforat1on"t:ould not 
be expected~ Cladding ternperat~res 
would increase to approxiim?tely . 
ll00°F which. 1S b~low·· t.tl~ per'forat1on 
~em?~rature of th~ cl~a~1ng ~atertal. 
This has .been verified by tests 1n · 
the General El~ctriC Te~t Reactor 
(GE'l'R) where .s1m,1lar .i\icl operated 
above the cr1t1ca1 he~t flu~ for a 
s1gn1f1c .. ant .. pe:-iod of'· .. t1!Tte (30 . 
minutes) withoµt ,clad ;:>e'r.forat1on. 

If reactor· pres~ure · ~hould -ever 
exceed 1400 ps1a during normal power 
operation (the- 11i:11t of applicability 
or the boiling transition correlation) 
1t would be.assumed tha~ the fuel ·. 
cladding integr1ty S~fety Limit has 
been violated.· 

In addition to the boiling transition limit 
(MCPR) operation is consti:&ined ~O' a maximum 
UiGR - 17.S kw/ft for 7 x ·7 fu~l and 13.4 kw/ft 

• .: 

lor all 8x8 fuel types. 1'his c0nstraint ls establi~hed by 
Specification 3. 5 .J to providt? .a.deq!Ja~e safe~y .~rgin to lt 
plastic strain for-abnormal operating transients initiated 
from high power conditions. · Specification 2·.l.A.l provides 
for equivalent safety margfn for transients initiated from · 

. lover power conditions by adjusting ·t:he APRM flow biased . · 
scram by the ratio of FRP/MPLPD •• ·. Specification 3.5.J -
established the LHGR max which ~annot be exceeded under ·steady·. 
p<>Ver ,.operation. .! ~ · · ., ·· · ·· · _"_,, . 

·; •$. 
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- ·sarety qL1t:t1t &ses (cont'd) ·· 9 

B. Core Thermal Power Limit 
· (P.eector Pressure < 8bo· ps ia) 

At p.ressures below 800 ps ia, the 
cote elevation ~ressure drop (0 . 
po·,;er; _ o flo\·;) -is ·S?;reater. than .4.56 
psi. At lo~ powers ~nd flows this 
pr~ssure differential is maintained 
!n the bypnss reg1bn of the core. 
Since the pressure dtop in the bypass 
region is e~s~ntially all elevation 
heed~ the core pressure drop at-low 
powers ~nd flow3 w111 always be greater 
thnn 4.56 psi. Analxses show· that · 
-.;;i th a flow of 28xl0~ lbs/hr. bundle 
flo~, buadle pressure drop.is nearly 
!nde9end~nt of bundle power and h~s 
a v:.l~c of 3.5 psi. Thus, the bundle 
flo~ hith 2 4.56 psi dr1v1ng head 
;·;j ll be 5rF>a'Cer than 28x103 lbs/hr. 
Full scale A'fLAS test data taken at 
pressures from 14.7 psia to 800 psia 
i!:d lc'J te that the fue 1 a ssemoly 
critical po~er at this flew is approxi
~a tely 3.35 MWt. At 25% of rated 
ther~el po~er, the peak powered bun
dle ~ould have ~o be opereting at . 
3.8l~ ti:nes the avernge po.,..ered. bundle 
1n order to a~h1eve this bundle power. 
Thu3, a core ther~3l po~er limit of 
25% for re~ctor pressure•s -belO\i 800 . 
psia 1s co~servative. 

· C. ?o~er Tr2ns!ent 

During transi~nt operation the heat flux .. 
(thermal poher-to-~ater) ~ould lag be-
hind ihe neutron flux due to the inherent 
heat transfer time constant of the fuel 
~h~ch ls 8-9 seconds.: Also, the 11~it1ng 
safctv system scram settings are at values 

' ----_.--~~·· ---·.._.,...---::-·-·--- -·· --···----.:~-·-,;;--·-- .. .___,... .... ~·-

e ·. ·-
.· 

which will not allo"K the reactor to . 
be operated above the safety li!llit 
during n9rrnal operation or during 
other plant o~er~tin; situa:ions ~h1ch 
have been an~lyzed in det31l. In 
add1t1on,.c6ntrol rod scrams 9te·s~ch 
thnt for no~m3l operet1n~ tr~nsients 
the neutron flux cr1~1s~~;1t J.s te.rr.!i-
n~ted oefore a s16nif~c3nt 1ncre~uc 

.. 

' 

in surf~ce he~t f_lux_ occurs. 

Control rod scram times are checked as 
required. by Specification' 4'~T.c~---Exceecf.:. ---

i"ns a neutron: 'rii..:x scr<?m setting and .. 
a failure of the. control rods to reduce 
flux to less tban the scram sett1ns 
w 1 thin 1. 5 seconds does not neces::prily, 
imply that fuel is dam3ged; ho~ever~ 
fer thi3 SRec!fic~tion n safety l!.::iit -
v1olatjon will be assum~d 2ny tine 2· 
neutron flux scrnm sett1ng is exceeded 
for_longer th~n 1.5 seconds. 

If the scra~ occurs such that the neu
tron flux d~ell time above the limit
ing safety system settjng 1s lessth~ 
1. 7 seconds, the safety limit ""111 r,_c 
be exceeded for normal turbine or gen
erator trjps, which are the most severe 
normal opcrDting trans1ents expected:· 
T~ese analyses ~how th3t even if the 
bypass system fails to operate, ·the 
des1gn·l1rn1t Of ~CPR=· the MtPR fµel 

'

cladding integrity safety limitation 
exceeded. ThusJ . use.of· a 1.5 
second limit provides additional margin. 

12 
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, ...•.. ••• e· 
Safety: L1m1t Bases 

l.l~C Power Transient (coht'd) 

f'he corr:puter provided has a . . .. 
se~uence annunciation progra~·wh1~h · 
Will 1nd1cate the sequence 1n which 
scrams occur such as neutron flux, 
pressure, etc. This ~ro~ram also 
1~di6ates when the scram setpo1nt 1s 
cle'ared. This ,,;111 prov:tde information 
on how long a scram condition exists 

• • 
I . 2.1. 

· 1 

I 

I 
I 

I 
I 

i 

I 

i 

end thus provide some measure of the 
energy added dur1nr; a transient. Thus, 
co~puter 1nformat1on normally will be 
available for 2n2lyzi~g scrams; how
ever; if the computer i~formation 3hould 
not be available for any scram analysis, 
Specification 1.1.C.'~ will be relied on 
to determine 1f a sitety limit has been 
violated. 

i-
i 
I 

i 

\ 
During periods when the reactor 1s shut : 
do~n, consideration must also be given 
to water level requirements due to the 
ertect of decey h~at. If·reactor water 
level should drop below the top of th~ 
act!ve fuel ou~1ng this time, the 
ab!l1ty to cool the core is reduced. 
This reduction in core cooling cap-
zo il 1ty could lead to elevated cladding 
te~oer~tures and clad p~rforation. The 
cor~ will be cooled sufficiently to pre
vc~t clad melting should the water level 
be reduced to two-thirds the ccre height. 
Estebl1shmen~ bf the safety li~it at l~ I i:-1ches above the top of the- fuel* provides· 
<?ucqua te margin •.. Th is l.e vel will .be con
tihuou~ly monitored hhen~~er the recir- · · 
-cul<?tio:i pumps sre not operatine;. 

'

-*Top <?f active fuel is defin~d to be 
360 inches above vessel zero (see: 
Bases 3.2). . -. . ·. 

,-· 

Limtting Safety S,stem Setting Bases , 

FUEL CLADDING INTEGRITY 

The. abn.ormal operational transients· 
applicable to op~~a~ion or the units 
have been analyzed throughout the 
spectrum of planned operating con-
d it1ons ·UP to the fated thcrm3l power 
condition of ~5?7 ft;Wt. In «1ddition, 

.· 

2527 r1i'.·lt is the licensed ma.x1mum steady
sta te power level of the units. This 
.maximum steady-state power level will 
never knowingly be exceeded •. 

Conservatism is incorporated in the 
transient analyses in ~st1mat1ng the 
controlling factors, such as void · 
reactivity coefficient; controi rod 
scram ~orth, scram delay time, peaking 
factors, and axial po~er shapes. These 
factors are' selected conservatively. 
with respect to their effect on the 
applicable transient results as deter
mined by the current an3l~sis model. 

. ;;, . 

Conservatism incorpcirated into th~ 
transient analyses is documented in 
Reference 1. Transient analyses are 
initiated at the conditions given in this 
reference-.-- -- .. ---··· -------· · 

13 
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. '4~1ns saret:r System Setttng Bases 

Fuel c1addin3 Intesrtty. (c.ortt'd): 

~he ab3olute valu~ of th~ void reac-
tivity coeff1cjcnt ~sed in the analysis 
1s conservatively estimated to be about 
25% greater than the no:ninal maximum 
value .expected to occur during the core 
lifetime. The scram·worth used has. 
been d~rated to be equivalent to appro-
x:~ately 80% of the total scram.worth or 
of the co~trol rod3. The scram delay 
ti:n.e and ra

1
te of rod 1risert1otn

1
val

1
Y1o;eedt" \ _ 

by the ana yses are conserva e ., 
eoual to the longest delay and slowest 
1~sert1on rate acceptable by Teqhn1c~l 
S;:>ec1f1catlons. The effect of scra:n ·! 
worth. scra:n delay time and rod in- A. 
sert1~n rate,. all conservatively . 
apol1ed, are of grentest significance 1. 
in-the early portion of the negative 
reactivity 1nsert1ori. The rapid ln-
sertion of negative reactivity is 
a~zured by the time requirements for I 5~~ and· 20%. inse~tlon. By the_ t1me 
the rods ~re 60~ inserted, approxi
mately fot.:r dollnrs of negat-1ve reac
t1v1tv have been 1n3erted which 
stro~gly turn3 the transient, anq 
acco~pllehes the desired effect. The·. 
ti~cs for 50% and 90% 1n3ert1on are 
given to assure proper completion of 
th~ ~:r.pcctcd performance 1n ttle . · 
e<?rl~cr portion of the transient, 
ancl to establish the ultimnte fully 
zhutdo~n s~e2dy-3tcte condition. 

This cho1ce·of u31ng conservative values 
of controlling para:neter3 and initiating 
trnn3ient3 at the design power lc~el, 
produces more pc~s1mistic answers than ~ 
~ould rcnult by u3in~ expected values 04 
co:-: t!"ol p~rr:?::<?~cro and ana lyz lng at h 1gher · 
po~;c::- lev~l3. 

'·" 

·s.tead)"~s.,ta.te. operat1on Without ~orcef> 
reo1?"culat1on Will not be· perm.1tted .. 
excep_: dur1r:ig st.artup. testing. The' 
,ana~y~1s to support O;'.)eration at 
~arious powe~ and ~low relation~~!ps 

as considered operation with e!th . 
one or two rec1r~ulation pumps. er 

The bases tor 1 d1 id 
are discussed· n v. ual trip aett1n~s· 

in the following para~ graphs. 

For ariatyses of the thermal consequences of . 

-. .. 

.- . 

the transients, the MCPR's st~ted in para,Jtraph · 
3.5.K!as the limiting ~onditio~ o~ operation 
bound those ~hich are conservatively assumed 

-. 

to exis~ prior to initiation of the transients. . . 

Neutron Flux Tr1p Settings 
..,, 

APRM Flux Scram Trip Setting {Run Mode.) 

The average pow.er range monitoring 
(APRM) system, which is calibrated 
using heat belance dat~ taken during 
steady-state donditions, ren~s 1n 

.• 

percent of rated, thermal power. Be~ 
·cause fies1on cha~be~s prov~je the basic 
input signals, the iiPBM syste::1 responds 
directly to D\'er<?ge :1eutron flux. 
During trDns ic:1ts, the instantaneous 
rate· of heat transfer from the fuel 
(re~ctor thcr~al power) 1s les3 than 
the inntantaneoun neutron flux due to 
the time con~tant of the fuel. There-

. fore, during abnormal operational 
transientsi the thermal power'of the 
fuel will be le~s than that· indicated 
by the neutron flux at the scr2m setting. 
An~lyees demonstrate th~t wlth a 120 
percent scram trip setting, none of the 
abnormal oper~t1onal trann1ent~:~n~lyzed 

.. 

violute ti~ fuel Safety Lir.d.t ~nd there 
1s ·a substantjal m<Jrgin from fu~l c:::r.i~;e. 
Therefore, the use of flow referenced 

14 scr::!m t.r1p provldes ev~r.. add!tJon~l 8:'.:'rgm. · 

c..:. 
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1. 

2. 

•••• 9_utr~n· Flux_ 
0

Tr1p . Sett1rl'gs_ 
. . . ~. 

APRM ·Flux ·Scram Trip Setting 
(Run ¥.ode) (cont'd) · · 

An increase in ·the APR.~ scram tr1~ . 
sett1ng.~ould.dccrease the margin pre
sent before the fuel cladding integrity 
Safety L1:n1t is .reached. The APRM .. 
scram trip sett1.ng was ·aetermined by 
an ana-lysis of morg1ns required to pro
vide a reasona~le ran~e for maneuve~ing 
during operation •. Reducing thts oper.;; 
at:'..ng margin \O;ould inc~~ase the fre
quency of spur1ous scr~~s ~hith have an 
adv~rse effect on reactor safety because· 
of the resulting thermal stresses. Thus 1 
.the .. APRi-l.scra1:i·t~iP settlng_was selected 
because it provides adequate margin for 
the fuel claddin~ integrity Safety Limit 
yet.allow~ operat1n~ margin tbat reduce~ 
th~ possibility of urtnecessary scrams~ 

The sc~am trlp setting ~ust b~ adjusted 
to ·ensure thPt the LHGR trans1ent·peak. 
1s not 1ncrea3ed for any combination or 

· 111aXl1:1um Fraction of Llatting ·PcNer De,;alty (llFl.PI>) and reactor core 
: thermal power. The ecr- setting la adjusted 1n llCCOl'.dance with tbe 
. formula in Specification 2-1,A-l, when the IU'PLD is greater than the 

.·-.: 

. Fraction of Rated Power (PRP) ,. The adjustment may be acc0111Pllshed by 
increasing the AP10.- gain by the reciprocal of PRP/MFLPD. This provides 
tbe same degree of protection aa reducing the trip setting by PltP/MFLPD 
bf 1raialaig tbe initial APRii 1readi119 cloae1r to the trip netting aucb that a 
ser- -ld be 1rDCGiftd at tbe 88me point in a t1ransient as if tbe tdp 

;cnt.i.no bad. beeD .redlzcllld. · 

APRM ~lux Scram Trip Setting 
(R~!'uel or St<lrt &: Hot .Sta'!1dby Mode) 

For oper~t1on 1ri the startup mod~ while 
the rea~tor i3 at low pressure, the APRM 
3cram setting or 15 percent of rated power . 
provides adeq~ate thermal margin between the 
the setpq!nt and th~ safety limit, 25 P·?r
cent of rated. The margin is ade~uate to 
accow .. "nodate ant1cjpatcd m~neuvcrs ·a3sociated 
~1th po~er plant startup. Efrect~ of 1n
ci~ns1ng pre:Jsure a; zero or lo~ void con
~e:1t arc rr.inor, cold 1fiate1t from sources. . · 
Pv~1l2ble d~~lng siartup is not much··colder 
4 ·n·· .. •-1 .. , ..... , ~~·10'•• 4 n th··~ .... , .. '-nm tr·nll'\I'.'~~-
.... \•4• \,, •••• V '-,l~-· ·: ..,Y .... •. •..J-. U ~..._ ., ·-·•·:.·• .• .A. IA . 

. ·. . - . . . . 

· . .; .... ·- ..:. .. - - ·-··-· -· 

'--', 

3. 

. .·· ..... . ~ .... 

··. 

. . . 
ture coerr1c1ents-=-are small, and· con~ .
trol rod patterns are constrained to 
be· uniform by .operating proc.edures 
backed up by the rod \tiorth m1n1m1zer.~· 
or a:i1·possible sourc~s or reactivity 
inpµt~. uniform 'control rQd withdrawal 
is th~ mo~t probable cause of s1gn1f1-' 
~~nt .power r1~e •• Bcciuse the flux 
d13tribution assoc12ted ~1th un1form 
rod wlthdr~w~ls do~s not involve high 
local peaks, an~ because several rods 
must. be moved ·tQ change power by a 
s 1gnif-1-cant pe-rcentage of rated power, 

·ttie.rateof. power r:lse-1s.-veryslo· .. ,. 
· G~ncrally, the herit fl~x is 1n near 
~qu1lib!'1um with the f13sion.,rate. In 
an assumed un1rorm rod withdrawal ap
proac~ to the scram level, the rate of 
power rise is no more than·5 percent 
of rated powe~ ~er minut~, anc.J the . 
APRM sy2tem would be more than adequate 
to as•ure a scrnm before the poKcr 
coulcJ exceed_ ·tlX?safcty limit. The 15 
perc~nt A?aM scram rem~ins active un
til tbc mode switch is pl2c~d in th~ 
RUN position. This ~wi~ch occurs ~hen 
reactor pressure is greater than 850 
p31g •. 

IRM Flux Scram Trip Sct~1ns 

The IRM system consists or 8 chambers 1 

4 in each of the reactor protection 
system logic channels. The ISM is a 
5-decaae·inotrum~nt ~hich cover3 the 
range Qf po~cr level bet~cen that 
covc~ed by t~e .SRM and the APR~\ .The 
5 decade~ are broken dc~n into 10 ranges~ 
each ~e1ng 6ne-half of a decode in size. 

15 
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2.1.A. Neut:-on Flux Tr1p-·Sett1ng· 

3. IR:'l Flux Scram Tr1p Setting (cont'd) 

The IRM sc~2m trip setting ot·l2d 
~!v1s~on3 13 active in each range.of 
the 1RM. · For cxc~ple, if the 1nstru
rnc~t were on r~riGC 1, t~e scram setting 
~ould be a 120 divisions for that range~ 
l1kc~13c, if the instrument ~ere on range 
5, the scram w0uld be 120 d1v1sions on 
th::i t rune;e .. Thus, os the IRM is rc.nged 
up to occomod~t~ the increase 1n power 
level, the scr~m trjp setting 1s also 
ran5cd up. 

The reost s1gnif1cant.~ources or reac
tivity ch~nge durlng the power increas~· 
arc ~ue·to control.rod w1thdra~nl. In 
orde~ to ensure thet the IRM provided 
ade~unte ·protection aga1rist the 31n5le 
rod ~-; i thdra•,;z l cr:cor, a ronge of rod 
.,.HP.t!rc:'.·<al acc1de11ts ''as 3n?.lyzcd. This 
2n~lysis included starting the ~ccidcnt 
at v~r1ous po~er levels. The most se- · 
v~re case inv0l·;es an initial condition 
in ~l1ich the re~ctor is just subcritical 
ttr.d ~he I~r-i c~·stem is not yet on SC;.!le. -· . . 

Ad1!t!on~l con~er~atism was taken in th1~ 
e:l:;;lysiJ by :Js::::urn:l.n~ that the IRM channel 
clos~~t to the withdrawn rod is byp8ssed. 
'i'h~ results of this arn~lys1s show tlrnt the 
rc~ctor :13 scrnm:.:cd <!nd peel<: power l 1:-:ij ted 

2.1.:a 

to 0:1~ percent of rated pm·;er, ,thus maintainin:q 
MCPR above the MCPR fuel cladding integrity 

__ safety limit based on the ~bove 
-a•~<il:;s~s, the IHM provides pro~.ection against 
loct> l control rod w i thdra>.;a.l errors and con
t·5 raouz ·.,.-~thrJ::-.::n.;;Jl of control rod·~ ln ~e::·•.!?nce 
c:J!~d t:irov:iue:.> i:><H.:lcup prot.ec"t;1oa i'or·th~ 1'?1~~·1. 

I .· .. 
' .. 

.. 

I 
I 
I 

. · 

APRM RoJ Block Trip Setting 

Reactor power level may be varied by 
moving control rods or by varying 

• 

the. recirculat1on flow rate. The APRM 
system provides a control rod block to 
prevent qross rod withdrawal 

at constant rcc1rculat1on flow 
.~ate to protect a~~inst grossly exceed
:!ng ·the MCPR fuel claddinq integrity . 
safety limit. This rod · · 
block tr1p setting, ~h1ch is ~utc
matically vcried with recirculation 
loop flow rate, prevents an increase 
in the reactor po~er l~vel to ~xccs
s lve vnluc~ due to ~on~rol ro~ ~~~11 . - " u ,, .£,. ;,,. -

dra~al. The flo~ v~ri~ble t~lp scttlng 
provides substantjal ~nrg1n from fuel 
damage, essum1ng o st2Ddy-st~tc coera-
~ 1 t '·l . . "' on 3 v .. 1e ~1·~::> 3c!:t~.nr.:, o·J-=1· tl~c 
entire rcci!'cu!.<'t:ion 11'··· lv·r:·r·.,. "''."'·"' "".. ' J~ ·- • .. •• -

n_1~:-e in to the S3 !'.:!t)· L!:n"!. t 1ncr~<:i::;cs ·:?s 
tne floy; decre~sc'S f·::r the spec 1f !ed ·. 
trip setting verGu3 flow rel~tion3hio; 
therefore the worst case I·~CPR vih ich · 
could occur dur1ti5 stezdy-stntc coera
tion is at 106~ or rated thcrreal ~o~er 
because of the APnN·~od block tri~ 
setting. The act~al po~cr d13tr1~ut1on 
in the core is e~tablishcd by ~occif!ed 
contro.l rod sequ~nces and 1s r.:on 1 tored 
cont :!nuous ly by the 1n"-core LPR~,1 s·rn tem. 
As \·;1th the APHM scrar.l trip en•·._ .... ~ "'"-"'".1.e.u.,;,, . 
the /\P~\i-1 rod bl9ck ~:r:-ip :::ettir.r:; ia cid-

··\ jus t~_d. cl~hn;.;ord 1.f the 1r.~xi0!1u:n fraction 
~ of 11m1 ting power densi tv exceeds the . .. 
f~action of rated power, thus oreservina 
i,,1ie t.P:11·1 rod block scfcty mar;in. 

16 
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· .. •• 
E. Turbine Step V~lve. Scran - .The .t.Urb1ne stop Valve 

closur"! acran trip t>::itic1patcs tho prcssuro, 
r.~utron flux nr.~ h~at flux incrcice th~t could 
rc~ult fro~ =.pid c!.c.5u!:~ of the turbine fjtop 
v:)lv~:;. With £l. scr~r.l h·1"D. cctt1nc of 10 ' · 

. ~rcent of valve closur1.: fror:i full open, the 
. re:;ult.,,."lt ir.crease in surface heat flux 1s · 

\ 

~1?iit~d. _ ~uch th~t. HCP.a_ rc:r.a~n:; above \th_e· MCPR 
~uel cladding integrity' safety limit, even . 
'dur.in_g. t_l}~ worst case_ .transient that assumes 
the turbine bypass is clo~ed. . .· 

F. C:cncrntor I.ond Rejection Scram - The genera
tor lo::d rejection scram is provided to 
~nticipatc. the rapid increase in pressure 
<?nd ncutroa. flux resulting from -
fast closu...""C of the turbine control valves 
due to a lo~ rejection 2.lld subsequent 
r~n~rc of the. bn-a.c\s.: ~·~·' .1t prevents 
i·:::r:? frc:; 'bcco:nine; less than the MCPR fuel 

cladding ihteg~ity safety limit for this 
transient. For the load rejection without 
bypass transier:it from 100% power, the peak 
heat flux (and therefore LHGR) increases on 
the order of 15% which provides wide margin 
to the value corresponding to 1% plastic strain 
of the cladding. 

c. Reactor Coolant·. Low Pressure Initiates Main Steam 
Isolation Valve Closure - The low pressure isolation 
at 850 psig was provided to giv.e protection against _. 
fast reactor depressurization and the resulting 

H. 

rapid cooldown of .the vessel. Advantage ~as taken 
of the scram feature.which occurs when the main 
stecim line isolation valves are closed .to provide 

'for reactor shutdown so thot operat1on at pressures 
. lower tl1un those specified in the ther:'.!al hydraulic 
safety limit does not occur, although operation 
at a pressure lo1.1er than 850 psig would not necessarily 
constitute an unsafe condition. · 

Main Steam Line Isolation Valve Closure Scram - The 
low pr:essure isolation of the main steam lines at 
850 psig was provided to give protection against 
rapid reactor dcpressurization and the. resulti.ng 
rapid cooldown of the vessel. Advantage was taken 
of the scram feature which occurs when the main 
steam line isolation valves are closed, to provide 
for reactor shutdown so ·that high power operation·· 
at low reactor pressure does not occur, thus providing 
protection for the fuel·cladding integrity safety 
limit. Operation of the reactor at pressures lower 
than 850 psis requires that the reactor mode switch 
be in the sta.rtup ~position ..._,he

0

re protection of the 
fuel cladding integrity safety limit is provided by 
the IRM h.igh neutron flux scram. Thus, the combination 
of main ~teem line low pressur~ isolation and isolat~on 
valve closure scram assures the availability of 
neutron flux scram.protection over the entire 
range of applicability of the fuel cladding integrity 
safety limit. ·In addition, the isolation valve 
closure scram anticip~tes the pressure and flux 

. tr:msients which occur during norrnal or inndvertent 
isolation vnl.vc closure. With the Scrt?ms set at 
10% valve closure,thcre is rto increase in neutron 
flux. 
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1•2 SAFETY LIMIT 

l ·• 2 · REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM 

Applicability: 

.Applies to limits on reactor.coolant system 
pressure. 

Objective: 

To establish a limit below which the integrity 
of the reactor coolant system is not threatened 

-due·to an overpressure condition. 

Specification: 

The reactor coolant system pressure shall not 
exceed 1325 psig at any time when irr~diated fuel 
is present in the reactor vessel. 

. . . :_,,._··· 

·· ... ·: 
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· 2.2 LIMITIN~ S.AfETY.SYSTF.M:SETTING 

2.2 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM 

. •.· 

Applicability: .. 

Applies to trip settings of the-instruments and 
deviczs which are provided to prev~nt the reactor 
system s_afety limits from being exceeded• 

Objective: 

. To define the level. of the process ·,:variables ·at . · · 
which automatic protective action- is initiated to 
prevent the safety limits from b~ing exceeded. 

... 

Specification: 

A. Reactor Coolant High Pressure Scram shall be 
.Cl060 psig •. 

B. Primary System Safety Valve Nominal. Settings. 
shall be as foliows: 

1 valve at 1115 psig* 
2 valves at 1240 psig 
2 valves at 1250 psig 
2 valves at 1260 psig 
2 valves at 1260 psig 

The allawable setpoint error for each valve shall 
be +1% • 

*Targ~t 'Rock -combiriatioti safe_cy/relief valve . 

I • • •. 
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1.2 The t"eactor coolant system integrity j.s an impor
tant barrier in the.prevention of uncontrolled re
lease of fission products. It is essential that the. 
integrity of this system be protected·by eatabl1sh1na 
a pressure limit .to be observed for all operating 
conditions and whenever.there is irradiated fuel.in 
the reactor vessel. 

The pressure safety limit .of ll25 psig as measured 
by the vessel steam space pressure indicator is I 
eGuivalent to 1375 psig at the lowest elevation of the/ 
reactor coolant system. The .1375 psig value is / 
det'ived from the design pressures of the reactor 
pressure vessel. coolant. system piping and isola-
tion condenser. nte respective design pressures . 
are 1250 psig at 575°F 9 1175 psig at 560°F and 12SO 

0 • 

psig at 575 F. nte pressure safety limit v~s chosen 
as the lover of the pressure transients permitted 
by :~e a~plicable design codes: ASME Boiler and 
Pressure.Vessel Code. Secticn Ill for the pressure 
vessel and'isolation condenser.and l'SASI B31.l Code 
fer ~he reactor coolant system piping. The ASHE 
Boiler and Pressure Ves~el Code permits pressure 
translents up to 10% over d~sign press~re (110% 
X 1250 • 1375 pslg). and the USASI Code pert'llts
pressure transients up to 20% o'·er the des!on 
pressure (120% X 1175 a 1410 psig). The Safety 
L!.ait pressure of 1375 psig is referenced to the 
:.cn.-est elevation of the primary c0olant system. 

i: 
I 

Evaluation methodology used to assure that 
this safety limit pressure is not exceeded 
for any period is documented in Reference ·L; 
the de'f ign basis for the reactor pressure vessel ' 
cakes c-vident the substantial margin of protection 
. agaf~.<:t failuC'e at the safety ;>ressur.e liiilit of 1375 
.?sic- l"le v~~sel has been designed for a general 
!:>E!.:b· an~ str~ss no greater than 26.700 psi at an 
bt!' :11;· l prei;sure of 1250 psig; this is a factor of 
1.:: -?.,., the yield strength of 40 0 100 psi at 575°p~ ·. \ , 
At th! presauTe limit of 137S psig. the general i 

· mec':-9ne etre~s vill only be 29 0 400 psi. still 
_safely .below the yield strength_. . 

'l11e 't"elationRhi~s .nf stress levels to yield strength 
are conr,>arable for the isolation condenser and 
primary system piping and provide a si!llilar mar-

. gia .of protection at the. establi9hed safety pressure 
limit. · 

The riormal operating pressure of the reactor coolant . 
system is 1000 psig._ For the turbine trip or loss of 
electrical load transients. the turbine trip scram or 
generator load rejecticm scram, together vith the 
turbine bypass system. limit the pressure to apptoxi-
1l!iltely 1100 psig (4). In addition. pressure relief 
valves have been provided to reduce the probability 
of the safety valves which discharged to 
the ·drywell operating in the event that 
the turbine byp~ss should fail. 

Finally. the safety valves are sl.zeel to ;ce·ep 
the reactor coolant system pressure below !375 p~ig 
vi th no credit ta~en for. the relief valves du:i: ing the 
postulated full closure of al~ MSIV's without 

· 1direct (valve position switchf. scram~ Credit 
· i~ taken for the neutron flux scram, however 

the indirect flux scram and safety valve 
actuation provide adequate margin below the 
peak allowable vessel pressure of 1375 psig. 

Reactor pressure is continuously .monitored in the 
contro1 room durin<J operati~n on a 1500 psi full 
scale pressure . recorder •. 

(
4

1) ar:. ~~-- s~Otri::a!!·~·~~cbnd Reload 
• . . Sub~ittal," 9/14/73 

alsoi "Dtesden. Statiori special 
No. 29 Supplement B." 

License· 

Report 
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Bases: 

2.2 In compliance vlth Sec;tion nt of the ·MME Code. the 
sa(ety valves tRUst b4! eet to open at no. h1Rhet' than 
101% of des tgn ·pressure, and they en.At 111111.t the 
Teactor pressure to no. more than 110% of design 
pressure. Bot?\ the neutron fluxecrmD anti eafet}' 
valve actuation are requfn!d to prevent overpres
suri7.ing the reactor presAure ves9el and thus 
exceeding the pressure safety limit' 'nae_preeaure 
scram is available as a backup protection 
to the high flux scram~ 

If the high flux scram 
were to fail, a high pressure scram would 
occur at i060 psi91 · analyses are performed 
as described in the Generic Reload Fuel 
Application, NEDE-24011-P-A (Appro~ed 

revision number at time reload 
are performed) for each reload 
that the pressure safety limit 
exceeded. 

·, 
I 

analyses 
to assur·e 
is not 
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3.1 LIMITINC·c~DITION FOR OPERATION 

Rf.AC'!OR P!>.OTECTION SYST~l 

~2llcability: 

.Ar~lics to the instrumcntntion nnd 
x;soc~atcd·<lcviccs; which initiate a 
rc3ctor scra:n. 

To il!>S~rc the operability of the 
re3ctor protection system~ 

Socc{fic:ttion: 

A. The set~oints, ain!tc\?!ll·nu='.ber of trip 
sy~te::sp ~J ~1ni~ n~er of instru
r,."?nt ch:um~l:c; th~t ~mt be. operable 
for eiich ~o::ition of the re3ct:or mode 
:s·.1itch ~h~ll be <?S ~i vcn in T~blc · 
3.1.1. The response times of the 
1~1d 1'I1d uc. l fu.1c t ions s h3l1 not ex
ceed 0.10 seco:•d .. 

e •. If during operation, the maximum fraction of limiting. 
paver density exceeds the fraction of rated power when 
operating above 25\ rated thermal power, either: 

.a. The APP~ sc~~~ ann ~cd block settingc s~~ll be 
reduced to the values given by the equations in 
Specifications 2.1.A.l and 2.1.B. This may be 
accomplished by increasing the APRM gain as 
described therein. · 

b. The power distribution shall be changed such 
that the maximum fraction of limiting power. 
density no longer exceeds the fraction of 
rated power. · 

- ----·· ···-.. ,.....- - --- - - . - ------;.~.------- ---

.. ·-

. -

. 4.1 SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENT 

4.1 REACTOR PROTECTION SYSTEM 

Appliccbility: 

Applies to the survcill:mce of the inst.romcn
t~t:~n nnd associnted devices which initiate . 
reactor scram. 

ObiP.ctivc: 

To specify the:.type and frequency of 
survcill~nce to.be applied to the protection 
instrum-.?ntation • 

Spcc1!ic::?t1.on: 

A. Instr~'fC~ntction systems shall be 
functionnlly tested and C3librated as 
in~1.cated in Tables. 4.1.1 and ,.1.2. 
respectively·. 

B. Dai l:r durlng :reactor power operation, 
the core power distribution shall be 
ch~ci~c1 for maximum fraction of 
limi tinq poweL · de-nsi ty (MFLPD-) and 
compared with the fraction of Rated ~6wer 
(~RP) when operating above 25% rated 
thermal power. 

22 
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TABLE 3.1. l (cont) 

1. Thc~e shall be ti..·o operable or tripped trip systems for each function. . . . 
2. Permissible· 10 b}'pcs>. with control rod block, for reactor protection· syste:n reset in refuel and shutdown positions of the reactor mode switch. 
3, Permissible to byp;us when reactor pressure is< 1..0Q .psig. . . . 
4. ?ermissible·to b·yp.iwwhen first stage· turbine pressure is less than th,u which corresponds to 4~ rated ste.im· flow. 

· 5. lR:-..:l's .. .irc byp .. mcd "'·hen A PRM·'s are onsc.1le and the· reactor mode ;;witch Is in. the run position. · · 
1.1. The de;ign permits closure of .1ny one valve '-"ithout ~;cram being initiltcd. 

7. \\'hen the.reactor is su~critical Jnd :he re.ictor w.itertemperature is·lcss ili~n .212or. only the follow.ing trip fun;tions need to be operable: 
a. ·}.~ode Switch in Shutdo1 .. :n 
b. MJnual Scr.J m ~ 

c. High flux lRM 
d. Scr.im OischJrge Volume High Level 

8. 1\ot required. :o be operable "'·hen primary containment integrity is not required. . 
!:-. !'ot required "'"hile performing lo"'· power physics tem at !nmospheric pressure during or after refueling at :power levels not to exceed 5 MW(t)." 

10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 

14. 

•• 

• • • .... 

:-.:ay be byp.wed "'"hen neces>.J.r) . .<!uring purging for.:contain:ncnt ine:ting or deinerting. · 
:-.=ot required to be operJble "'·hen the rc: .. ctor preu.ure vem:l head is ·not l>Olted to the vessel. 

. The A?:i.:-..1 do: .... nscalc tnp fonctiori ii auto:natic.1lly byp.1ssed "'"hen the: reJCtOr mo<.le S'-"it~h is in the refuel find stanup/hot standby po;itions, 
T!"le APR~1 c!o"'·nscJlc t:ip func:ion i> .iu:o:TI.itic .. lly b) pa;;.:d ''hen tht !RY. inst:urr.entation is operable and not high.· 

The APR:·1 15% scram is bypassed in the run mode. ·· 
If the first coiumn c.rnnot be: rr.et for one of the tri? sj·stems. thJt trip S}"Stem sh.JU ho: tripped. 
If the f!m column cJnnot be m.::t for botll trip ;yj1em;. tht appropri.1tt JCcion; listed be!o"'· shall be uken: 
A. lni:iJte insertion of opc:rJble :ods ;ind cor.:;ilcte insertion oi .111 operable rod; within four hours. 

B. Rtc!uce poi.·er level to li\:-..1 r .. r.!"e .JnJ pl.l,·c mode ;i.1tch in t!ie Sr;iW1p/Ho.i St ... ndby po;ition within 8 hours.· 
C. \\.educe tu~bli~c.! lc.l(j .~!':..! ~~c;c ~:~in n~~:nlin;.:. :;o!.Jtio~ -.·Jlvcs !'·::.::i!'l f hour,;. 

An APR:-01 ""ill !:>.: c.:insiJc.:rc:d inoperable if there dre h!;s 1;; .. n "2 LPR~vl input> p.::r level or tliere are ies; th.in.>(·~~ of the normll complement 0( · 

LPR~l's :o .Jn AP;~.:_ . 

l inch o:i ti!e water leveHnmumcnt.Jtion is z 504 11 aoove vessel zero (see Bases 3. 2) • 
Tri_?S upon Jctu.Hion of the fas: closure ;;o~enoid .... hich trips the turbine control valves . 
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Th<· cuntrol rtid driv<.· sc·ram S\'StC'm is designed so 
that ali of U~c water which is di.scbarged from the 
reacto!' b\· a scram can b<" accommodated in the · 
discharge pipin:;. A part of this piping is. an in
strumC'nt ·\'olume tu-tube in the piping] which accom
modates in excess of 50 gallons of water and is the 
!O\• p'.>ir.t in the piping. l\o credit was taken for 
~ni..; V1Jlume in the design of the discharge piping as 
C(.ncerns the amount of water which must be accom
modated durin~ a scrnm. During normal operation 
l~t· d!schaqre volume is empty; however, should it 
fill with water, the water discharged to the piping 
from the reactor could nut be accommodated which 
would result in slu\\· scram times or partial or no 
control rod insertion. To preclude this occurrence, 
le,·el switches have bl'en provided in the instrument 
\'Qlume which alarm ~md scram the re:ictor when 
th<> \'Olume of water rl:'::iC'hes 50 gallons. As indi
cated above, there is sufficient volume in the piping. 
to accommodnte th<" scram without impairment of 
the scram times or amount of insertion of the control 
r:1cls. This function shuts the reactor down while 
sufficient volume remains to :iccommodate the dis
ch:irged ~vater and precludes the situation in which. 
:i scram would be r<'quir<"d but not be able to per- · 
form its function adequately. 

la.is~ of condenser vacuum occurs when the con
dt·,1s.:!r c:in no longer handle the heat input. LOss 
of cvndcnser vacuum initiates a closure of the tur-. 
t,ine stop valve's nnd turbine bypass valves which· 
eliminntcs the hcnt input_ to the condenser. Closure 
of th<' turbine stop and bypass valVC's causes a pr~s
sure ·transient, neutron flux rise, and an incr<'ase 
in surface heat flux. To prevent the clad safety 
limit from l>C'ing cxccedt'd if this occurs, a reactor 
scram occurs on turbine stop v~lv<• closure. The 
turbine stop valvt• .closure scr:im function alone is 
:idequate to prevent the clad safety limit from being 
exceeded in the event of a turbine trip transient 
with byp:iss closu·re. Ref. &•ctivn -l. -l. 3 SAR. The 
condenser low v:icuum scram i~ a b:ick-up to the 

-· .. ....---·- ... ··-----.-······ ·-·· ··-- ·--··· ··.- .,, .... - . 
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stop \'alve closure scr:im and causes a scram · 
-before the stop valves are closed :ind thus the re
sulting transient is less se\·ere. Scram occurs at 
23" Hg \·acuum, stop \'ah·e closur.e occurs at 
20" Hg ,·acuum and bypass closure at 7'' Hg 
vacuum. 

High radiation levels in the main steamline tunnel 
abo,·e that due to the normal nitrogen and oxygen 
radioacli\'itv is an indication of leaking fael. A 
scram is initiated whene\'er such radiation le\·el 
excecdsthreetimes normal background. The pur
pose of this scram is to reduce the source of such 
radi:ition lo the ex1.ent necessary to pre\'ent exces
sin! turbine contamination. Discharge of excessi\-e 
an\ounts of r:idioacti\·ity to the site em·irons is pre
vented by the air ejector off-gas monitors which 
cause :m isolation of the main condenser off-gas 
line pro,·idcd the limit specified in Specifica-
tion 3. 8 is exceeded. 

The main steamline isolation valve closure scram 
is set to scram when the isolation_ val\'es are io<:! 
closed from full open. Titis scram anticipates the 
pressure and fllix transient, \\'hich would occur -

_ when the valves close. By sc_ramming at this set- -
\ting the resultant. transient is insignificant. 

A reactor mode switch is provided which actu:ites 
or bypasses the various scram functions appropri:ite 
to the particular plant operating .status. Ref. Sec
tion 'i. 7. ~. 2 SAR. 

The manual scram function is :ictivc in :ill modes, 
thus providing for a manual means of rapidly insert
ing control rods during all modes of reactor 
operation. -

The In!\f system provides protection :igainst exces
sive po\n•r lcv<'ls :ind short reactor periods in the 
start-up :im.1 inl.crmcdiate power ranges. Ref. 
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· · n hntr scrnm nnd rod block condition. 1i1us, 
If Lhe cHlihrnlion were performed durtni: oper
nlion, nmc sh:ipini: would nol be possible. 
Ilns.<.•d on ('Xpcri<'ncc nl other gcncrntini; 
sl:tlions. drift or instruments, such :ts those 
in the F1<1\\· Bin.sin~ Nework, is not si~nificnnt 
and thcrdorc, lo :l\"oicJ spurious scrams, :t 

c:1lihr:it ion frequency of each refueling outngt. 
is cstahli:;l!<.·d. 

Group (C) dc\'iccs nrc ncth·e only during a 
~i\·cn portion of the opcralion:tl cycle. 1:or 
cx:unplc. the IHl\l is ·acli\'C during startup nnd 
in:tcti\'c cli1ri11~ full-power oper:ition. Thus, 
the only lcsl that is 111c:rnin~ful is lhc one pcr
Cor111ecl ju~l prior lo shutdown or startup; i.e., 
the tests that arc pcrfori11ed just prior lo use 
of the. inslr11111cnl. · 

Calihl':tlion frequency of the instrument chan
nel is cli\•idcd into two groups. These are :i~ 
follows: 

1. Passive type .indicating de\'1ces that can 
I.Jc t•ompnrcd with like units on a conlinu
OllS basis. 

2. Vncuum tul>c or semiconductor devices 
:rnd tk~cctors that drift or iose 
sensiti\'ity. 

Expcricnc:t! wilh pnssl\'c type instruments in 
Comnwm\·callh Edison ~cncrntin~ stntions and 
subst:tli<•11;; incJic:tlcs thnt thc\spcciftcd c:ilibra
litins nrc :ul~·qu:itc. For lhosede\·ic:cs which 
employ :>111pl ificr:s;,..:etC".:, d::rft:·s.pedac:l ffo:is 
C:t:I I for • ~•'i'~l .ro:,lrc::ttf'<rs:Sz:thRniOC:.lf;(~,li:tiiJn~if-'er ....... · 
in: thc:.1)crfadi.cfi'.~mimtffii:r--d:i:ifttom?·le;;:\~.::_,r~, · · 
occm::::nul:t~tttsq>~~ :t=nr= c ;;ilia: ,,...-<·:· • 

I 
' For. the APil~I syst<'m drHt of electronic. 

appnratus IS· not the only consldcrutiol) In dc
Lcrminin~ n cnlibrntion frequency. Chm1gc In 
power dislrlhulion :tnd loss o( cli:nnbcr scnsi
li\•ity clicl:tlc n calibration C\'l'ry seven clays. 
Cnl ibralion on this frcc1i1cncy :t.ssurcs plant 
opcralioff nl or bl'lo\\' thermal limits. 

.A comp!lrison of '1~:1blcs ·L l. l .n1~d ·L 1. 2 
indicates that six inslrm11cnl ch:cn:1cls have. not 
been im:htc!ccJ in the l:tllcr 1':1iJ}c. These :ire:· 
:\Ioele Switch in Shutckm n, ~! a:1u<ll !:icr:un, llibh 
Water. Lc\'cl in Scr:1m l>ischaq~c ·T:rnk, l\Jain 
Steam Linc Isolation \'ah·c Closure, Gcncr::itor 
Lo:id Hcjcclion, anc! Turbine Stop Vah·c · 
Closure. All of tile dc\'iccs or sensors :lssoci~ 
:ilccl with these scram funclions arc simple 
on-off switches and. hcnc<.!,. cali!ll"ation is not 
nppliea!1k, i. c., uic swHcli is, cithcl' Oil or. 
off. Fu1·thcr,. these switcht·s arc 11101mt<.·d 
solidly lo the device :incl !lave a \'cry low 
1;1·c1bahil ily of mo\'in~, c. ~· the switcill:S in 
the scr:w1 clisch:11·~c: \'olumc t:wl,. B:isccJ on 
the •1hovc, 'no c:ilihr:1lion is reqairccl'for these 
six instrumenl channds. 

I ». The MFLPD shall be checked once 
per day to determine if the APRH 
scra:n requires ndjust?ncnt. This may 
may no::inally be done by check1n~ ' 
the LP?.H readings, 1'IP traces, or 
process computer calculat1onG. 
Only a sr.iall number of ·contrei-~ 

.. ;ods are mov.cd""'d~il.y arldt-th~~ffi5,~'·: ·";"'. 

.. 
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INSTRUMENTATION THAT INITIATES PRIMA'RY CONTAINMENT ISOLATION FUNCTIONS 

Mlnlmwn No. or 
Opcrnble Inst. .. 

Ch:rnncls per 
Trip System (1) Instruments Trip Level Setting Action (3) 

-
2 Reactor Low Water >.J. 4·4 n'above top o~ acth·e fuel* A 

.. 

2 Re:i.ctor Low Low Water , ~:8·4 n''above top of active fuel* _cA 

2 High drywell pressure ~~ pslg rated (4), . (5) A 

2 (2) High Flo\v :Main Steam line ~= 120';( of rated steam Clow B 

2 ,,r 4 fn each Hig~ Temperature l\lain Steam Line --· --· ~ 
or 4 sets Tunnel ~200°F · -· B 

2 High Radiation ?.lain Steam Line 
• 

~ j times normal rated power back-
Tunnel (6) ;~round . B 

2 Low Pressure l\lain Steamlfne '?850 pslg B 

High Flow Isolation Condenser Une r 

1 Stcamline Side ~20 psi dlff. on steamllne side . c 
-

1 Condensate Return Side ~ 32" water dlff~ on condensate 
:~eturn side c. 

2 High Flow 11-PCI Steam Line ~: 150" water ' D 
.. -

4 High Temperature HPCI Steam Line 
Arca ~200°F .D 

.. 

Nol-:s: 

J. Whenever prim:iry cont:iinmcnt integrity is required, there shall be two OJ>i!111ble or tripped trip systems.for each runclion, except ror low pressure main 
stcamlinc which only need be av:iilnblc in .lhe RUN position. · · . · · . , · 

2. Per f.'ach stcamlinc. . . 
3. Action: If the first column C<Jnr.ol be met Cor oric or lhe tri~ systems, th:1l trip system shall be tripped. 

I ~TOP of active fuel is defined as 360" above ve~sel zero for.all 
water levels used .in the LOCA analyses (see Bases 3.2). 
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TABLE 3.2.2 

INSTRUMENTATION THAT INITIATES OR CONTltOLS THE CORE AND CONTAINMENT COOLING SYSTEMS 

Min. No. of Operable 
Inst. Channels per 

Trip System (1) Trip Fiinction Trip Level Setting Remarks 

+4" 
In conjunction with low reactor '2 Reactor Low LoW Water 8 4 "< _0 .,) above top of 1. 

·r..evel ' acth t: r..xel * pressure initiates core. spray 
and LPCI. 

.. 2 . In conjunction with high dry-well 
pressure 120 sec. time delay, 
and low pressure core cooling 
interlock initiates auto blowdown. 

3. Initiates HPCl and SBGTS. 
4. Initiates starting of diesel 

generators. 

High Drywell Pressure 
1. Initiates core spray, LPCI, 

2- ~ 2 psig HPCI, and SBGTS. 
" (2)' (3) 2. In conjunction with low low water 

level, 120 sec. time delay, and 
'' low pressure core cooling inter-

. lock initiates auto blowdown . 
,3. Initiates starting of diesel 

generators. 

1 Reactor Low Pressure 300 pslg~p~350 pslg 
" 

1. Permissive for opening 
core spray and LPCI 
admission valves. 

2. In conjunction with low 
low reactor water level ini-
ates core spray and LPCI. 

Containment Spray Prevents inadvertent operation 
Interlock of containment spray during 

' 1(4) 2/3 Core Height ;?2/3 core height accident conditions. 
2(4) Containment High 0.5 psig~ p~l. 5 pslg 

Pressure 

1 Timer Auto Blowdown ~ 120 seconds In conjunction with low-low 

' 
reactor water level, high 

• dry-well pressure, and low 
pressure core cooling inter-

· lock Initiates auto blowdown. -

I ~Top of acti"ve fuel.is defined as 360" above yessel zefo for· all 
water leve s used 1n the LOCA analyses {see Bases 3.~ . 

. . .,, ..... - - ··--
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. ,.._,_. ____ : ... 

Cp::-?.i>le . Inst .• · 
Ch'1nn~ls Per. 
';:-io Svstc:Tl(l) 

l 

* 1 

2 

l 

l 

3 

3 

3 

:7.(5) 

___ ._.;:.2 ( s l ( 61 

Instr.imcr.t ,,--/ Tri,, Level s~~tina 
A??..~ upscale (fl'J~ bias)(7) ~[6swir IJ"~ \ mro (2) 

APml upscal~ (~efuel. end Startup/Bot ~ 12/125 full :.cale 
~· -.,._.. . - ) ·· ...... ana ... z r.oa~ .. 

•· 
IU'l"Jl dcr.~-nscale · ( 7) ~ 3/125 full scale 

.. 
·Red block moni-tor up!'c:ale (flow bias) (7) ~ [65w .._ iifil (2) 

Rod block monitor d~-nscale (7) .? 5/125 fl)ll scale 

I~ upscale· 

Iruit det.gctor not fully inserted in 
the cor-e 

SRM detector not in otai;tup posi~i0n · 

. > 5/125 fu11 seal~ .-
~108/125 full.~cal~ 

(4) 

SP..M u~c~~a-l~e;...._ __________________________ __..___·~---1.o_s_.c_~_a_n_t_s~i/_s~~.e._ __ __ 

'.' .·-: -. ····--- -·····~- ·: -- __,.... '"". ... --- ·- _··--- ·---~--- -- . ":;.:--~- .. -~~.-,.-····- ... ...,.~ ....... -----~-·· 
··:;-· . 

.·. 
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T~.3!..'.:: 3. 2. 3 {cont) 

~:-otcs: 

'.'· 

·e - . . 

· * 1. For the Start\:?/Sot Standby a:nd Run pc~sitions of the Reactor r-~%e Selector Switch, 
there .. :;hall be two cpcra:Oie or tr:..pp:?c\ tri? sys~ans for c:ich fu:-.ction, e:-:c~?~ t~e 
Si'.:-~ rod blod:s .. IP~'1 up~ctll~, I~·i down:;c,al~ _and_ !?.1-1 ei:?tactox; r.o~ fully ip21erted in 
th_~ core n~ed not p2 opernble in the ,,nun"' po::;it.ion and AP~t downscr· le, A?R:·l__ _. 
upscale (flow bias)~ _Md RIM dotirnS~ie. -.~if n~ ~-~mle in the S~~~tip/- .Standby -mone. 

,'Ble RBM 1 upscale" need not be operable at less t.lum 3QS rated thermal power. I 

' 

:One ch~el mq be bypassed above 30% rated the:rmal. power provided that . . 
i& limiiing control rod pattern does not exist. For systems with more than L~ 
one channel per trip system. !f the first 
coltt:nn ctinnot oa me-.: ~or DO"t:n t:.rip syT~c;.is,. -·t:.na systems shull oe tripped. 

2. W,rr nercent nf drive flo~·; requ1red to produce a rated core flow of 
9o 1·J2b/m. 

3. !P.N downscale .m~y be bypassed when it is on its lowe;t r~nge. 

4. This function may be bypassed .when th~ co~nt rate is ~100 ·cps. 

5. One of the four SP..!·1 inputs I':\ay be byp~ssed. 

6. This SP~1 function ma:x· be byp<lssed in t~-ic higher U~M :-ang<?s when the !&"1 upscale red 
block is opcr~bl~. 

.-

7. Not required while performing low power physics tests at atmospb~ric pressure during 
or after refueling at power levels not to excci:?d 5 l-!W{-t:.}. 

··---· - --------·--- ~-----·-·----· ---- ... ··-· 
----~-----------·-=~!":-·~--·- ·--:-.. __ ,.. ___ ·---·-··· ---- .. _._,,_, 

.. . .. 

---- ~ . 
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Bases: 

3. 2 In addition to.reactor protection instrwnentation 
which initiates a reactor scram, protective instru~ 
mentation has been provided which initiates action 
tO mitigate the consequences of accidents which are 
beyond the opera.tors ability to. control, or termi
nates operator errors before they res.ult in serious 

. consequences. This set of Specifications provides 
the limiting conditions of operation for the primary 
system isolation function, initiation of the emer- · 
gency core cooling system, control rod block and 
standby gas treatment systems. The objectives of 
the specifications are {i) to assure the effectiveness 
of the protective instruinentatiOn when required by 
preserving its capability to tolerate a single failure 

. of any component of such systems even during peri-
ods when portions of such systems are out of serviee 
for maintenance, and (ii) to prescribe the trip set
tings required to assure adequate performance. 
When necessary, one channel may be made inoper
able for brief intervals to conduct required functional 
tests and calibrations." · 

Some of the settings on the instrumentation that 
initiates or controls core and containment cooling 
have tolerances explicitly stated where the high and 
low values are both critical and may have a substan
tial effect on safety. It should be noted that the set
points of other instrumentation, where. only the big}\ 
or low end of the setting has a direct bearing on· 
safety, are chosen at a level away from the normal 
operating range to prevent inadvertent actuation of 
the safety system involved and expo.sure to abnormal 
situations. · 

Isolation valves are installed in those lines that 
penetrate the primary containment and must be 
isolated during a loss of coolant accident so that the 
radiation dose limits are not excee·ded during an 
accident condition. Act'uation of these valves is. 
initiated by protective instrumentation shown in 

_ ...... 

• 
Table 3. 2.1 which senses the conditions for which 
isolation is required. Such instrumentation rriust be 
available whenever .primary containment inte~ity 
is required. -The opjective is to. isolate the primary 
~ontainmen:t so that the·guidelines oLlO CFR 100 are 
not exceeded during ari a~cident, 

. The i!istrwnentation which initiates pri~ary system 
isolation is connected in a dµal bus arr~::gement. 
Thus, the .discussion given in the bases for Specifi-

... cation 3~ 1 ts applicable here. ··. · 

..... 

·: 9bD low.-~ .Ater lriel' ~t&oll la 8et to Ui(I at>B ·• 
i . inches on the lml .inatr-"t (t~ of aethe fUol .la defined to. 
.. ·be ·360 inchlis ilbowe Yesael. aero) - and after all-lnq for tbe fall 

· i. power preasare drop acroea tlMt steam dryer ~ low leftl trlp-.l•:. 
at 504 inches aboire Yessol 1:ero,. or 144 incbeo above the top of 
ectiwe fuel. Retrofit 8x8 fuel bes en ecthe faol lelll)th 1.24 
inches lonqor than earlier fuel desl019. llDVe1"!r, present trlp 
eetpolnts -re used in tho LOi::A analyses (RED0-2414611, April 1979) • 
This trip initiates closure of"Group 2 and J primary containment 
isolation valves bUt does not trfp tbe recirculation pumpa (refer-. 
enco SAR Section 7.7.2). For a trip aettlniJ of 504 inches a~ 
1"1ssel · 1:cro ( 144 inches abOve top of acthe fael) end a 60-aecoail . 
v81va closure ti.me, tbe yahoe will be closed before pcrfarati- af 
the claddinq oc:cura nan for ~ aaxillml breaks thil aettinq La· 

.therefore adequate. · 

Tho· low low reactor lOYel in8tn=entat1- le Ht to tdp vhltn reec-. 
toir -ees · level ia 444 indlea -.ibowe -••l aeso (vitb top of ecti
fael dofiaecl es J60 inotoee above·-•1 ·sero. -st incbe• I.a M 
inchas Dbowo the top of acti..e hell. · 

This 
trip initiates closure of Group 1 primary containment · 
isolation valves, Ref. Section 7. 7.2.2 SAR, and also 
activates the ECC subsystems, starts the emergency 
diesel generator and trips the recirculation pumps. 
This trip setting level was chosen to be high enough 
to prevent spurious operation but low enough to ini-

. tiate E CCS .operation and primary system isolation 
so that no melting of the. fuel cladding will occur and 
so that post accident cooling can be accomplished 
and the guidelines of 10 CFR 100 will not be violated. 
For the complete circumferential break of a 28-inch 

_ recirculation lin·e and \Vith the trip setting given 
2bove, ECCS initiation and.primary sy~•~m isolation 
are initiate<;! in t.ime .to meet the above criteria. Ref. 
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The tnstrumen_. 

'tation also covers the f'ull rarrgc or spectrum or 
breaks a:id meets the above criteria. 

... 
.The high drywell pressure instrumentation is a. back
up to the water level instrumentation and ln addition 
to lnitiati11g ECCS it c:i.uses isolation of Group 2 iso
lation valves. For the breaks discussed above, this 
Instrumentation will initiate ECCS operation at a.bout 
the same time as the low low water level instrumen
til.tlon; thus the results given above are applicable 
h~rr "·'"'o. Group 2 isolation valves include the 
drywell vent, purge, and sump lsci:ition valves .. 
High drywcll pressure activates on!y these val\'es. 
because high drywell pressure could occur as the 
result of non-safely related causes such :i.s not 
purging the drywell air during starl.up. Total sys
tem isolation is not desirable for li1ese conditions 
an~l only the valves in Group 2'arc required to 
close. The low low water level in'.:i!.rwnentatlon 
initiates protection for the full spectrum or loss or 
coolant accidents and causes a trip of Group I pri
mary system isolat!on valves. 

Venturis arc provided in the main stcamlines as a 
means ·or measuring steam now and also limiting 
the loss of mass inventory ·from th~ vessel during 
.a steamline b1·eak accident. In addition to mon.i-
toring steam now, instrwncntation is provided 
which causes a trip of Group 1 isolation valves.· 
Tl:e primary function of the instn:mcntation ls to 
uctcct a l>reak in the m:iln stcamlinc, thus only 
Croup 1 valves arc closed. For the worst case 
:i.ccidcnt, main stcamline break outside the drywcU, 
this trip setting of l~Oc;t of rated steam flmv in con
j•mction with the now limitei:s and main steamlinc 
v:i.lvc closure, limit the mass inventor)• loss such 
that fuel is not uncovered, [ucl tcm1;c:ral11rcs re
main less than 1500°F and reloasc of r:.idioaclivity 

·to the environs is well below 10 CFH 100 guidelines. 
Hr.·f. &-ctions 14 .. '.!.3.!'I :uul l·l.~.:l.111 :-:i\H. 

:-- ..... - .~-~···"··. 

/ 

. 
. r . ... 

. I 

•• 
Temperature monitoring tnstrumentatton ls 
provided in the main stcantllne tunnel to' detect 
leaks tn this area. Trips.are provided on.this ln
strwnentatton and when exceeded cause closure of 
Group 1 Isolation valves. Its setting or 200°F ls 
low enough to dc~cct leaks or the order or 5 to 10 
gpm; thus, it is capable of covering the entire 
spectrwn ofbrc.aks. For large breaks, it is a 
back-up to·high .steam now instrWlicntalion dis
cussed above, and (or small breaks with the result._ 
nnt small release or radiroctivity, 1;ivcs isolation 
before the guidelines of 10 CFn 100 arc exceeded. 

High radiation monitors In the nrnin steamllne 
tunnel have been provided to detect gross fuel failure. 
This instrumentation causes closure or Group 1 . 
valves. the only valves required to close for this 
accident. -With: the cstablishe.d setting of3 times 
normal background, and main stcamline isolation 
valve closure, fission product release is limited so 
that 10 CFn 100 guidelines arc not excecdl'<.1 for this 
accident. Ref. Sc<;tion 14.2.1. 7 SAR. The per
.formance of the process radiation monitoring. system · 
relative to detecting fuel leakage shall be evaluated 
during the .first five years of operation. The conclu
s1cns of this evaluation will be reported to the 
Atomic Energy Commission. 

Pressure instrumentation is provided which trips 
when main steamlinc pressure drops below 850 psig. 
A trip of this inslrwncnlalion results ln Closure or 
Group 1 isolation valves. Jn the ''Refuel'' and 
"Startup/Hot Standby" mode this trip function ls by
pn.ssed. This function ls provided primarily to pro
vide protection a~ainst a prt'ssurc rc~ulalor 

· malfunction which woulcl cause the control ancl/or 
b}11ass valves to open. With ~he trip set al 850 psig 
inventory Joss is limited so that fuel is not uncovered 
an<! peak clad tempcr:tlUrC'S arC' much less th:tn 
1500''F; thus, there arc no fission products a\•ailable 
for rc:.:-.ii.S~· r.tLc;: thari those in the i c.actor water. 
Hd. S1•ctir111 11.~.:: !":\IL . .. 
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, 
Two sensors on the isolation condenser supply.and 
return lines are provided to detect the failure of 
isolation condenst;:r i.i..ne an~ actuau~ .i.boiation action. 
The sensors on the supply and return sides are 
arranged in a 1 out of 2 logic and, to meet the 
single failure criteria. all sensors and instrumen
tation are required to be operable.· The trip settings 
of 20 psig and 32" of water and valve closure time 
are such as to prevent uncovering the core or ex
ceeding site limits. The sensors will· actuate due. 
to high flow in either direction. 

The HPCI high flow and temperature inst'['umentation 
are provided to detect a break in the HPCI piping. 
Tripping of this instrumentation results .in actuation. 
of HPCI isolation valves, i.e., Group 4 valves. · 
Tripping logic for this function is the same as that 
for the isolation condenser and thus all sensors 
are required to be operable to meet the single fail
ure criteria. The trip Settings of 200°F and 300% 
of design flow and valve.closure time are such that 
core·uncovery is prevented and fission product 
release is within limits. 

The instrumentation which initiates ECCS action is 
arranged in a dual bus system. As for other vital 
·instrwnentation arranged in this fashion th!'! Speci
fication preserves the effectiveness of the system . 
even during periods when maintenance or testing 
is being performed. 

The control rod block. ·functions are. provided to . 
ptevent excessive control rod vithdra¥al so that 
flcpa does not 90 below the llCPR fuel cladd~ 
·1nt~rity safety limit the trip l~ic for · · . 
thi.s tunction 1s ~ ouc ot n, e.g., any trip on one 
of the six APRM's. 8 IRM's, or 4 SRM's will result 
in a rod block. The minimlDD instrlDDent channel 
requirements assure sufficient instrumentation to 
assure the single failure criteria are met. The 
minimum instrument channel requirements for the RBM 

-• 
·• e 

.. • 
may be reduced by one .for a short period of time to 

. allow for mAintenance. testinsz. nf calibra~i<m. 
. This time period is only ...... 3% of the operating time 

in·a month and does not significantly increase the 
·risk of preventing an inadvertent control rod with-
drawal. · 

The APRM rod block function is flow biased and 

.• 

. 

.. 

prevents a signifi~ant reduction in.MCPR expecially 
during operation. at reduced flow. The ARPM p'rovides . 
gross core i>rutection; i.e., limits the gross wi thdra~~l 

of control rods in the normal withdrawal sequence.· · · · · 

\ 

trips are set so that HCPR is maintained greater than 
1.06. 

In the refuel and startup/hot standby modes~ 
the APRM rod block function is set at 12% of 
rated power. This control rod block provides 
the same type of protection in the Refuel and Startup/ 
Hot Standby mode as the AP.RM flow biased rod block 
does in the run mode; i,e., 

prevents control rod withdrawal before a scram is 
reached. 

The RBM rod block function provides local protection 
of the core, i.e., the prevention of transition 
boiling in a local region of the core, for a single 
rod withdrawal error from a limiting control rod 
pattern. The trip point is flo¥ biased. The worse 
case single control rod vithdraval e~~r _ is ?D?.lyzed 
for each reload to assure that with tbe specific trip settings, · 
rod withdrawal is blocked before the MCPR reaches the MCPR fuel 
cladding integrity safety limit.· 

Below 30 percent pover, the worst case vit.hdraval of a single 
control rod without rod block action will not violate the MCPR 
fuel cladding integrity safety limit. Thus, the RBM rod block 
functiOD le not required bel.Ov tbia power level. 
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· 'Ihe trl.!1· rO'l blodc fw:ictio1i' prO'V'idcs loeal • 
¥=11 c:l s-rooo core protcctioo. 'Cle ocDJ.ias:· " 
a.:-r31l~:--::ot i.o s~ch thnt trip settin3 io less 
tc.:.n n f~c:or of 10 ~bo..-c the L~<ilc~tcd level. 
f.:i:!l7ofo Of ~be vorst CC;OC t\CCidc:it ~~ults 
in rod blc·c!<. ection before t·~CPR o:ppro:.ich.,3 

e 

'the MCP~ fuel cladding integiity safety limit: 
A ccwnsc~lc ir.dic!ttion on an APRM or lRi\t is ::m 
b~~:co.Hon the instru:1~ent 11:!.S failed or the instru
n~~:'!ns not scn::itivc e~o~;;il. In c!t!t~r case the 
fostrt:m·:mt ;.·:ill ~ct ::::-cs~n~:.1 to char.;cs in control 
ro<l 6ot~on nnd thus co:itrol ro.d motton fs prc\·c:i::fe. 
:ri:c downsc~le t:-ips arc ~ct at 5/125 or !ull sc:i.lc. 

*The rod block which occurs wnen.the IRM 
tl~tectors are not fully inserted in the 
core for the refuel and startup/hot 
sta~dby pozit~on of the mode switch has 
been ?::"O-..ridcd ·to Clssure that tr.eze 
dctect::>::-s ure ·in the core durir..g renctor 
st<:!.=tup. This, therefore, assu::-e:; that 
the~e instruments are in·proper position 
to p.=o·,,idc protection during reactor 
startu9 •. The IR:1's prL~arily provide 
p=otcction agcinst loc<:!.l re~ctivity 
cf fec~s in the source a~d inter~~diate 
neutron r~ngc. 

For effective e:nergency core cooling for small pipe 
b::-e::ks, the lil'CI system must function since re:lc
~or p::-csscrc <lees not d~creasc rnpidly cr.~uf;h to 
::llow eith~r co::.·c s:ir:iy or LPCI to opcr:itc in time. 
"i"hc ~ci.c:-n~:1tic pressure relief function is prcwic!ed . 
=:.s a b2-c;;:-:.:p to ~he HPCI i:l the c,·cnt t?;c IIPC! c!oes 

• ' • r t" ' . . ~o·n not Oj):.::·'.lte. 1"1:c =:.rr~n;cmcn-. o. :~c.-.rtF~;r:~"' -
t:v;-ts is s:.:c~ ::s to p:·o\·icl~ t!'lis function .,,:h::n r.cc
c:;s:iry ::.r.d m ini1~1 i7..(. spurious cp_cr:ttio:l. Tl:e trip · 

··-----· 

e. 
· settings given. tn the s~tificatton are adcf!tc to- , 

:issure. the above critcri:l. :ire met. :·Rc1. :scc':io:t·;:_ 
G. 2. G. 3 SAR~ The · spccific:i.Uon preserves the 
cffccth·c~css of t.ic system d•Jrir.; periods or m~in
tc:i~ncc. tc~lir.;, or c~ libr:tti0:i, a :-:d :i I so min:.- -· 

· r:oizcs the risk of in::ici·:c-rtcr.t OJ'cr:ition· i. c. O:'llv 
. . . . ' ' . . 

.or:c i:l~trur:tcnt ch:!nncl out or service. . . ·. 

· 1\vo air ejector. o!f-g:i s rrionitors • 3rc ·provided and 
when their trip point is ret?chcd, ca.use an isol:ltio:t 
of the nir ejector off_:ps line . .Iso!ntior: is ini~i:?ted. 
when .beth ir\strumcnts .re:?ch their hi!;:i trip p.,bt 
~:- onc_~~.s ~:i cpscnle tri.;> ::ind tr.c ot:ler :i. do·.·::~
sen!c trip. ·111c:-c is a fi!~ccn minute dcbv before 
the ~ir ejector of~-gas isobtio=: v~lvc is cioscd. · 
TI1is de l:iy is :iccou::i~~d for b;: the 30-mintitc: 
h-:>l<h:p ti:!le of the off'."'g:is bcfo.re it is rclc:?sed to 
the st::ick. · 

Both instrumcn~s are required for trip but the· 
instrurc:c:its arc s·o designed that an:; instrument 
failure i;Iv<;s a. cbwnsc:ilc trip. Tnc trip scUir.;s 
or t'hc instruments arc set so th:tt the bst..'\:'lt~r:e-
0\!S s~i.ck :-cle::sc rate limit i;ivcn in Spccific::i-tion 
3. R is r.ot exceeded. 

:Four r:idiation ~onitors nrc provided which 
ini~i::itc isobtion of the reactor building and 
op~r:ition of the sta:idby gas tre:i~mcnt system. 
Tr..c :no:1itors arc loc:ltcd in the rc:icto:- builc!n..,. 
\'Cntib.tion d~c! and on the rcfuclir.g .flOt)r. Th; 
trip lo;;ic is a 1 o~t of 2 fo:- each set :ir.d each 
set can initinte :i. trip indcp!:nccnt of the "other 
set. . Any upscale trij> will cause L~c desired 
::-..ction. -Tri;> settir.~s of 11 mr/hr for tr:e 
mor.itors in the ,·cn!i l:? tion dt:ct :ire b:ts~d uoon 
hlitiatin; normal vcntil~tion isobtion &ir.d ~;r:~by 
""S t1· ........ •.,..c"' ~··s'c t" t ·1· · •· • .,.. . ~ ., .... •.•L ".: • r:i opc4·a 10:1 o 1:-:l1l t.~c c::>~c 
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3.3 LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION 

3. (a) C9ntrol rod withdrawal sequences shall be 
established so that mximum reacti.vity that 
could be added by dropout of any "increment 

. of any one control bl8de vould be such that 
t~e rod drop ac~ident design limit 
~f 280 cal/gm is not exceeded. · 

(\)' Vbenever the reactor is in the startup or 
r.un tac>de below 20% rated therlll.'.ll pCJwer, 
. the Rod. Worth Minimizer shall.be operable. 
A second operator or qualified technical 
person may be used as a substitute for an 

· inoperable Rod Worth MinimiZer which fails 
af.ter withdrawal of at least 12 control rods 
to the fully withdrawn position. The Rod 
Worth Minimizer may also be bypassed for low 
power physics testing to demonstrate the 
shutdown margin requirements of specifications 
3.3.A.l if a nuclear engineer is present and 
verifies the step-by-step rod movements of 
the test procedure. 

•• .. 

4.3 SURVEILLANCE REflUIREMENTS 

3. 

' 

(a) To consider the rod worth minimizer 
operable. the following steps must be 
performed: · 

(b) 

(i) The control rod withdrawal sequcnc~ 
for the rod worth minimizer computer 
·shall be verified as correct. 

(ii) The rod worth minimizer computer · 
on-line diagnositc test shall be 
successfully completed • 

(iii) Proper annunciation ~f the select 
error of at least one out-of-sequence 
control rod in each fully inserted 
group shall be verified. 

(iv) ~he rod block function of the rod 
worth minimizer shall be verified. 
by attempting to withdraw an out
of-sequence control rod beyond the 
block point. 

If the rod worth minizer is inoperable 
while the reactor is in the startup or 
run mode below 20% rated thermal power 
and a second independent operator or 
engineer is being used. he shall verify 
that all rod positions are correct 
prior to commencing withdrawal of each 
rod group. 
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LIMITING CONDITIONS . FO:R. OPERATION · 

4. Control rod shall not be withdrawn for . 
startcp or refueling unless at least two 
source range channels have an observed 
count rate equal to or g~cater than three 
counts per second. 

s. During operating with limiting control rod. 
patterns, as determined by the nuclear 
cncinccr, either:-

a. Both RB:-1 channels shall be operable; or 

b. Control rod withdrm1~l shall be blocked; or 

c. The opera.ting polfer level nha.11 bo 
liirl.tcd fio.tho the f&CPR will 
rer.ui.in c:.bovc the- MCPR fuel cladding 
integrity safety limit assuming a 
single error that results in complete 
withdrawal of any single operabl;e 
control rod. 

··9 e .. 
. 4. 3 ·. SURVEILLANCE: IU:QUIP.EMENTS ... · 

4. Prior to control rod withdrawal for st8Ttup 
or during refueling verify that at least two 

.source range channels have be~n observed 
cou.'lt rate of at least th.rec counts per 
second. 

· S. When a .limiting control rod pattern cxlsts• 
an instrument functional test of the RBM 
shall be pc.rformcd prior to withdraw~l of 
the designated rod(s) ·and daily therc.-if.t.!r. 
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e e. 
in.Ji.c.:at;vc of a gcn\~ric cont&-ol rotl Jrlv<"· 
problem _nnd the r~;tctor will be shu:<l.,wn. 

.. f 
I 
I 

Auo if damage within the control re~ c.lr ~~c . 
~ech~ni~~ and in p~rticul~r, cr~cks in Jr1ve 

· fotem:?.l housing!\,· c:ir.not be ruled out, then a 
gcnc:ric problem ·affccti':g ~ n;.i:.ber_of d~i~es 
ci;1not be ruled out. C1rcumferent1~l _cr:tdcs 
resulting from stress assistod intcrgranular 
corrosi'on have occur.red in the collel: housing 
of ciri ves at several B!\lls. This type of 
crackine cculd occur in a n\l."!:bcr ot drives 
~nd if the· cr~cks prcp:i~atcd until severance. 
of the collet hcusing occurred, scra."D cocld 
be prevented in the affected rods. Limiting 
t!le pericc! of operation ""ith a potentially 
severed collet housing and rcquirinz increased 
su?"':cillance after detecting o~~ stcck 
rod will assure that th~ react~r will not 
b~ operated with a lar5e n~ber of rods with 
~~iled collet hcu~ings. · 

£. Cc~trcl f.od ii;ithdrawal '. 

l. Co~trol red drcpout accirlen~s as discuss~d I in ReferenGe b c.m le:ad to significant core ·· 
c::i-~ze. If couplinz intc~rity is l!!.~intained. 
the p0ssibility cf a rod tlrcpc~t acci~ent is· 
c~ i.r.:i:~:ited. T.'lc ovc~·travcl 'fOSiticn f<::?turc 
;·::c'ii.~.!S a pc!. it i '/C C.:-:cck 25 . C:! ly UJ'!~CJf>letl 
di-' . .:cs ;:.:.y re:!ch thi!:: po.sit ion. :.;~utron 
ir.~~:-.. ::X•li~aticn rz~pcns.l to rod l!;CVt:::-::.:!nt 
:z,:-c.v~dcs a vr;rifi~~ticn ~h:.t t~1e ro-1 i~ fol;. 
lowing its drive. Absence of such resp~nse 
to drive movement would provide cause for 

-suspecting a rod to be uncoupled and stuck. 
Restricting recoupling verifications to_p<)\!·er 
levels above 20% provides assurance that a 
rod drop during a recoupling verification . 
would not result in a rod drop accident. 

2. 1~e co~!r~l :!'~d hc~~ir.~ s~~:rt r~t~ricts 
the out~ard m~~,~~nt ~£ ~ cc~tr~l rod to 
lcs!: th~1-: l in~lt~s in ~he c:·:trc:-::?l:f 1·~:1.:·:to 
e·.-c~.~ cf a hou5~r.:! failure. Tne --::~:.nt· of 
!'c:icti1ity ,..hich cu~ld te r.:!Jd 1..,J 'ti1is 

I 

-· r-:-... " 
. -.9. 

sm:ill runount .of ro,I wlthdr:i"':il. which is less 
. th:l.n :i nor~:al. s\nglc withcJra11:il incrc!!lcnt. will 

I 
I 
I 
I 
l 
' i 

3. 

\ 

\ 

~:)t co:lt:rib\.:tc to :my tb::-.~~c to t?-.~ l'<h~i-:r 
cool&nt systc:n. ·' The. Jes ign b:is is is ei. ven in 
.Section 6.6. l of the SAR, 3nd the <fcsi~n cvalua·; 
tion is &ivcr. in Section 6.6.3. This su~p~rt · 
i.s not r~ui red \f the reactor coolant systc:n 
i.s at at:r.osphcric pressure since ther~ ~oulc!. 
then be no drivir.g force to rapidly eject a 
drive housing. Additionally, t~e support is 
not requh:-ed if all. control roJs are folly 
insert(;d and if an :idequ:ite sh!Jtdoi.'?l n:irgin 
,,...\th one control rod withdrawn h.a_s been <le:IOn
strated since the reactor would re!lain subcriti.ca.l 
even in the event of complete ejection of the 
strongest control rod. 

Cor.trol rod withdrawal and insertion seq~cncc~ are · 
csta~lished to assure that the naxii:tum inse~~ence 
individ~al control rod or control rod sCg:::ents 
\.ihic!l <:!"e withdriom could r.ot be U»rth cr.ouKh to 
cause the rod drop accident design limit of 
J80 cal/gam to be exceeded 

i.f they were ta ci.Jp C;.t't of the CC'.J'-~ 
in the ~~n~e!" defined for t~e Rcj Drvp Accidcnt.C~) 
These sequences are dcvelcped p:-ior to iai~i.al 
operation of the unit follo;.,i~g -.;,y refu~l inz out:?ge 
and the r1>'·!'1 ~ re!'.'!~n~ that an operator f::> !10<1 thc~e 
sequ~ncc!; ·is ba.:ked. t:i>.- by .th~ •. CP&4'.r)..tion c;f the P.~:~.~. 
or a second qualified station employee. 
These sequences are d~veloped to limit 
reactivity worths of control rods and 
together with the integral 
rod v~lo.:ity 1 ir.iters ar.d the ·action of the C0'1~rol 
r~d driYe system, limit pctential reactivity · 
insc:-tinn s~ch that tte results of a cont:·ol r.od 
dro!> :iccicie~t wi 11 not"- exceed a mxir:ur.~ fuel ene:-5)' 
con!cr.t of 2S~ c2.ligr.a. The pe:iit fuel enthalpy er · 
2&0 ca!/~.r. i.s below the eiiere>- co:ttcnt at ·..;hic~1 
rspid fuel Jis,ers~l ~nd pri~ary system da~age have 
been fcu:1d i:c occur ba_scl! on e.xped:::cntal data as 
is discussed in Rcfe:-ence 1. 

_The ~1~alysis of the .::cntro! Tod ch·o!> accide::t ... A, 
prizi~a!ly presented in s~.:ticns 7.9.J, 14.2.l.2 
and 14.2~1~4 of the Safety Ar.alysis P.cpcT:. 1=~rc~c
r.:::.nts fo ~:::::.lytiC2.l capabili.t:; have .. !lc;.-~d 3. ~:•4c 
rofi:u.c "t.:i!llys is of the ··eontr~l rod c;.-cp acci~:...·~~ 

·.··-·----·-- ~.···· -----· ., .. ·~.-.:.": 

.. 

.• .. 
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~ . (c01lt14) 

'Iheso techuique•1~e 4eccribed iA a , 
topical r~pqr~ l aa.4 ~ supple- . 
menta. (;o \3J In .addition, a .banked . 
position withdrawal. sequence described 
in R·aference (4) baa been developed· 
to further reduce incremental · rOd · · 
worths~ 

By using the aua17tical model.S 
describ~d ill those reports coupled 
with conservative or worst-case input 
parameters, it bas been determined · 
that for paver levels less than 2<>9&-
of rated pover. the specified limit (typically 1.3" .dK) 
on insequence control rod or control 
rod se.2,cient ¥orths vill limit the .Peak 
fuel enthalpy to less than 280 cal/gm. 
Above 20% power even single opera tor 
errors cannot result in out-of-sequence 
control rod worths which are sufficient 
to reach a peak f~el enthalpy of 280 
cal/gm should a postulated control rod 
drop accident occ\ir. 

(l)Paone, c.J., Stirn, a.c. and.Wooley, 
.J.A., "Roel Drop Accident Analysis for 
L:lrge Boiling Water Reactors", 
NED0-10527, March 1972. 

(2) . 
Stirn, R.C., Paone, C.J., and Young, 
R.H., "Roel Drop Accident Analysis for 
L:iq;c B~~R' s", Supplement l - t:E!>0-
10527, July 1972 

(3) 
St1~n, R.C.t Poone, C.J., and Haun, 
J.H., "Rod Drop Acdd~:it Analy11t for· 
L:lrge BWR's Addendum ~o. 2. Exposed· 
Cores", Supplement 2-MEDO 10527, 
Jiinu:iry 1973. 

• 
The following parameters and worst-case 
bounding assumptions have been utilized 
in ·the reload analysis to determine com
pliance with the 280 cal/gm peak fuel 
enthalpy. Method and basis for the rod 
drop accident an~lyse~ ire docum~nted in 
Reference 6. Each core reload will be 
analyzed to sh6w b~nformari~e to the 
limiting parameters. 

\ 
~~ - ·:An ('~ · iater-asseabl.7 .local paver p~Jr.!-A;! \ 

facto.r . · . . · 

b. 

c. 

e. 

f. 

The delayed ne,utron fraction chosen 
for.~e l>OUnding reactivity curve. 

A beginning-of-life Doppler reactivity feet
back. 

Scram times slower than the technical 
Specification-,.rod scram insertion rate I 
·(Section 3.3 •. C.l) 
The ID8Ximum possible rod drop velocity 
(3.ll ft./sec.) 

The design accident and scram· reactivity 
sh.ape f unct1on. · 

g. The mln.brum moderator temperature to reach· 
criticality. 

, / 

(4) C.J. Paone, •Bank~ Position Withdrawal 
Sequence•'Licensing Topical Report 
NED0-2123, January 1977. 

. 
(5)to iuclude the power spike eflcct caused ~1 gap$ 

between fuel pellets. · 

(6)G~neric Rel0'1d Fuel Application 
NEDE-24011-P~A. August 1978* ; 

*Approved revision number at time · \ 62A 
· reload fuel ancilyses are perform.ea. 



Bases (con'd) 

It is recognized that these bounds are · 
conservative with respect to expected 
operating conditions. If any one of the 
above conditions is not satisfied, a more 
detailed calculation will be done to show 
compliance with the 280 cal/gm design limit.' 

In most cases the worth 
rods or rod segments 

of i11·sequence 

in conjunction with the actual 
values of the other important accident analysis 
parameters described above would most likely 
result in a peak fuel enthalpy substantially less 
than the 280 cal/gm design limit. 

Should a control drop accident result in a peak 
fuel energy content of 280 cal/gm less than 
660 (7 x 7) fuel rods are conservatively 
estimated to perforate. This would result in an 
offsite dose well below the guideline value of 
lOCFR 100. For 8 x 8 fuel, less than 850 rods 
are conservatively estimated to perforate with 
nearly the same consequences as for the 7 x 7 · 
fuel case because of the.rod power d1fferences. 

' 

The Rod Worth Minimizer provides automatic 
supervision to assure that out of sequence 

·control rods will not be withdrawn or inserted; 
i.e., it limits op_erator deviations from planned 
withdrawal sequences. Ref. Section 7.9 SAR. 
It serves as a_backup to procedural control of 
control_ rod worth. In the event that the Rod 
Worth Minimizer is out of service; when required, 
a· licensed operator or other qualified 
technical employee can manually fulfill the 
control rod pattern conformance functions of the 
Rod Worth }linit:dzer. In this case, procedural· 
control is exercised by verifying all-control 
rod positions after the withdrawal of each 
group, prior to proceeding to the ne:i-:t 

·group. Allowing substitution of a se~ond 
independent operator or engineer in case_ 
of RWM inoperability recognizes the capability 

_ to adequately monitor proper rod seqi;encing in 
an-alternate manner without unduly_ restrict-' 
ing plant operations. Above 20% power, there is 
no requirement that the RW~i be operable sipce 
the control rod drop accident with out-of
sequence rods will result in a peak fuel · 
energy content of less than 280 cal/g~. To 
assure high RWH availability, the R\.~-1 is 
requried to ·be operating during a startup 
for the withdrawal of a'significant numbe~ 
control rods for any startup after June 1, 1974. 

4. The Source Range Monitor ('SR.~) system performs 
no automatic safety system function; i.e., it 
has no scram function. It does provide the 
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I 

e 
ope!!~.· .:~th a visuni :i.ndicati~n of neutron 
level. lbis is needed for knowledgeable and 
·~fficient reactor sto:-tup at low neutron level •. 
Tne consequences of re.:ictivity occidcnts are 
functions of the initial neutron fluxo lbe 
rcquirc~ent of at l~cst 3 counts per second 
~ssu::es that any·tronsient, should it OccurA 
beglns at or above the initial value of io-
of rated pcwer used in the analyses of transients 
frc~ colcl condition~.' One operable SRH chonnel 
...:ould be adeqµate to monitor the approach to 
criticality usin~ homogeneous patterns of . 
scattered control rod withdrawal. A minimum 
of t:.-o operoble SRH' s ar~ provided as an added 
conservatism. 

The Rod Block Monitor (RB?-0 is designed to auto
matically prevent fuel damage in the event of 
erro:1eous rod withdra,,..al from locations of high 
PO'-'l~r density during high power level operation. 
'!':.:o channels are provi<lc<l and one of these may be 
bypc::ssecl fro::i the console for IT'.aintenance an<l/or 
tes tir.g. Tripping of one of the channels will block 
erroneous rod withdrawal soon enough to i>rcvent fuel 
d~1:1.:.sc. Tilis systcr:t bncks up the operator who with
drn· . .-s :-ods nccor<ling to a written sequence. The 
snccificd restrictions with one channel out of 
s~rv i.ce coP.servati vcly assure that fuel damage 
\.:'ill not occur due to rod withdrowal errors when 
t!iis condition cxbtso Ar.1endmcnts 17/18 and 19/20 
pres0r:t the results of an evaluation of a rod block· 

· f ·1 Tl1ese amendments show that during r.o~itor 31 ure. 
rcoctcr operation with certain limiting c0ntrol 
roci ~otterr.!;, the with<lr:1~ .... al of a designated single 
co.nt!"ol ro<l could rcsul t in one or more fuel rods 
vitb JfCPB.a less than the MCPR fuel cladding 
inte<Jrity safety limit. Duri119 use of such 
patterns, i~ 1s JUl!g•.!tl that testing of the. RB~l 
svstcr:: ;->rfor to wi::h<lr::\.lal of such rods to assure 
iis o~~r~bility will assur~ that improper with
Jro~al ~ocs n~t occuro It is the responsibility 
of the ~:L;clc~r En~i:1ccr to identify these limiting 
p~tt•.!tn.s a~d the designated rods either when the 
patterns are initially established ·or as they 
develop due to the occurrence of inoperable control 
rods in other than limiting patterns. 

•• 

\ 

.--··· 

·,, ... 
c~ Scram Insertion Times . . . ... '. . . " _.·. . ~- . 

The control rod eyatem . .:is-analyzed to bring th~· 
reactor s.ubcritical nt a rate fast enough to : 
prevent fuel·dac:i.3se; i.e., to prevent the Y.CrR 
from. becoming less than the MCPR fuel cJ:.adding 

integrity safety limit. The limiting pover transient is that 
resulting from a turbine·~ontrol (Generator Load Rejection) valve 
closure with failure of the turbine bypass system. Analysis of 
this transient shows tha·t the negative reactivity rates resulting 

'from the scram with the average response of all the drives as given 
in the above spec~fication, provide the required protection, and MCPR 

!remains greater than the MCPR fuel cladding integrity safety limit • 

Tiu:? c-J.n!o:um a::i.::>unt of ~ea,·tivity t'""' be 
instrtcd du1log a scra~ is con:rollcd by 
per::iitting- no ~v:-c th;in 10: of ~h·e opcr<>blc 
rods to-have long sc:-.'.\!:1 !:i~s. In th.:? 

a.!1alytica! t rc<!tl'X:lt <•f the t :-.~,sici1~:;, 390 
::ii J 1 ise.:c?td5 ar!? '111.~;.·-:::c! bct.-~c:i " n<'ut.ro:~ · 
scn!>or rcac!1 ing the scrCU!! point .:?.."'Hl the 
start of mot.ion. ·of the ccntrol rods. This 
is OJdettuDlc:: anJ coi1servative "'~en coc:t>ar~d 
to the typically .observed tio:? dcl3y of 
abot.Jt 270 mi 11 iSccon~s. Approxi~tcly 70 
ir.illi!=>econds nftcr neutron flu.'< reachc!> the 
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13:tses: 

A. The design objccUvc oft~ standby liquid 
control system is to provide the c=i.pability of· . 
bri.n;;ing the reactor from full power to a cold; 
xenon-free shutdown :i.ssum ing that none of the 
withdrawn control rods can be Inserted. To 
meet this objective, the llqcid control system 
is desi~ec1 to inject :l quantity or boron which 

\ 
p1·oduccs a concentr:i.tion of no less than 
600 ppm of boron 

' 

in the reactor core in less tl)an 100 minutes. 
· 600 ppm boron concentration ln the reactor 

core is req:..iired to bring the reactor from full 

' 

power to a 3~Ak or more s'ubcr i tical 
condition co~sidering 

the hot to col<.l re:ictivity swing, :-:.:.:non 
poisoning :1.nll an aclcli tion:i.l ti1a·rgi n (2S1

:() for 
possible imperfect mixin~ of the chcmic:il 
solution in the re~ctor water. A minimum 
quantity of 3478 ~:tllons of solution havir:i; a 
l:l. 4SC socli'..lm pcntaborate concentration is 
required to meet this shutdown requirement. 

The time requirement (100 minutes) for inser
tion of the boron solution Was scfcclcd to O\'er
ride .the r:ite of rc:activ!ty insertion clue to 
coolllown of the re~ctor followin~ the xenon 
poi son peak. For a required pumping r:ite of 
J!> gallons per minute, the m:ixinrnm stor:-igc 
volume of the boron solution is est:1blisltcd 
as ·1, 05!) gallons (153 ~allons :ire co1H:li11cd 
below the pt:mp suction and, therefore. cannot 
·be inserted). · 

E::>ron concentration, solution temperature, nnd 
\'Olume :ire checked on a frequency to assure a 
hii:h reliability or operation or the syste:n 
shoulcl il ever be rcquirell. E'q)erience with 
pump opcTability indicates lhat monlhiy testing 
is adequate to detect if failures have occurred. 

. ; 
i 

! 

·e e e -
Components of ·the system ar.e checked periodically 
as described above and make a· functional test. of 
the entire system on a fre.guency of less than once. 
during each operating cycle unnecessary. A test 
of one installed explosive charge is made at least 
once during each operating cycle to a-ssure that the. 
charges have not deteriorated, the actuation circu~t 
is functioning properly, the valve functions propef.ly, 
and no flow blockages exist. The replacement charge 
will be selected from a ~a~ch for which there has been 
a successful test fir lng. Recommendations. of the.! 
vendor shall be follcwed in maintaining a five-yeaf . 
life of the explosive charges. A continual check,6£ 
the firing circuit. continuity is provided by pilot;-._ 
lights in the control room. "i. 

The relief val\'CS In lhe standby liquid control 
system protect the system piping and positive 
displacement pumps which arc nominally 
dcsl~ned .. for i:;oo psi~ protection from over-

. pressure. The pressure relief \'ah·cs discharge 
ha.ck lo the standby liquid control solution lank. 

D. Onh .. onc or the two stnnc!by liquid control 
pun;fJlr . .; ~ircuits is needed for proper opc.-.l
tion ur the system. tr one pum\)in~ circuit is 
found lo he Inoperable, there is no immediate 
th real to shutdown ·cap ah i lily, and i·eactor oper-
a lion may continue while repairs arc hcing . 
made. Assurance thal the rcmainin~ system 
will perform its intended fun~lion and lhat the 
reliahilily of the system is ~ood is obtained by 
demonslrnlln~ operation of the pump in the. 
operable circuit nl least once daily. 

C. The solution saturation temperature of 131 
sodium pehlaboratc, by weight, is 59°F. To 
~uard :-igainsl boron prct:ip\tation, the solution · 
including that in the pump suction piping is 
kept al l·~ast 1'~~~.- ;ll>•iv'! the saturation lcr·~j)cr
alurc hv a t:ink heater :ind by heal lr:icin~ in 
the pun~1~ suclion piping. The l0°F margin ls 
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3.5 ·. LDa'lING CoNDITION FOR-OPBRATIO!f. 'i.S SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENT .. 

t. · Average Planar IJtGR 

' 

·riurinq steady state pawer operation, t:he 
Average Planar Linear. Beat Generation Bate (APLBGR) 

of all the rods in· any fuel ~ssembly, as 
a function of av~rage planar exposure.· at· 

:any axial location. shall not exceed the 
maximum average planar LHGR shown in 
Figure 3. 5.1. I-f at any ti.rite during 
operation it is determined by normal sur
veillance tha~ the limiting valu~ for 
~PLRGR is beinq exceeded. action shall be 
initiated within 15 minutes to restore 
operation to within the prescribed limits • 

. If the APLHGR is not returned to within 
the prescribed limits within two (2) 
hours• t·he reactor shall be brought to 

· the cold Shutd~ condition within 36 
hours. surveillance and corresponding 
action shall continue until reactor opera
tion is within the prescribed limits. 

I • • I,. • - . 

I. Average Planar Linear Heat Generation 
Rate (APLHGR) 

· The APLRGR for each type of fUel as a 
function of average· planar e,(poaure shall 
be determined daily during reactor opera
tion at ) 25% rated thermal power. 
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3. 5 LIMITING ··c0NJ.>1'ri6N FOR OPERATION 4;.S. SURVEILLANCE REOUIREME~ 

J •. Local LHGR J. Linear Heat Generation Rate (LBGR) 

During steady state p0wer op~ration, the 
linear heat generation rate (LHGR) o·f 
nny rod in any fuel assembly, at any axial 
locatio~ shall not ~xcced the maximum 
allowable LHGR as calculated by the 
following equation: 

LHGR 

LHGR 

.LHGR 
< max • 

4 • Design LHGR • 17.S.RW/ft. 7x7 
fuel 

I -= 13.4 kw/ft for all 8x8 fuel tvoes 

t (AP/P) max • Maxi.Jnum power spi.kinq p~n~lty • 
· 0.036 for 7x7 fuel and 0.0 

for Sx8 fuel 
LT • Total core length a 12 ft. 
L • Axial position above bottom of. 

core 

If at ~y time during operation, it is 
determined by normal surveillance ~hat the 
liJl\iting value for LHGR is beinq exc~eded, 
action shall be initiated within 15 minutes 
to restore operation to within the prascrxbed 
limits. If the IHGR is not retUX'ned to with
in the prescribed limits within two (2) hours, 
the reactor shall be brought to the cold Shut 
down condition within 36 hours. surveillance 
and corresponding action shall continue un
til reactor Operation is ·Within the pre
scribed limits. 

The LHGR as a function of core height shall 
be checked daily during reactor operation 
at > 25% rated thermal power. 
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3.5 Limiting-Conditions for Operation Bases 

A. Core. Spray and LPCI Mode of the RHR 
System - This specification assures 
.that adequate emergency cooling 
capability is available. 

ll) 

Based on ·the loss of coolant analyses 
included in Reference~ (1) and (2) in . 
accordance _with lOCFRS0.46 and Appen
dix K, core cooling systems provide 
sufficient cooling to. _the core to 
dissipate the energy associated with 
the loss of coolant accident. to limit 
the calculated peak clad temperature 
to less .than 2200°F, to assure that 
core geometry remains intact. to limit 
the core wide clad metal-water r_eaction 
to less than 1%, and to limit the cal
culated local metal-water reaction · 
to less than 17%. 

The allowable repair times are es-· 
tabl~shed so that the ~verage risk rate 
for repair would be no greater than 
the basic risk rate. The .method and. 
concept are described in Reference 
(3). Using the results 

"Loss of Coolant Accident Analyses Report 
for Dresden Units 2, 3 and Quad-Cities 
Units 1, .2.Nuclear Power Stations," 
NED0-24146.A,. Revision!, April 1979 •. 

,·e 
e 

. · . · dc,·e loped l n this refer-
ence, the rcp:tlr period is found to he k$S th:in 
1/2 the test lnter,·at. This 35$:.JnH?S th:lt Lhc 
core spr:iy arid -LPCI suhl'y:::tems con~titutc 3 
1 out of 3 system, ho,·.-e,·c r. tht' comni nC'd. cf-

. feet Of lhc two $_\"Stems to limit CXCC'Ssi\·c cl:td 
temperatures mu~t :tl~o hC' co~!=idcrC'd~ The 
tei;t inten·al :::pc<cificJ in ~pc·cification .i.;; w:is 
3 mcn!~s. Tr.~rdor'-'. nn ~iln·\ ~ 11 :~. ''c· .... i 1• f o. !lo ''I • \.. ' t•ol 6 

petio_d which. m:iin!:tin:: the b:t_~ic ri~k con:;idcr-
1ng s1~gle failures should 1y,. l~s:: th:tn .. t;; d:\\'s 
and this ~pt>cific:i~ion is \•:ith!n this f'C'rioci. · 
For ~,ult1plc fai!:.ir('::, :t ::r..")r:cr ,;n!c·n·:tl is 
spec1f1cd nnd to imprc·;c· 1!w :issur:tnc<' th:tt 
the remaining ~yswm~ ''ill f:.:nctiCln. :i cl:tih-"' 
test is c~lkcl for. · .\lt:iot:gh it i::: rc'c(l~:iizcd 
t~:it the 1nfor~:tt_ion gi\·cn i:i :·E'f<·rc·nt'c 3 pro
vides a quant1t:H1\·c 1~c·t!1od tn C':::ti~l:ll<' :tllow- . 
:tble repair times, the l:lck of o~-.r:ttin~ cbt:t to .. 
support the an:tlylic:tl appro:tch prcn•nt~ com
plete acceptance of th:s r.~c~hnd :it this time. 
!herefore, tht' :i~iC's !'~:Hee! ia thC' ~pC'cific 
~tems were est:tbli!=h<'c! with due rC'~:trcf to 
Judgment. · · 

Should one corf:'. spr:ty ~ub::.rst<'m bC'come in
ope.rable. the remaining core ~r:i.r :tnd the 
entare LPCI syst('m are :.x:iilable ::hould tht' . 

: • 

(2) NED0-20566, General Electric . 
Company Analytical Model for Loss
of-Coolant Analysis in Accordance 
with lOCFRSO Appendix K. . 

(3) APED-"Guidelines for Determining 
Safe Test Intervals and Repair 
Times for Engineered Safeguards" 
April 1969,_ I.M. Jacobs and 
P~w. Marriott. ' 
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Thia :l?Cc1fico.tion aeaurcs th.!!.t tho JXink 
· cln..dd1ng tor.ip~raturo :folloulne a :pcntulated 

d_oslc;n bo.:Jio lo:.;n-of-cool\'.!lt o.cc1dont. u111 · 
r.ot exceed tho 2200"l' limlt opoc1f1c1 in 
10CFR.50 Ai>:p~r.cl1x K 'ccn::l1Ccrlr.e tho po:::tula.ted 
offcct::J of ~uel ~:>llot dcnciflco.t:ton. 

· Tho ~e.k cladcb..nc tomr,ora. turo f ollow1n~ a 
po!>tuktcd loss_.of-ccolnnt ccd.tlcnt 1$ 
prln:.rily n. :function of th~ n\'ur~·.~;.:> U'.GR 

··of all tho rc<ls in o. fuel c.~r.~::i1llj ct c.ny 
· c.xlnl loc.!!..t1on ur.d 1o o,;ly <ll!'p~ndcnt !!ocor.d
t.rily o:i tho ro.:i to red p:~:eir d1clrib::t1on 
w1tM ri n fl!Cl <l~H.:c~bly. Sinco cxp::ictcd local. 
v~r1~.:t1C:13 in -001:~r d1f:;trlbut.1on u1th!n n 
fu~l :lc~o:i.bly O.rrcct tho. c:?.iccL1.tr.:1 r~o.lc oln.d 
ton:r-~r~tu:::-o by lc:rn thon -tzoc;.- r.)b.ti ':-~ to 
the. pc.k tcmr:~r.ituro fer n. t:;-plc:!l :fu:i l design, 
th9 ll::ii t on tho nvor~~o :pl~n.."'r L!IGR 1a 
.6ufflc1c:nt ·to a:J:::ur.? th~t c~lculetcd tc111p
crotur~3 c.re. bolcR tho 1CCFR50, Apr,ond1x K 
llr.dt. 

The r..xx:lmuli\ avorasc pla.nnr IllGn.J 6ho;rn 1n 
F1eura J • .5.1 · c.ro b:?.cod on Ct!lculn.tic·n'.;; c:r.ploy• 

. 1nct tho rnooel.!1 dc~crilicd 1n nofor~nco (1) •. 
Pc:;~r op~ro..t1o:i ulth I.!!Gi'l!l a.t or 't.: lc:r thotie 
i:;ho:m in Fig. J. _5.1 .a!i~ttDJ!l th'.l. t th~. r~e.k 

· cl.z:..ddln~ to:r.poratt~ro follo:l1nc; o. :po::J.tubtcd 
lc:;:J-c;f-ccola.nt nccidcnt u111 not exceed tho 
2200Cr 11r:i1 t. Tho no vnluns r~p'l"l3ccn t l1t:'11 ts 
fo:: op~n.llcn to cn::iu1'0 ccnf on.:mco ~:1. th 
1CCFfi)O '1r.d Apr~r.d1x K or.ly 1f thoy ~ro more 
l1i:-.1t1nc; th!:.?1 oth~r dcGii:;n J:.:i..r.:'.t:~tor.l. 

···e 
Cl 

"Loss of Coolant Accident An~lys~s Report for 
Dr~sden Units 2J 3 and Quad-Cities Units 1, 2 
Nuclear Powei Stations," NED0-24146A, Revision 1, 
April, 1979. 

J. 

The 
Jr.x<.1n:.um r~vel~C'J pl.c.l"...l.r U!Gl\!:: pJ.otte<1 1n 
Fig. J.5.1 o.t hichcr cJ:'po~mrc::: re:;~lt in a 
CO.lculn.tcd f.C~k clad tc~pcr.lturo of 1~~3 

l 

. tr..o.n .2200°?. However tho ro:drr:u:n av~~~ 
plo.nar UIGRo fl:ro oho:<n. on Fie. J. 5, 1 n:s 
11reit3 b~cau5o conforr..:inco calculo.t1c~s have 
net b~cn perforr:~d to justify op~r~ticn at 
llIGl19 in cxccas of tho:Je ohour.. 

Loc!ll IJ!GR 

This apec1fic'n.t1on·a.Bat.ires that the 
n:uclmum linc~r heat gencro.~1on rato in 
any rod 1a lcos than the dc~lg:i lln(;ar 
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,. 
Limiting Condition for Operation Bases (Cont'd) 

heat generation rato even if fuel .pellet· 
dcnsification ls postulated. The power 
spike penalty is disccusP.n in 
Reference 2 and assWDes a_ 
linearly increasing variation in axl~t 
gaps between core ~ottom and :op. and 
assu:ie_s with 95\ confidence, that no · 
core than one fuel rod exceeds tho design 
IBCR due t~ p<Ner spiking. 

.. 
•:iniaUll Critical P°"er Ratio (MCPR) 

The stealy state values for MCPR specified 
~~this Specification ~ere selected to 
p~ovide_ aargin to accorr.:i~ate transients 
and uncertainttes in monitoring the core 
o~erating state •s well as uncerta~nties 
i~ the critical power correlation itself. 
These values also assure that operation 

.~
. f//r. 

.·._.·. 

The mo~t liJnitinq transients vith 
MCPR are qenerallys · 

a) Rod withdrawal error 

-G ... 
reape._~ to 

b) 

c) 
Load rejection or turbine trip without bypass 
Loss of feedwater heater 

Several factors influence which ·of these 
trans~o~ts results in the larqest reduction 
in critical power rntio s~ch as the specific 
fuel loadinq, f'!Xposure, and fueltype. The 
curren~ cycles re~o~d · 11cene1ny analyses 
specif.i.es. the_ limiting tr~si:._ent for a qiven 
exposure i.n~r~ment for eac;:h. fuel type. The 
values.specified as the L.1.m1ting. Coodition of 
Operation ~re conservatively chosen to bound th 

. most restrictive ovar the entire cvcle for e 
· each fuel type. 

For core flow rates less than rated, 
will be such that the initial.condition 

I RSSt::led f~r the LOCA analysis, p},IJ§ ~~ a-n
certainty is satisfied. i='or any of the specta 

set o! transients or disturbance caused by-

the steady state ~te,R·is increased by the 
foTillUJa given in the Speclflcation. Tltis 
assure that the t-tCrR wl 11 be 1:2ain~ained · 
greater than that specified in Specifi
cation 1.1.A even in th~ event that the 
llO~or-generator s~t speed controller 
cacses the scoo? tube positioner for t~e 
fluid coupler to move to the maxiQJZD 
speed position. 

~in&lc operator error or sinile equipmen~ 
ealfc.nction. it is required that design . 
analyses initialized at this steady state 
o~erning licit yield a t-'CPR of not less than 

· that specified in Specification l. l.A at any 
tioe durin& the transient assuming instrument 
tTip settings given in Specification 2.1._ For 
ana lys'is of :he thcr-...:il conseque'!c~s ·of thes~ . · 
transients, the_ value of MCPR stated in this s~if~cation for ( 2) 
the limiting condition of operation.t>c;>u~ds.the initial val':1e of 
~lCPR assumed to exist prior to the in~tiation of ~he transients. 
This inicial condition which is used in the tr~n~i~nt an~lyses, . 
will preclude· violation of the _HCPR f':1el cladd1n~ integoty ~afety 
limit. Assum?tions and methods used in_ calculating che requ1~ed 
steady· state HCPR limit for each reload cycle are documen~ed in. 

. Reference 2. The results apply with increasing conservatism while 
operating with HCP~ greater than specif led. 

"Generic Reload Fuel Application," 
NEDE-24011-P-A* 

*Approved revision number at time reload 
fuel analyses are performed. 
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4.5. S~rleillenee ·Re9uireeents B8aes (cont'd) 
. . . . . . 

I. 

. J. 

Avercc;e Plan!!!' LllGR . 

At core "therml power levels. less than 01· 
·equal to 25 per cent, operating plant 
exrerience and thermlll hydraulic analyses . 
indic!lt~ th~t the i·e~ulting sversge pl.ensr 
LHGR is below the roximUI:l averne;e pl~r LHGR 
by o considerable ~nrgin; therefore, cveluation 
or the ovcracc plener LUGR below this power· 
level !s not nccess3ry. The daily require
ment for cloculnting averaGe plener LHGR 
above· 25 p'!r cent rated thcrm:il power is 
suf!'icient s.ince pc~cr di:Jtribution shifts 
ere. slow when there ha·:e not been s1gn1fi-

· ccnt power or control rod changes. 

Lor.3 l L!ICR 

Tl:e LTIGR as a function or core height shall 
b~ ch~ck~d da1~y during reactor operation at 
greeter than or eauol to 25 per cent power to 
d~t!!rciri= if f1..:.el burnup or control r.Y.l i:;over.ient · 
~~s cau5ed chr.nges in power di3tribution. 
A limiting LHGR value is.precluded by a 
considerable margin when employing a per 
missible control rod pattern below 25% rated 
thermal power. 

i . 
I 

l. 

e . •.· " "-

e "· • . .. : .. . . "'f. .. 

Minimum Critical Power Ratio (MCPR) 

At core the!Jllal power ievels less than or equal 
to 25 per cent, the reactor will be operating 

,. 

at :ninicu:: rec:ircul~tion pump speed and the · 
moderator void content will be very small. For 
all designated control rod patterns which may be 
employed at this point, operating plant experience· 

. and thermal hydraulic analysis indicates that the 
resulting MCPR value ·is in excess of .. requirements 
by a considerable margin. .With this low void 
·content, any·.inadvertent core flow increase 
would only place operation in a more con
servative mode relative to MCPR. 

The daily requirement for calculating 
MCPR above 25 percent rated thermal 
power is suff1cient since power distribution 
shifts are very slow when there have not been 
significant power or contrvl rod changes. 

. In addition, the kf correction applied to 
the LCO provides margin for flow increase 
from low flows. 
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3.6 dMITING ~O~DITIO~ FOR OPERATION 

an orderly shutdown shall be initiated 
and t·he reactor shall be in a Cold 
Shutdown condition within 24.hours • 

. 2. The primary containment sump sampling 
system and an air·samplinq system shall 
be operable durinq power operation. If. 
either a· ··sump ,;,ater sample or a contain
ment ~ir sample cannot be obtained for any 
reason. rt:?actor' operation is permissible , 
only during the succeedini seven.days unless 
the system is made operable during this. 
period. 

E. Safety and Relief V~lves 

1. During reactor power operati~ ~onditions 
and whenever the reactor coolant pressure 
is 9reater than 90 psiq and temperature 
9rcater than 320°f, all eight of the 
~afcty valves shall be operable. The 
solenoid.activat~d pressure~valves shall 
be- operable as required by Speci_fication 
3.5.D. 

2. If S?ecification 3.6.E.l is not met. an 
orderly shutdown shal.1 b<!! initiated and 
the reactor coolant. pressure an~ temper
ature shaJl be !90 psig and~320°F within 24 hours. 

.-· ,'· .. -::--•· 

e· 
;._---------------:~--------~------------~~---

,, 
i 

SURVEILLANCE·REQUIREMEIQT 
.. ' 

2. The primary containment sump sampling 
and af..r samplinq system operobllity 
~,ill be observed daily as part of 
4~.6.D.2. 

E. Safety and Relief Valves 

I 

A minimum-of 1/2 of all safety valves . 
shall oo·bench checked or replaced with 
a banch checked valve each refueling · 
O'.!t:igP.s. Tlie popping point of. th~ 
safety valves .s_hnll be set a~ follow9: 

Number of Valves 

1 
2 

~. 
2 

Set Point (Psigl 
1115* 
12·~0 

12~~ 
ll·;O 

The allowable set point error 
valve is ±13 

for each 

All relief valves shall be checked for 
set pressure each refueling outage. The 
set pressures ~hall be: 
Number of Vnlvcs 

·. ~ 
2 

*Target Rock combination 

Set Point (Psia) 
1115* 

< 1130 
. ~1135 

safety/relief valve 
90 

\. 
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Pr,m:\ry Cont:tinmC'nl - ThC'_i.ntc-~rity of the 
pri lll:ll"Y COIH:t inllll'l\t and ·opl' ration or lhc 
cmcr~cR<.~y cor<! \.:oolin~ systc1n in ccJ1~1hiii:1tion. 

-limit the off-!'itc clm:(•s .to \":tlttC'S ll•ss Lh:m those 
Sll~~cstC'<I in 10 CFH uio in thl! e\'CHt -of:\ hi«•:tk 
in the rn·imai:·y sysl('m pipin~. TJius, cc•nt:1in
n1('nl int<'~rity is specific<! whC'ncvet· tJw llllh'n
lial for \'iol:\lion of Ilic.'. pd ma ry n·:1etnr sy stt•m 
inl<'~rity l;xists. (;n:ic:<·rn ::houl st1<·!1 _:1 ,·io!a-. 

.. lion ('xisls w!w11i.•v1·1· Llh· n·ac:lc;r is c'.rti.ie:d :111cl · 
:tlxwe almosphl'l'ic pt't•ssun•. An <.·xcl'ptio:1 i:; 
m:tclc to this n·quin·inl·nt during initial core 
Jo:tclin~ :mcl while t Jw low Jll)Wc1· kst JH'O~ ram 
is bcin~ conclucl<•cl du rin~ i 11it i:l I co1·C' lf1:ulin~ 
:tnd whilt• the l(I\\' p•l•.n·r 11•sl p1·ogr:i111 i:-; bl·in~. 

COl\clllclC.'11 :tlllf r<•:tcl)' :1ccc•ss to llH; n•;11:l11~· \'(•S
SC'I is.rt•quire<I. TlH'rc will he no JH·cs::tll"e 011 
llll~ systC'm :tl this ti11w w:1ich will ~n·;ll ly 
reduce the ch:inc<·s of a pipe hn•:1k .. Th<' 
rc:icto1· tii:ly he t:1kl'11 c 1·it i1·:1 l cluri·n~~ tliis p<h·iod; 
hO\H'\'cr,. re!'t l'icli\·c· ''l''··r:1ti1:~ p1·occdu n::; \•:ill 
be in c-ffc.·ct :t~ain to mi11irnizc tlw 1u·1,li:1!1il:ty of 
:tn acciclc·nt O('ClllTin~. P1·occcl111Ts and the -Ht>d 
Worlh :\lini1l1iz<.'l' woulcl limit conlrol wol'lh lo 
p~eclude a p~ak fuel enfhalpy 
or 2tlU cal/gm. . Jn :icldition. 

in t11c unlikc•ly <.'\"(•nt th:11 :11\ c·xc:ursi1ll\ c!icl oc·cur, 
the rC'aclo1· lmililin~ :111d ~!:111dhy ~as 1 rc.":1tnu·nt 
sysl<.'m, which shall he opC'ralional du1·ing this 
time, off1.•1·s a sufficit'nl h:nTicr to keep off-site 
doses well wilhi n 1 O CFH 1 oo. 

The .pressure :;uppn•s:don pool w:tler p1·0\'ic!es 
t11c heat sink for the rc:lc~or p1·im:11·y :;ystem 
energy release following a postul:\tcc1 n:pture 
of the system. The pre:'~U i·e supr>rcssion 
chamber water volume n)ust absorl> thQ (9) 

Si nee~- a 11 of I he.· J!:i sc:s· in the ch'.ywc-11 a 1·c pu r~ccl 
into the· prc·ssu1·c· ·=--uppi·c·ssion chai1ihc~r air , • 

. sp:ll'<" c!111·it1~ :r. lc)s.~ or cnolimt :1cc"i<l<.·nt. the 
1>1·1.·~i-;c11·<· i·c·i-;1:ltill~ from ·isolhc.'i·m:ll cc>m1wc~'"'. 
sinn plus tlw \'apor pt'C'Ss111·<.~ of lhc.• liquid m·ust 
not t·:-;1·c·c·d 1_;_~ p:-:ig-. th<.• suppi'l'Ssion ~·h:imhc-r 
clc·si~n jlr<.'S!·Hll'<•. Tht• dt•SiJ!n vohtrric: or the. 

· i-;uppr<.·s.simi ch:11i;h1•1· (w:ilc•r :111cl all') w:ts 
01;1;1i:1t·cl hy c111_1sirlc-1·in~·th:1I tlw tol:ll voli1111c or 
n·:ll'tcH'. t:CJ1;T:111f Inf)(~ c:ibclc·nsc·cl i~ clis1:h:1r~<·<l - . 
to tlw sU)lJH'c•ssiun d1:1111l11!1· ·:rmlth:it the rll'y-
\n~ll \'nlumc is pu r:~c·cl to the~ suppn•ssion ch:im- · , 

.· hc•r. Hl'f. Sc•r.tion ;,. 2. :l ~AH. 

Usi1~~ lhc· 11iini:1111rn or l'il:1xim11111 \,·:1lc·1; v,l'unt<.•s 
~ivc·n i:1 the spc·cific:1I ion. cnnt:ti111m·nt prcs
sun~·cluri:1~ tlw c1,•si~11 h:tsis ac<:idc~nl is :tpproxi-

.. m:it<•Ir ·I~ psi~ which is.below the clc·si~n of 1;2 
ps::~-. :\l:1xir1111m ~,·:it<.·i· volume of 11:1, 1;:;5 rt3 
1·c:sulls i:1 :1 cJm,·ni:·omc~· suhmc·q~cn1:c of •1 fc<·l 
:lllcl lht• mini:mtrn vohtmt• of 112, OCJO ft3 l'CSults 
iii a suhnw1·~c·ncc app1·o::dm:ttcly '1 inch<.·s lcss. 

· 'i'h<.· majority of the Bocl<.·~a tests l~) were 1·un 
with a suhme1·gccl lcnglh of 4 fC-cl :tml \\'ilh com
plete conclcns:ltion. Thus, with respect to 
t!ow:·lt:<•::1< 1· sul_,r •• e1·;;c·n~c. this ti!'il'~ific:tlion is 
adequate. · 

Ex~crimcntal data jndicat~s that excessive 
st~aM ~nndensi~g 16ads can be avoided if 
the peak temperature of-the suppression 
ponl is naintained below l60°F <luring any 
pc~io.! of relief valve operation with sonic 
con<litio:is at the d~sch~r~~e exit. Specifica_. 

.. 
Bod~ga Day ·Prc~iminary ~azards ~lJ.n.-nary 
Rcpo=t, Ao~endix l, Doc~et 50-205, 
n~cP.r:iber ~A'·' _1962. · 
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INTRODUCTION 

This Amendmen~ Number 1 to the application for a construction permit and facility license for Unit 3 at 
the Dresden Nuclear Power Station, contains answers to AEC questions as requested by the Director, 
Division of Reactor Licensing, by letter to the Commonwealth Edison Company dated April 21, 1966. 

I-1 

For clarification, it should be noted that in addition to the answers contained herein, certain changes and 

additions to the Plant Design and Analysis Report for Dresden Unit 3 form a part of this amendment. 
These include the following: 

a. Appendix H 

b. 

c. 

This addition provides a comparative evaluation of the Dresden Unit 3 with the 27 AEC 
Design Criteria. 

Figure 36 

Modifications wer.e made to the valving and monitoring system of the Ventilation Flow Diagram . 

Figure 53 

Corrections were made to the number of core spray nozzles on the Reactor Vessel 
Specifications. 

d. Figure 66 

Modifications were made to the ventilation penetration and containment spray penetrations as 
shown on Drywell and Suppression System Penetration diagram. 

e. Instrumentation 

Changes are made to the Reactor Protection System on pages X-5-3 and X-5-4 of the Plant 

Design and Analysis Report. Revised pages X-5-3, X-5-4 and X-5-4a are submitted . 
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A-1-1 

QUESTION 

A. General 

1. Your application states that several features of the Unit 3 staJion will be shared with the Unit 2 
station. These features (including the turbine building, the secondary containment, a containment 
spray system, and the reactor building ventilation system) provide the potential for interaction 
between the units. An extensive discussion of the degree and effect of the interactions related to 
safety during both normal and accident conditions should be presented with special attention to the 
points listed below. 

(1) Discuss the differences in the performance objectives of Unit 3 with the presently listed inter

connections as compared to those objectives which would apply to a single plant. Include the 
factors in Unit 3 operations which might influence the operation of Unit 2. 

(2) State the criteria which were used to determine which components, systems and facilities 

could and which could not be shared. 

(3) For those features which will not be shared, give the criteria for additional design considera
tions required to assure that there could be no adverse interaction between units. 

(4) For those components, systems and facilities which will be shared state the criteria for the 
specific design of each shared feature. 

(5) If an incident w~re to occur in one of the units what are the potential effects on the reliability, 
redundancy, access for i~pe.ction and maintenance, and operational mode of the remaining 
units? 

Two examples of specific analyses which should be performed in answer to item (5) above are the 
following: 

(a) An analysis of a steam line break for a single unit presumes isolation of primary system a 
few seconds after the incident. This reduces the performance requirements for many of the 
supporting systems (e.g. , circuit breakers, pump motors, etc.) in the steam environnient. 

If a second unit is present, however, certain supporting systems may still be necessary for 
continued safe operation of the second unit. Therefore, additional design provisions to insure 
operation within a steam environment may be necessary when the turbine and reactor buildings 

are shared. 

(b) If the design basis accident were to occur in one unit and a containment spray system were 
required, what are the safety considerations implied for the other unit if (1) the backup spray 
system were required, and (2) if the backup spray system were not immediately required? 

Similar analyses, as appropriate, should be done for all accident situations involving each shared 
system. 
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A-1-2 

ANSWER 

(1) In the evaluation of the degree and effect of interactions as related to safety, it is important that the 

word "safety" be explicitly defined. The definition. of "safety" as used in this Amendment will be 
the same as used by the Staff and the Applicant in their appearance before the Atomic Safety and 

Licensing Board in the case of Dresden Unit No. 2 (Docket No. 50-237). At that time, the staff 

stated that "safety ..•.. relates to the potential adverse radiological effects on public health." The 

Applicant declared" ..... safety means the control of fission products wherever they may be." 

There are a number of systems and facilities which are shared by all three units which are not 

safety related. The performance objectives for these systems or facilities would be the same 

whether the site had one unit or three units, the only change would be in their physical size. Falling 

under this classification would be such items as the Administration Building, Access Control Building, 

Machine Shop, Laundry, Sewage Treatment Plant, and Plant Security Fencing. 

In addition to the shared systems and facilities listed above, there are certain so-called service 

facilities.which Uri.its No. 2 and No. 3 share or are shared by all three units.· The performance 

objectives of these systems when applied to a single unit plant or a multi-unit plant would be the 

same. Systems in this category are the Fire Protection System, Circulating ¥ 1ater System, Service 

Water System, Make-Up Demineralizer Water System, Service Air System, and Heating System. 

When relating the performance objectives of these systems to safety many of them are in a grey area . 

For example, the performance objective of the Service Water System is to provide a heat sink for 
various cooling systems in the reactor and turbine buildings. However, failure of this system does 

not jeopardize the s~ety of the units. 

Considering now the systems and facilities which are related to safety during normal and accident 

conditions, these would include the following: 

a. Site and off-site environs monitoring. 

b. New fuel storage. 

c. Reactor building closed cooling water system. 

d. Auxiliary power system. 

e. standby diesel generator. 

f. Station battery. 

g. Liquid and solid radioactive waste control. 

h. Inerting gas supply system. 

i Gaseous radioactive waste. 

j. Common turl;iine building. 

k. Common reactor secondary containment. 

1. Common reactor building ventilation system. 
. I 

m. Standby gas treatment system. 

n . Primary containment cooling system. 
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For Items a to h, there is no change in the performance objectives when applied to either Units No. 2 
or No. 3 as a single entity or to the combined operation of the units. 

With Item i, the performance objective is changed to include Unit No. 3 operation so as to conform to 
AEC Facility License DPR-2 as amended. Under this performance objective, the operation, but 
not the safety of any of the three units, would be affected by an increase in radioactive gaseous dis
charge from any one of the units. 

The sharing of a common turbine building by Units No. 2 and No. 3 does not pose any safety problem: 
as indicated in Section XI-3. 3. During normal operation of the two units operating inconveniences 
could arise; for example, a steam leak on one ilnit would cause a low level airborne activity problem 
in the turbine building .. Under the postulated steam line rupture it might not be possible to enter the 
turbine building for a number of hours. Neither of these cases wou~~-P..:rese_nt an .. C>perating problem 
since control of the units is from a shielded and separately ventilated control room. Monitoring of 
the operating conditions of the turbine are also .handled from this central control room. Due to the 
large size of this building and the normal ventilation system, it would be possible to enter various 
areas of the operating unit for visual inspections. In this regard, the area radiation monitoring 
system would be of great value in the evaluation of the condition of the Units No. 2 and No. 3 turbiile 
building. There would be accessibility to the reactor buildings (secondary containment) for inspec
tion and maintenance. 

With Item k, the sharing of the common secondary containment for Units No. 2 and No. 3, the per
formance objectives are the same with the exception that now the building serves as combined con
tainment for all modes of Units No. 2 and No. 3 operation. Intimately connected with the operation 
of the secondary containment are Items 1 and m. For the case of the reactor building ventilation 
system, the performance objectives for the two units are the same .~s that of one unit operation. T_he 
ventilation system and air flow paths will be arranged so there is a negligible interchange of air 
between the two reactor areas, and each reactor area will have ventilation flow rates equivalent to 
that of a single unit. The physical capacity of the combined system is increased to handle the larger 
building volume. The standby gas treatment system is also increased in capacity and is used a:s a 
combined system for the shared secondary containment. The performance objective remains the 
same for the two-unit combination. 

As in the case of the turbine building, a radioactive spill or leakage of radioactive material into the 
combined secondary containment could cause an operating inconvenience on the other operating unit. 
Each incident would have to be evaluated on its own merit. Since the units do have central control 
it could be possible to isolate the affected system~ If the question of safety were involved both reac.: 
tors can be shut down in a safe manner. 

For Item n, the containment cooling system, there is no difference in the performance objectives 
between the single-unit plant and multi-unit plant. The basic difference is in the distribution of 
operating hardware. In addition to each unit having one full capacity system there is one redundant 
full capacity system that can be used for either system. This redundant system is also operable 
from either Units No. 2 or No. 3 standby diesel generator, on the 34. 5 kV power supply. 
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(2) The criteria followed for the design of this multi-unit station with regard to the sharing of components, 
systems, and facilities was that each unit would operate independently of each other. Also, a mal
function of equipment or an operator error in any of the units would not affect the continued operation 
of the remaining units. 

(3) 

. .. 
If by the sharing of a component, system, or facility the safety of the plant were increased, then the 
cross-tieing was carried out. 

An example of the application of the first part of the criteria is with regard to the primary systems 
of each unit. It was decided that there would be no direct high pressure ties between the Units No. 2 
and No. 3 primary systems. That is, there would be no way, which by the opening of a valve or 
valves, a direct path would be created between Units No. 2 ahd No. 3 reactor vessels. 

An example of inc;reasing the safety of the plant is with regard to the tieing together of the fire 
main system. On Unit No. 1, the containment cooling system is operated off the fire main systems, 
therefore Units No. 2 and No. 3 fire system provides backup for Unit N_o. 1 in the event of an MCA 
on Unit No. 1. 

The main criteria followed in the design is that the equipment controls for systems not shared for 

all three units will not be intermixed. Control consoles, local equipment panels, and motor
operating valve panels will be physically separated to prevent operating errors. Therefore, an 
operator in the Unit No. 2 area could not inadvertently initiate a system in the Unit No. 3 area. 

This criteria also holds between Unit No. 1 and Units No. 2 and No. 3. 

(4) The systems and fac'ilities will be restricted to those related to safety as listed under A. 1. 

a. Site and off-site environs monitoring -

The prese·nt environs radioactivity monitoring programs will be continued with multi-unit 
operation. The criteria being that the environs monitoring program is to monitor a unified 

facility, the number of operating reactors is immaterial as long as the reactor site criteria, 
10 CFR 20, is met. 

b. New fuel storage -

c. 

Unit No. 1 will continue to have its own new fuel vault. The criteria followed in the sharing of 
a new fuel vault between Units No. 2 and No. 3 is that only twice in the life of the combined 
plant will the vault be filled with new fuel. Since there is a year's difference iii-startUp 
time of the Units No. 2 and No. 3, there is no problem in storage. Based on the experience· 
of Unit No. 1, full spare reactor cores are not kept on hand between refueling. 

Reactor building closed cooling water system -

This system serves as an interface between systems which are directly exposed to the reactor 
system and the river water system. This system prevents the leakage of radioactive material 
directly to the river. The Unit No. 2 system was designed with excess heat exchangers and 
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pump capacity to handle malfunction of equipment or ,maintenance outages under maximum sys
tem usage. The criteria followed in providing the ability of cross-tieing the Units No. 2 and 
No. 3 systems is that overall plant operating and flexibility with regard to equipment outages 
is improved. This flexibility of operation contributes to plant safety. 

d. Auxiliary power system -

e. 

The three units are only tied together electrically through the Edison transmission system. 
Therefore, the source of at least fifty percent of the auxiliary power requirements for each of 
the three units is through the Edison transmission grid. The criteria followed with regard to 
this source of power was to have the auxiliary power for Unit No. 3 taken from the 345 Kv 

transmission system with Unit No. 2 taking its source from the 138 Kv system. The criteria 
followed within the station on the auxiliary power system is that there would be no cross ties 

between units. Therefore, an electrical fault in one auxiliary electrical system would not 
propagate to the other auxiliary systems. 

Standby diesel generator -

The criteria followed is that each diesel generator system is designed as if the other two 
diesels did not exist. There is one exception to this criteria and that is the swing bus between 

Units No. 2 and No. 3 which supplies the power for the backup containment sp_ray sy~tE!I_ll· I~ 

this case, the electrical breakers are interlocked to prevent parallel operation of the Units 
No. 2 and No. 3 diesel generators. 

f. Station battery -

Since the .station batteries supply emergency power to safeguard the plant while normal sources 
of power are restored the design criteria followed is that each unit's station battery is operated 
independently of the other. This is true for all three units. With regard to Units No. 2 and 

No._ 3 there is a 100 percent capacity spare battery charger which can be tied electrically on 
the de side fo- either unit if needed. The electrical breakers are interlocked to prevent tieing 
the de systems together. 

g. Liquid and solid radioactive waste control -

The design criteria _with regard to Units No. 2 and No. 3 radwaste was to treat the facility as 

a radioactive chemical plant. The purpose of the. plant is to reprocess liquid radioactive 

wastes fo~--~_:~~~'-- discharge it to the river, or concentrate it for storage and off-site ship
ment~ The source of the liquid wastes is. unimportant to ac.complishing the design objectives. 
The Unit N~. 1 radwaste facility is not connected, or part of, the Units No. 2 and No. 3 
facilitY. Both facilities are designed to maintain the quantities of radioactive wastes released 
to the environment within the limits of 10 CFR 20. The aggregated discharges of liquid .wastes 
will remain within limits now applicable solely to Unit No. 1. 
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Inerting gas supply system -

The greatest demand period for this system is during the purging of either primary contain
ment system prior to power operations. During power operation only small amounts of make
up gas are required. 

The criteria followed in sharing this inerting facility is that maximum demand will occur only 
a few times a year, during power operation of the reactors the make-up gas requirements 
could be supplied by other means if the facility became unavailable. Both Units No. 2 and 
No. 3 ·have their own gas make-up system. 

i. Gaseous radioactive waste -

The gaseous waste effluents from Units No. 2 and No. 3 will use a common 310-foot stack. 
Unit No. 1 wiil continue to discharge its gaseous effluents from its own 300-foot stack. The 
current stack release limits set forth in the Dresden Unit No. 1 Facility License DPR-2, as 
amended, will apply to aggregate releases from all three units. The criteria followed is the 
one used for Unit No. 1. The source of the radioactive effluents are monitored, filtered 

and have the capability of being isolated from the environs. This is the off-gas system for 

each unit. The total effluent being discharged from Units No. 2 and No. 3 stack is also moni
tored as it is in Unit No. 1. This is recorded in Units No. 2 and No. 3 control rooms. In 
addition, the summation of Unit No. 1 and the Units No. 2 and No. 3 stack gas radioactivity 

level will be indicated on each of the three unit's control consoles. 

j. Common turbine building -

The use of a common turbine building with multi-unit plants improves the operability and 
maintenance of each individual unit contained within the building. This criteria was followed 
for Units No. 2 and No. 3. 

k. Common reactor secondary containment -

1. 

m. 

The secondary containment main function is to minimize ground level release. of airborne 

radioactive material and provide for controlled elevated release of the building atmosphere 
when under accident conditions. This criteria is met for either a single unit or a double unit. 
Certain operating advantages accrue by the use of the common secondary containment. For 
example, the refueling operation is improved due to additional space available for laydown 
area. Ease of inspectability of O.J?erating equipment is also possible since operating personnel 
can move from one unit area to the other without having to leave the building. 

Common reactor building ventilation system and 

Standby gas treatment system -

With the combining of the secondary containment, the reactor building ventilation and standby 
gas treatment systems are also combined. The same criteria is followed for the combined 
system as was followed for single-unit operation. The air flow pattern is from alean to .. · 
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potentially contaminated areas. To prevent cross connecting the two containments during 
purging of one containment, the suction ventilation valves in the standby gas treatment system 
are electrically interlocked. 

Primary containment cooling system -

Units No. 2 and No. 3 are each provided with their own full capacity containment cooling 
system. There are three 50 percent capacity pumps in each system. There is, therefore, 
excess capacity in each system with regard to pumps. The spare containment system is also 
a full-capacity system. Since each unit has a full containment cooling system the criteria 
followed with the spare containment cooling system was to design it so it could be used for 
either Units No. 2 or No. 3, and that the arrangement of the containment cooling system for 
each unit would meet a pre.:.esfa.biished fevel""ofreTiabUtty-"(s-ee QUes"iion ·c::-.::·2,-: This criteria 
holds- from the emergency diesels to the primary containment. 

(5a) It should be stated at the outset that all safety related systems and equipment are operable from a 
central shielded and separately ventilated control room. Many systems which are not safety related 
operate on a fail-safe mode and will shut themselves down in the event of maloperation. For exam
ple, the make-up water demineralizer system will shut down on trouble and has to be restarted 
locally by an operator. 

Therefore, it is not necessary that personnel have to enter the turbine or reactor building in the 
event of a steam leak to operate safety-related equipment. 

However, by proper design of the turbine and reactor building ventilation system it will be possible 
to prevent the spread of moisture laden air throughOut the combined building. The ventilating 
system will supply air with the direction of flow being towards areas of increasing contamination. 
Also, the ventilation system is broken down into separate sub-systems to prevent intermi.Xing of 
air. An example of this is the separate sub-system for the feedwater pump area in the turbine 
building. The use of ventilation barriers is another method which will be employed fo prevent 
spreading of contamination. Motor-operated v~lves which are important to plant safety are built 
to operate in a steam environment. 

It has been the experience on Dresden Unit No.' 1 that steam leaks with their corresponding air
borne contamination do not propagate throughout the building. Even. in the case of large steam leaks 
the contamination and moisture problems are confined to a small area and under these conditions 

I . . 

continued plant operation has been demonstrated. 

Also, equipment is arranged so that a release from a postulated rupture of a high pressure steam 
or water line would not adversely affect operation of vital safeguards equipment. 

(5b) Ii it is assumed that the design basis accident has occurred on one unit and its normal containment 
cooling system is not available, the backup containment cooling system would be placed in operation. 
The remaining operating unit would still be protected by its own full capacity system. Ii due to the 
failure of normal containment cooling system on the unit having the design basis accident there was 
concern that the normal containment cooling system on the operating unit would not operate it is 
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possible by remote operation to place the system in service. The water would be recirculated to 
the suppression chamber. If the normal containment cooling system pumps did not operate, for 
some reason, then the operating reactor would be shut down. 

If for the case of normal containment cooling system operating on the unit undergoing the design 
basis accident, the backup containment cooling system would be remotely valved so it could provide 
water to the unit undergoing the accident. 

This whole problem of one unit 118.ving a design accident with the other operating units would have to 
be evaluated at the time of the accident. A great deal of process information is available to the 
operator in the control room relating to the conditions which exist in various areas of the operating 
units. This intelligence, which is in the form of area monitor readings, pressure and temperature 
indications, would enable the operator to assess the conditions affecting operation of the equipment. 
If there are potential problems of safety if the other two units remained in operation then the units 
would be shut down. 
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QUESTION 

A. General (Continued) 

2. Your attention is directed to reports from the ACRS to the Chairman, AEC, dated November 24, 1965 
and March 18, 1966, concerning its review of the Dresden Unit 2 and Millstone Point stations, 
respectively. In these reports the Committee requested further studies related to its concern on 
pipe-whipping, generation of missiles which could affect the effectiveness of engineered safeguards, 
and potential reactivity transients. Please discuss the considerations which have been.given to these· 
matters in the design of Dresden Unit 3, as well as any supporting information in regard to these 
areas. Your disccussion in regard to pipe-whipping and missiles should also include protection for 
safety-related instrumentation located in the drywell. 

ANSWER 

Consideration is given during the detailed design of the plant to the design of components and primary 
piping within the drywell to provide protection to the containment against the resultant jet forces, 
missiles, or whipping pipes if components or piping within the containment were to fail. Examples 

of the design considerations are summarized below. 

The recirculation lines within the primary containment will be provided with a system of pipe sup
ports designed to limit pipe motion so that any reaction forces associated with a pipe split or circum
ferential break equivalent to the cross sectional area of the pipe will not jeopardize containment 
integrity. 

Special care is taken in component arrangements so that equipment associated with the engineered 

safeguards systems, including the core spray and containment spray systems, are segregated in such 
a manner that failure of one system cannot cause the failure of the other system, and so that the 
failure of any component which would bring about the need for these engineered safeguards systems 
would not render the other systems inoperable. 

In addition, each containment spray header and support structure is designed to withstand a load 
equivalent to the jet forces associated with a break of the largest pipe within the drywell. 

Certain components which might have sufficient energy to cause damage to the containment, including 
valve bonnets on the recirculation valves and isolation valves, are provided with protective features 

to prevent such damage if failure were to occur. Protection provided includes welding the bonnets, 
providing deflector plates, and adding bracing or keepers to prevent missile generatio"n. 

With the exception of the in-core monitoring detectors, sensors associated with the reactor protec
tion system, including the drywell pressure detectors, are located external to the drywell and 
concrete structure, and are thus protected from missiles or whipping pipes which are postulated to 
be generated within the drywell. 

The control rod drive mechanisms are located within a concrete vault inside the drywell which 
provides protection from potential missiles. Also, the control rod thimble supports provide pro

tection against the rod drive mechanisms becoming missiles. 
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The primary containment vessels are completely enclosed in a reinforced concrete structure having 
a thickness of 4 to 6 feet. This concrete structure provides a major mechanical barrier for the 
protection of the containment vessels and the reactor system against potential missiles generated 
external to the primary containment. Also most of the equipment necessary for core and contain
ment cooling, including heat exchangers and pumps, is located in the reactor building in compart
ments separated by reinforced concrete walls. These components are thus protected against 

potential missiles. 

These precautions are taken to provide additional margin against damage to the containment and 
safeguards systems even though it has been concluded that pipes will not break in such a manner as 

to bring about movement of the pipes sufficient to damage the primary containment vessel. This 

conclusion is based upon the conservative piping design utilizing proven engineering design practice, 
the proper choice of piping materials, the use of conservative quality control standards and proce

dures for piping fa,brication and installation, and extensive studies of modes of pipe failure. 

The applicant wiH conduct whatever work is necessary in the areas noted above, and pertinent 
information will be provided to the AEC as detailed design of the Unit progresses. 

In response to the ACRS letter on Dresden Unit 2, the evaluation of the potential for and consequences 
of fuel motion associated with accidental reactivity excursions has been made. No significant source 
of additional reactivity due to fuel motion has been discovered. Effects of fuel finely dispersed in the 
moderator, for example, are known to be strongly negative. Simultaneous movement of fuel and 
moderator, such as might occur during formation and expansion of a steam bubble following an 
excursion, does not significantly change reactivity. Uniform fuel density reduction under conditions 
existing in the most severe postulated rod drop transient has also been analysed to be negative. All 

these effects have, therefore, beeri conservatively neglected in evaluation of the major reactivity 
accidents. 

Recognizing the variety and complexity of ways in which fuel motion during excursions may be 

postulated, the effects of such motion will continue to be studied during the detailed design of the 
reactor. Experimental information now being obtained at the TREAT and SPERT transient test 
facilities will be factored into these studies as such data becomes available. Continual liaison with 

personnel at these facilities is being maintained. 

In any case, potential rates of reactivity addition in excursion accidents will be restricted by design 
of the reactor and engineered safeguards to assure that these accidents do not jeopardize the integrity 

of the primary system. 

The ACRS letter on the Millstone Plant recommended that further studies, employing conservative 
values of significant parameters, be made of the course and consequences of potential reactivity 
transients. Study of"Uie course and consequences of potential reactivity transients is part of a 
continuing General Electric Company reactor safety evaluation program aimed at model improvement, 
incorporation of new data obtained from the AEC sponsored SPERT and TREAT facilities, and 
parametric extension of _the transient evaluations. A comprehensive uncertainty analysis of reactivity 
transient consequences is underway as part of that program. To account for calculational uncertain
ties, current transient studies incorporate a great deal of conservatism. While best nominal values 
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of certain physical and nuclear parameters, with characteristic uncertainties on the order of ten per
cent, are employed in the studies, other assumptions and geometric descriptions involved in modeling 
the transients, that may vary parameters by a faCtor of two or more, are always taken on a "worst 
case" basis. Further, available reactivity is restricted such that calculated consequences are sub-. 
stantially less than estimated safety limitations to allow for unidentified uncertainties and an 
imprecise knowledge of the true safety limits. A discussion of some of these subjects is given in the 
answer to question D. 5. 

Documentation of these reactivity transient studies as appropriate will be transmitted to the AEC 
when completed . 
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QUESTION 

General (Continued) 

Please refer to the ACRS report on Millstone Point dated March 18, 1966 and provide the fol
lowing information. 

a. As discussed in the first paragraph on page 2, discuss the considerations being evaluated 
in your design in regard to a rupture of the high pressure steam lines and possible 
methods to reduce the escape of fission products from the turbine building. Include 
structural effects on the building. 

b. As discussed in the next to the last paragraph on page 2 related to pressure vessels, 
please discuss the considerations related to "additional methods of quality control . 

and "the development and use of in-service inspection methods II 

ANSWER 

II 

a. The ability of the steam line penetration and the associated steam line isolation valves to ful
fill the containment objectives under several single break conditions of the steam line has been 
discussed in detail in Section V-3. 5. 2 of the Plant Design and Analysis Report. Steam line 

. breaks both inside and outside of the primary containment were evaluated. Two isolation valves 
are provided on E:ach steam line. The valves are physically separated; one being located in
side the primary containment and the second outside the primary containment as close to the 
primary containment wall as practical. Motive power for the two valves are physically inde
pendent, and the valves fail closed upon loss of power. Physical separation of these valves 

and their motive power provides a high probability that a single failure of a steam line would . 

not result in failure of both isolation valves. 

The combination of isolation valve closure time and flow restriction by the flow limiters in 
each steam line is such that for the postulated main steam break accident the coolant loss is 

restricted to an amount less than that which would result in uncovering of the core. Assuming 
the break to occur outside the primary containment, the fission product release to the environs 

would be limited to that which is entrained in the reactor coolant which issues from the break. 
An analysis of this accident has been given in Section XI-3. 3 of the Plant Design and Analysis 

Report. The accident discussed therein results in a loss of 61, 000 lbs of coolant from the 
reactor vessel. This is considerably below the approximately 165, 000 lbs of coolant inventory 

normally above the core during power operation. 

The coolant mass would divide into about 26, 000 lbs of steam and 35, 000 lbs of water upon 
emission from the break. The steam would travel up through the turbine building, partially 
condensing on walls and equipment in the building .. The increase in pressure in the turbine 
building would result in portions of the siding and roof of the building being torn from the build
ing structural members. No damage to these structural members would be expected. 
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The steam would pass through these openings in the turbine building releasing any entrained 
fission products to.the environs. The off-site consequences of this fission product release has 
been presented in Section XI-3.3.6 of the Plant Design and Analysis Report. The results pre
sented therein indicate that the maximum off-site dose is only about 10-4 of the reference 
values of 10 CFR 100. Therefore, it is concluded that since considerable margin exists be
tween the off-site doses which would be expected as a result of a main steam line break and 
the guideline values of 10 CFR 100, the containment provided by the existing design is appro
priate and sufficient to protect the public from any adverse radiological effects as a result of 
this accident. 

b. The significance attached to the "development and use of in-service efforts" as expressed in 
the ACRS report on Millstone Point, dated March 18, 1966, as well as the report on Dresden 
2 dated November 24, 1965, has been long recognized by the applicant. This is true not only 

with respect to reactor pressure vessels which have only recently come into use but with con
ventional fossil fuel boilers which have been used for more than 50 years in the utility indus
try, and for many years at much higher pressures. and temperatures (up to 3800 psig and 600°F) 
than are contemplated for Dresden Units 2 and 3. Irrespective of nomenclature, reactor 
vessels and boiler drums are basically pressure vessels; both require painstaking periodic 
inspection. 

The development of pressure vessel inspection techniques and standards commenced over 50 
years ago with the organization of the American Society of Mechanical Engineers' Boiler and 
Pressure Vessel Committee and the development of the "Boiler Code".* In-service inspec
tion was started by insurance companies, boiler manufacturers and users working with their 
state licensing groups in the National Board of Boiler & Pressure Vessel Inspectors and the 
Uniform Boiler and Pressure Vessel Laws Society.· Development of inspection techniques, 
standards of acceptance and inspector qualifications procedures and examinations has been a 

continuing concern of these insurance companies, manufacturers, users and other interested 
parties. The participants all recognize the importance of the inspector as an individual and 

the need to provide him with all the tools available, such as magnetic particles, dye penetrant, 
ultrasonic and radiographic methods, to name a few. Each of these special tools has its 

place, but the best inspection method remains "a man looking". 

In addition to the number of individuals within Commonwealth Edison's organization who are 
qualified and who inspect the company's equipment, state and insurance agencies have estab

lished over the years a well trained core of inspectors who must meet specified qualifications. 

As a consequen.ce, the inspection of Commonwealth's boilers and reactor vessels are performed 
by well-qualified, independent inspectors. These individuals, who take pride in their work 
and responsibility, are frequently called upon to perform their duties under very adverse 
conditions within or around these vessels to assure complete inspection. They are trained to 

NOTE: *A history of the development of the present day ASME Boiler Pressure Vessel Code, the Illinois 
Boiler Safety Act, and the Model Uniform Boiler Unfired Pressure Vessel Safety Act was outlined 
in a paper delivered E. C. Bailey, Administrative Engineer of Commonwealth Edison Company, 
at a meeting of the ACRS on November 23, 1965, at which he also explained in detail the inspection 
programs at Dresden Unit 1 . 
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High levels of radioactivity limit the areas of reactor vessels which can be subjected to close 
physical contact and direct visual inspection. Experience with Dresden Unit 1 has dictated 
reliance upon special techniques of inspection which have been developed in coordinated effort 
with state and insurance agencies. 

Representative welds in the vessels and piping which could be appraoched and examined were 
selected carefully on the basis of the material, size, stresses, pressure and exposure to 

radioactivity. Areas of the vessel looked at, included those at the bottom, at the top and on 
the sides in the vicinity of the inlet and outlet nozzles. The most highly stressed section of 

the vessel is in the vicinity of the studs at the head enclosure flange. Consequently, a great 

deal of time and effort has been spent looking at all available surfaces in this area and in the 
adjoining parts of the vessel head. Ultrasonics has bee!l used to inspect 50 percent of the head 

closure studs and selected minor openings closure studs during each refueling outage. A com
plete extra set of vessel head studs are stocked and whenever any indication of distress at a 
thread root by vessel fuspection or ultrasonics is observed, the stud is removed, cleaned, 
polished and inspected by dye check and magnetic particle methods. To date, no study defects, 
major or minor, have been found. 

The inspection procedures used to date on Dresden Unit 1 are considered to serve two functions: 
the first, of course, is to provide assurance of the integrity of the equipment. The second, 
which is equally ill,lportant, is to provide the means for training inspectors and experimenting 
with inspection techniques. It is planned that the inspection procedures will be made more 
rigorous and expanded to cover more areas as the equipment increases with age. It is also 
expected that the efforts currently being inaugurated by various technical societies will be 

fruitful in providing us with better inspection tools. 

Since inception of the program to establish adequate inspection methods for pressure vessels, 
Commonwealth Edison has followed, encouraged and actively participated in this continuing 
project. It will continue to do so. In fact since receipt of the ACRS report on Dresden Unit 2, 

Commonwealth Edison has been one of the prime movers in mobilizing a number of technical . 

associations and societies, manufacturers and designers to place further emphasis and higher 

priority on development of inspection techniques for reactor pressure vessels. 

It commits itself to continue vigorous support of these activities. 

To supplement the visual inspection and give assurance that material in areas of higher radia
tion intensity are !Daintaining their integrity, Commonwealth Edison has developed and has 
carried on, with the assistance of General Electric Company, a materials surveillance 
program. Before Unit 1 went in service, samples were taken of the plate and the weld ma
terial and also the welded plate of the reactor pressure vessel. Enough _samples were made 
up and subjected to all the steps in the fabrication process to which vessel parts were subjected, 
to enable us to put samples in the steam separating drum, as well as several positions in the 
reactor pressure vessel. These samples provide results of several types of physical tests 
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on the material of the construction subjected to the temperature and radiation environment of 

various parts of the system. The results' of these tests have so far shown that the calculated 
increase in NDT of the vessel was correct and operating procedures have been changed accord

ingly as needed to ensure that the material is stressed only after it has reached a temperature 

which precludes any possibility of brittle fracture. 
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QUESTION 

A. General (Continued) 

4. Please pr'ovide a discussion of reactor vessel NDT temperature considerations. for Dresden Unit 3. 

ANSWER 

All low alloy steel pressure containing parts are tested to assure that their NDT temperatures are below 
the specified maximum values, but only the plate material opposite the core is tested to determine the 
actual NDT temperature. (Refer to attached memorandum, Reactor Vessel NDT Temperature 
Considerations, and to the attached Figures A-4-1, A-4-2, and A-4-3). 

The initial NDT temperature of the plate material opposite the center of the reactor core is determined 
by testing drop weight impact test specimens of "as-fabricated" material. The "as-fabricated" properties 
are determined by testing specimens taken from coupons of these plates which have been subjected to a 
postweld heat treatment cycle. duplicating the total time the plates in the vessel are at postweld heat treat-

~ ment temperature. The test specimens and test procedure are in accordance with ASTM specification 
E-208. The Charpy V notch impact strength of 30 ft-lbs is also required at the specified maximum NDT 
temperature in accordance with ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Section m. All plate material 
acceptance test specimens are taken at the 1/4 thickness locations (midway between the center and surface 
of the plate) and at least one material thickness from the quenched edge. 

The maximum "as-fabricated" NDT temperature as determined by either the Charpy V 30 ft-lb criteria 
.. --·-----·-·-····----· 

or the drop weight test is 10° F for the flanges and the plates connected to the flanges and the pl;:i,tes 
opposite the center of the core and 40° F for the rest of the pressure containing components. 

The acceptance criteria is based upon the 1/4 thickness properties since these are generally considered 
average properties of the material. The properties near the surface are usually better, the properties at 
the center are usually poorer. Crack initiation is usually expected to occur at the surface of the material 
where combined· stresses are the highest. It is, therefore, conservative to base acceptance on the 
properties at the 1/4 thickness location. 

Fabrication tests are performed on typical material from the vessel to determine the properties near the 
i surface, at the center and at the 1/4 thickness and 3/4 thickness locations. Preliminary evaluation of the 
fabrication test on the approximately 5-inch-thick ASTM A-302B material for the Tarapur reactor vessel 
indicates that the 30 ft-lb Charpy V notch impact strength is reached at about 5 ° F lower temperature 
at the 1/4 thickness location than the center, and at about 20°F lower temperature at the ~urface than at 
the 1/4 thickness location. 
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MEMORANDUM 
DRESDEN NUCLEAR POWER STATION, UNIT 3 

REACTOR VESSEL NDT TEMPERATURE CONSIDERATIONS 

The cylindrical shell and hemispherical heads of the reactor vessel are fabricated of low alloy steel plate 

per ASME Specification SA-302, Grade B, Firebox quality, as modified by ASME Code Case 1339, 
Paragraph 1. The head and vessel flanges and the principal nozzles are low alloy steel forgings per ASME 
Specification SA-336 as modified by ASME Code Case 1332, paragraph 5. Each heat and heat treatment 
charge is impact tested to meet the Charpy V-notch impact strength criteria of paragraph N-332. ASME 

Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Section III. The test temperature for the head and shell flange material 
and the plate material connecting to these flanges and the plate material opposite the center of the core is 

10° F; the test temperature for all of the other material is 40° F. 

In additi_on to the above minimum requirements of the ASME Boiler and Pressure Code, the following 
precautions are taken and tests made to assure that the initial nil-ductility temperature is low and to 
. reduce the sensitivity of the material to irradiation effects: 

This material is selected and fabrication procedures controlled to produce as fine a grain size as practical. 
-It is the objective of the fabrication to maintain a grain size of 5 or finer; 

Drop weight impact tests (Specimen and test per ASTM E-208) are performed on each heat and heat treat
ment charge of all the low alloy steel pressure part material in its "as-fabricated" condition. The 
"as-fabricated" condition is simulated by subjecting the material test coupon from each heat and heat 
treatment charge to a single heat treatment temperature. The location of the drop weight specimens are 
the same as those for the ASME Code required Charpy V-notch specimens. · The maximum NDT temper
ature of the vessel and head flanges and the plates connecting to these flanges and plates opposite the center 
-of the core shall be 10° F; the maximum NDT temperature of all other material shall be 40° F. The 

maximum NDT temperature of the material at the flange to head and shell junction is maintained no higher 

than 10° F, since significant stresses occur at these locations during boltup of the head, which would most : 

,expeditiously be done at ambient temperature; 

Drop weight tests are also made on the weld metal, heat-affected zone of the base metal, and the base 

metal of the weld test plates simulating longitudinal and circumferential seams which must be prepared 
and Charpy V-notch tested per the ASME Code. In addition, if different welding procedures are used for 

nozzle welds, drop weight tests of similarly prepared coupons shall also be made. The NDT temperature 
test criteria for the weld and weld heat-affected zone of the base material are the same as for the 
unaffected base metal; 

The actual NDT temperature of the plates opposite the center of the reactor c-ore is determined. In other 
areas it will be sufficient to demonstrate that the two drop weight test speciriiens do not break a:t 10° F 
above the maximum temperatures indicated above. The vessel opposite the core is fabricated entirely of 
plate, and is not penetrated by nozzles nor are there any other structural discontinuities in this area.which 
would act as stress risers. 
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As indicated in the Design and Analysis Report (p. V-2-1) the reactor vessel design will be such that the 
total integrated neutron exposure at energy levels greater than 1 Mev will be less than 1 x 1019 nvt/cm 2 

over the 40 year design life. This is not the expected exposure, not is it an absolute limit of safe exposure. 
It is an exposure value, however, than can be readily demonstrated to be safe and usually practical to 
maintain. Using the "worst case" data of Figure A-2-1 attached, this exposure would produce a NDT 
temperature shift of 260° F. With a starting NDT temperature of 10° F, the resulting NDT at the end of 
40 years of fuli power operation would be 270° F. 

At 270° F, the reactor pressure would be 27 psig, 2. 2 percent of its design pressure. At 27 psig, the 
stress in a section designed to the ASME Code allowable stress of 26, 700 psi at design pressure, would 
be only 590 psi. A stress of at least 5000 to 8000 psi is considered necessary to produce brittle failure at 
or below the NDT temperature. Therefore, during operation when pressure is dependent on temperature, 

. brittle failure of a vessel having a starting NDT temperature of 10° F, is not considered credible even 

after an exposure of 1 x 1019 nvt/cm2. 

The Dresden Unit 3 reactor vessel is expected to see a maximum exposure of 2. 3 x 1017 nvt/cm2 (greater 
than 1 Mev) after 40 years of full rated (2255 MWt) power operation. Forty full stretch (2527 MWt) power 

.years of operation would result in a maximum exposure of 2. 5 x 1017 nvt/cm 2. This is the maximum 

exposure at the inside of the vessel wall. In the latter case, the exposure at the center of the vessel wall 
would be 8. 0 x 1016 nvt/cm2; at the outside surface 2. 9 x 1016 nvt/cm 2. The maximum exposure at the 
nozzle closest to the vessel core is expected to be at least a factor of 3 below the maximum exposure 
opposite the core midplane. 

With ·an exposure of2. 5 x 1017 nvt/cm2, the maximum NDT temperature shift, from Figure A-4-1 would 
be al:!out 30°F. From Figure A-4-3, it is expected that there would be no measurable shift of the NDT 
temperature after 40 years of full stretch (2527 MWt) power operation. 

: The initial ASME Code required over-pressure test will be per~ormed at a minimum temperature of 
. 100° F (60° F over the initial maximum NDT temperature). Subsequent pressure tests will also have to be 

. made at this temperature or higher. If the "worst case" shift is experienced, Figure A-4-2 shows that 
the test temperature would have to be increased to 130°F after 40 years at full stretch power. 

: A number of vessel material Charpy V -notch impact and tensile test specimens shall be installed in the 

. reactor and removed at intervals during the plant life. Results of tests of these specimens shall demon

strate the actual NDT 'temperature shift of these specimens, and shall determine whether subsequent test. 

: temperatures need be increased, or whether the expected absence of NDT temperature shift would make 
. it unnecessary to increase subsequent test temperatures . 
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QUESTION 

A. General (Continued) 

5. Please provide a comparative evaluation of tl\e design criteria used for Dresden Unit 3 with the 
Commission's "General Design Criteria for Nuclear Power Plant Construction Permits" published 
for comment on November 22, 1965. Your discussion of each criterion should include the pertinent 
cons_iderations given for multiple unit interactions. 

ANSWER 

The answer to this question is submitted separately as a part of this amendment, to be incorporated 
as Appendix Hof the Plant Design and Analysis Report, Volume 2 . 
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QUESTION 

A. General (Continued) 

6. Please provide an analysis of the force effects on the reactor pressure vessel and the drywell from 
an assumed instantaneous rupture anywhere in the reactor pressure vessel. The size of the rupture 
should be assumed to be that equivalent to a rupture leading to containment design pressure in the 
drywell (i.e., 62 psig) during blowdown. Your analysis should also include the effects of such a 
rupture occurring on the bottom of the reactor pressure vessel coincident with the vertical axis. 

ANSWER 

The force effects ~onsidered acting on the vessel result from the reaction of the fluid leaving the 
break. Both pressure and momentum forces are included in the analysis. The thrust force 
assumes critical flow blowdown of saturated liquid at 1000 psig. The thrust per unit of break area 
is about 180, 000 lb/ft2. 

A plot of total thrust force as a function of postulated break area is shown in Figure A-6-1. 

The weight of the reactor vessel, fuel, control rods, internals, piping, etc., not including the 
weight of water, is in excess of 2, 800, 000 pounds. Therefore, a bottom break resulting in an 
upward force of up to 2, 800, 000 pounds coincident with the vessel center line would have no effect 

· onthe supports. 

The maximum stress in the supports occurs when the load is applied as high on the vessel as possi
ble. Assuming the load is applied horizontally at the elevation of the vessel flange, the force 
required to produce yield point stresses in the anchor bolts is 1, 470, 000 pounds. Ultimate 
strength in the anchor bolts would be produced by a force of 1, 800, 000 pounds. If the reaction 
occurred lower on the vessel, a larger load could be tolerated. If a load could be applied at the 
base of the support a load of about 3, 000, 000 pounds would produce yield in the anchor bolts. 

As indicated on Figure A-6-1, even if the thrust, associated with a break large enough to result 
in a 62 psig drywell pressure, occurred at the yessel flange, the stress in the anchor bolts would 
be at about yield stress value, and gross distortion should not occur. 
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QUESTION 

General (Continued) 

Please provide answers to the following questions related to the reactor pressure vessel: 

(1) Discuss the consequences of an inadvertent rapid startup from low temperature as it relates 
to allowable pressure vessel stresses and brittle fracture limits which might exist at low 
temperature. 

ANSWER 

In considering an "inadvertent rapid startup" an assumption must be made as to the rate. In order 
to rapidly heat the vessel in excess of the design rate and yet not scram the reactor, deliberate, 
planned actions must be taken by the operators. In this answer, we have assumed a rate of 150°F 

per hour which is approximately twice the usua:l rate and 150 percent over the design limit. A 
practical lower limit of low temperature from which heating would begin was assumed to be 70°F, 

although the consequence would not be different if the temperature was even lower. This assumed 
150°F per hour heating rate would produce a maximum tensile thermal stress of 5100 psi. This 
stress would be reached after the heating had proceeded for about 1. 2 hours, and the water tempera
ture would then be 250°F, where pressure stress would be negligible. The metal temperature 
would be in excess of 70°F which is above the expected NDT temperature of 40°F after 40 years of 
operation, where a stress in excess of 5000 to 8000 psi should be required to propagate even a 
large defect. 

Of course even more severe heating and cooling rates could be accommodated when the vessel metal 
temperature is more than 60°F above the NDT temperature. In practice these rates would probably 
not be limited by vessel stress but by flange motions which would cause leakage through one or both 
of the 0-ring seals. 

QUESTION 

(2) Define the flaw size and type in the pressure vessel which is accepted in the specifications. 
What flaws larger in 'size or of special significance might not be detected, particularly in 
zones of irregular geometry? 

ANSWER 

Different flaw sizes are accepted depending on the material form. The principal forms are: 
(1) plate, (2) forgings, and (3) welds. The following information is a summary of all requirements 
of the specification as it is applied by GE-APED Engineering and Quality Control . 
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PLATE 

The largest acceptable internal flaw sizes parallel to the plate surface in a plate over 2-1/ 4 
in~hes thick would be: (1) circular laminations 3 inches in diameter, (2) other laminations 
greater than 1/ 4 inch wide but less than 4 inches long, 'and (3) other lamlnations less than 
1/ 4 inch wide which theoretically may extend the length of the ·plate, but in practice such_ 
lengths are less than 1 foot. Any acceptable flaw must be parallel to the plate surface. 

The largest acceptable internal flaw other than parallel to the plate surface would be one that 
has an area of one inch times 5 percent of the thickness. 

No surface cracks or linear defect are acceptable except for linear inclusions which must be 
less than 3/ 4 inch in length. Any surface porosity or other nonlinear indications may not 
exceed 3/3_2 inch in any dimension. 

·Flaws that exceed the above limitations must be removed and the plate repaired. 

FORGINGS 

The largest acceptable internal flaw in a forging is one that has an area of one inch times 
3 percent of the forging thickness (e.g., O. 3 square inch in a 10 inch thick forging), except 
that flaws less than 3 percent of the thickness in width may have indefinite length. -Such a 
defect is not encountered in practice except possibly at the surface where it would be detected. 
and rejected by surface inspection. 

No surface cracks or linear defects are acceptable, except for linear inclusions which are 
limited in length to 1/ 4 inch in material less than 3/ 4 inch thick, 1/3 of the thickness in 
material from 3/ 4 inch thick to 2-1/ 4 inches thick, and 3/ 4 inch in length in material over 
2-1/ 4 inches thick. Any nonlinear surface defect may not exceed 3/32 inch in any dimension. 

Flaws that exceed the above limitations must be removed and repaired. 

WELDS 

Full Penetration Welds 

Internal flaws are limited in size as follows: (1) No crack or zone of incomplete fusion is 
accepted. (2) ~n welds greater than 2-1/ 4 inches in thickness, no elongated inclusions 
greater than 3/ 4 inch in length is accepted. (3) Concentration of small defects (porosity) of 
insignificant_ individual size is limited as prescribed by the ASME Code Section ill. 

The maximum surface flaw size is the same as described for surface flaws in forgings above. 

All flaws which· exceed the above limitations are removed and repaired. In practice all surface 
indications are removed and repaired if necessary. 
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·Partial Penetration Welds 

The maximum surface flaw size is the same as described for surface flaws in full penetration 
welds and forgings as described above. Testing is performed progressively at intervals of the 
lesser of 1/3 of the weld thiclmess or 1/2 inch as the w.~ld is made. 

All flaws which exceed the above limitations are removed and repaired. In practice all sur
face indications are removed prior to further welding. 

No flaws larger in size than those accepted and as described above exist in the reactor vessel, 
except perhaps in the plate. As required by ASME Code the longitudinal wave technique ultrasonic 
test is performed on a 9 inch grid. The shear wave technique performed in addition to the Code 

requirements is also performed on the same gr~d. Therefore, it is possible that defects larger than 

those accepted may exist in the plate. 

There is approximately 0. 3 probability that a lamination of three inch diameter may go undetected 

in the plate. 

There is a higher probability that, if a defect existed which was other than parallel to the plate sur
face, it could be larger than the acceptance criteria, both due to the grid examination and the uncer
tainty involved in the inspection. However, plate rolling precludes defects normal to the plate 

surface. Additional testing is being planned to assure that such defects do not exist. 

The sizes of flaws detected and accepted, and those defects in plate which might-exist are not con
sidered to be of special significance, nor will flaws larger in size than those described above exist 
in the reactor vessel since: 

1. Proven materials, fabricating and testing procedures are employed and these testing proce

dures are adequate to detect all flaws which are larger in size or of special significance. 

2. The vessel is fabricated and tested by a component supplier utilizing adequate quality control 

procedures. 

3. An ASME Code inspection is performed by Hartford Steam Boiler Inspection and Insurance 

Company. 

4. General Electric reviews all fabrication and inspection procedures and audits their 
implementation. 

Irregular geometries are not a problem for testing in reactor vessels. Testing schedules are 
primarily developed to allow a valid test while the part is in its most simple shape. All components 
are inspected prior to welding into the vessel. All full penetration nozzle welds are designed to be 
fully radiographable to the required ASME standards. Partial penetration welds which occur on 
some small nozzles and the drive mechanism and instrument nozzles are. inspected to the ASME 
Code standards using progressive penetrant examinations. 
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QUESTION 

(3) What flaw size is accepted in the studs of the pressure vessel? What frequencies of stud 
'"!" inspection or replacement is planned? How many studs can fail without threatening the 

integrity of the closure? 

ANSWER 

a. The forged bars from which the studs are made are ultrasonically tested using both shear 
wave and longitudinal beam techniques. The largest acceptable flaw has an area equal to a 
one-quarter inch diameter circle. 

The finished _stud-' is inspected for surface defects. No cracks or sharply defined linear 
defects are accepted. 

b. The inspection program for Dresden Unit 3 reactor vessel provides for ultrasonic testing of 
50 percent of the .studs in place during each refueling outage. Whenever there is an indication 

of distress at the thread root the stud is removed, cleaned, polished, and further inspected 
by dye check and magnetic particle methods. 

c. Failure of eight studs adjacent to one another or every third stud uniformly spaced around the 
entire closure should cause leakage of the flange closure. Of the 92 studs holding the vessel 
head, 31 studs in a row or 64 studs spaced uniformly around the entire closure would have to 
fail before the head would part from the vessel. 

QUESTION 

(4) Describe how small leaks in the pressure vessel would be detected and the action to be taken, 

should such occur. How is adequate response assured in the event of a previous existence of 
small leaks in other parts of the system? 

ANSWER 

There are several methods available for the detection of leaks from components associated with the 

reactor primary system and for the reactor vessel itself. These methods have been used in practice 
during the past six years on Dresden Unit 1. Small leaks have been det~cted and corrective measures 

taken before the plant was taken to power. All leaks which were detected were associated with 
reactor components. The following are the methods which have been employed sucessfully. 

a. Each time the reactor vessel head is removed and replaced, the primary system is hydro
statically tested to at least the operating pressure of 1000 psig. With the primary system at 
test pressure a very detailed inspection of the entire primary system is made, particular 
attention is given to determining all sources of dripping water. As a further check the primary 

' system is completely isolated under test pressur~ and the rate of decay of the test pressure 
is noted. 

\ 
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The_ hydrostatic test provides a positive means of detecting system leaks prior to placing the 
system in operation. 

During the heating phase of bringing the reactor system to rated conditions leak checks are 
made of the entire primary system. These leak checks are made at various pressure steps. 
For example, the first leak check would be somewhere between 50 to 100 psig, the reactor is 
brought subcritical and operating personnel are then able to check the system for any steam 
leaks. This procedure is carried out for a number of pressure steps up to 1000 psig. 

c. With the double "0" ring type seal between the reactor head and vessel flange any leakage 
across the inner "0" ring is detected and alarmed in the control room. The space between 
the inner and outer ring is continuously monitored by a low pressure leak detection system. 

d. The drywell is provided with a sump pump which is designed to remove water which may col

lect in the sump. Leaks within the containment are detected by means of operation of the 
pump, and such operation is annunciated in the control room. The flow rate through the sump 
pump system is determined so that leakage rate into the drywell can be estimated. 

e. The use of humidity indicators and the collection of air samples (remotely) from various 
/ areas within the drywell are effective methods for checking the primary system for leakage 

during power operation. The analysis of the air samples establishes a normal operating back
ground level. Significant increases above this level, as well as increases in humidity, would 
be indicative of leakage which may necessitate plant shutdown to determine its source. 

Since the reactor is but one part of a rather large power cycle it is possible to identify and locate 
a number of small leaks throughout the cycle .. For ·example a small steam leak on the turbine could 
be accounted along with a possible leak in the feedwater system. If a leak now developed on the 
reactor its existence could also be determined. 

QUESTION 

(5) Which missiles are protected for and which missiles are not protected for? 

ANSWER 

Potential missiles in the drywell fall in.to two categories: (1) those potential missiles which are not 
a threat to the containment and for which no specific protection is provided, and (2) those potential 

missiles which could be a threat to the containment and for which protective measures are taken. 

Potential missiles in category (1) consist of suc.h items as valve stems, small flanges, small valve 
bonnets, thermowells and other Small items of instrumentation. Analyses have shown that such 
items do not have sufficient potential energy to penetrate the containment: While specific protection 
.is not required against potential missiles of this type, any such item is normally arranged in a 
manner to direct the path of travel away from the containment. Additional items such as pump 

·impellers and 'motor rotors are not considered potential missiles since on fail\}re t.hese ro~ating 
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parts would be contained in their housings. Large massive items such as recirculating pump motors 

are not subjected to sufficient energy to move the mass to the containment. 

Missile protection is not provided)against failure of the reactor vessel since failure of this compon
ent is assessed as being incredible because of the extreme care taken in the design, fabrication, 
inspection, and operation of the' vessel. 

Potential missiles in category (2) consist of certain components having sufficient energy to permit 
theoretical damage to the containment if failure of the compo.nents were to occur. Large valve 
bonnets such as are provided on the recirculation valves and isolation valves fall into this category. 
All such items are arranged in a manner such that, if failure should occur, the direction of flight 
is away from the containment vessel. Protection provided includes welding the bonnets, providing 

deflector plates, and adding bracing or keepers to prevent missile generation. 

In addition to the care with which the equipment is oriented with regard to missiles, special care is 

taken in component arrangements to see that equipment associated with the engineered safeguards 
systems, including the core spray and the containment spray systems, are segregated in such a 

manner that failure of one system cannot cause the failure of the other systems, or that the failure 
of any component which would bring about the need for these engineered safeguards systems will 
not render the safeguard system inoperable. 

The control rod drive mechanisms are located within a concrete vault inside the drywell which 
provides protection from potential missiles. Also, the control rod thimble supports provide pro

tection against the rod drive mechanisms becoming missiles. 

The primary containment vessels are completely enclosed in a reinforced concrete structure having 

a thickness of 4 to 6 feet. This concrete structure, in addition to serving as the basic biological 
shielding for the reactor system, also provides a major mechanical barrier for the protection of 
the containment vessels and the reactor system against potential missiles generated external to the 

primary containment. Also most of the equipment necessary for core and containment cooling, 
including heat exchangers and pumps, are located in the reactor building in compartments separated 

by poured concrete walls. These components are thus protected against potential missiles. 

QUESTION 

(6) What are the positive reactivity effects due to fuel relocation? Can this phenomenon affect 

reactivity transients like the rod ejection accident significantly? 

ANSWER 

Fuel movement will not contribute any significant positive reactivity effects during any reactivity 
transients. Small positive reactivity effects from fuel movement can be realized but to be significant 
from a safety standpoint, they must occur rapidly and early in the transient. Further, they require 
energy additions to the fuel considerably in excess of normal power operation. Accidents which may 

n 
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lead to significant fuel· movement are those in which large amounts of reactivity are added such as 
the control rod accidents. The most severe accident of this type is the control rod drop as described 
in Section XI-3. 0 of the Plant Design and Analysis Report. 

Consideration has also been given to the extreme hypothetical rod ejection accident where fuel 
movement is strongly negative. Since the time sequence of events during the course of the transient 
is very important, a simple listing of fuel movement effects would not give the proper perspective 
and the effects will be discussed using the control rod drop and ejection cases. This time sequence, 
including the possible modes of fuel movement and their effects, is described below. 

Rod Drop Accident. 

It is a characteristic of BWR control rods that the highest rate of reactivity addition occurs as the 

rod moves between the one-fourth to one-half withdrawn position. The reactivity excursion associated 
with a higher worth (~0.025 ~k) rod drop, therefore, will be centered roughly one-third the distance 

from the top of the core. It is also characteristic that at the time such an excursion is initiated, 
the affected zone will contain moderator at near saturated conditions or colder. This is due to the 
fact that prior to the excursion, even during normal power operation, the presence of the control 
rod prevents any significant power and steam void production in immediately surrounding fuel. 

Following prompt criticality the excursion energy is adiabatically deposited in the fuel within about 
200 milliseconds. At this point Doppler has terminated the excursion. In a roughly ellipsoidal zone 
about 30 inches long by 12 inches in diameter, fuel enthalpies will reach values (>170 cal/gm) that 
may cause cladding damage and potential fuel relocation. Conditions in the 'remainder of the core 
will not exceed those expected during normal power operation. In the affected zone, 3 hottest rods 
in each of 4 fuel assemblies will reach the point of incipient fuel melting (220 cal/gm) and become 
plastic over a length of about 18 inches. 

Prompt fuel relocation effects (those which can'occur in the several hundred milliseconds before 
the cladding loses strength due to overheating) are limited in this enthalpy range to fuel density. 

changes within the plastic fuel regions. Tuel pellet density of about 94 percent of theoretical and 

cladding to pellet gaps totals normally to betwe~n 5 and 15 percent free volume within the rod. Fuel 
slumping and density increase in tnese regions :could, therefore, occur. Thermal expansion and 

volatile gases, on the other hand, could expand these plastic regions and reduce density. In either 

case movement of solid fuel above or below the affected zone is involved if the amount of fuel in the 
affected region is to change and thereby alter tile reactivity. Tuel-clad mechanical interaction and 
the thermal expansion of the partially molten fuel would tend to inhibit densification due to fuel. 
slumping. The most probable mode of_fuel movement would be a reduction of density in the plastic 
zone and shifting of the solid fuel above into th~ fission gas plenum space. Several inches of fuel 
motion could occur_ before full compression of a plenum spring occurs. This would allow a density 
reduction of about _15 percent in the plastic zone. Turther fuel motion and density reduction would 
require forces in excess of cladding strength at the plastic zone and cladding perforation would 
preferentially occur to relieve these forces. 

Reduction of fuel density by 15 percent over a length of 18 inches in each of the 12 rods in which 
incipient melting occurs would result in a negative local reactivity (~koo/koo) effect of about -~2,t 
if the moderator were cold and about -9¢ if the core were hot. This is equivalent to an effective 
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reactivity (t:.keff/keff) addition to the core of about -4i and -2i for cold and hot conditions, respec
tively. Fuel slumping and densification, although not likely, would contribute positive reactivity of 

the same magnitudes. No detectable reactivity change would result from motion of fuel into the 

fission gas plenum. 

In the range of O. 7 to 1. 2 seconds following the peak of the power excursion, cladding failure due to 

overheating and film blanketing will occur in the affected zone as steam void formation begins. 

Some significant thermal distortion and movement of the fuel rods in this zone may occur during the 

next several tens of seconds as the bulk of the excursion energy transfers to the coolant. In addition, 
during this period some small quantity fuel may be lost through cladding perforations. 

Thermal distortion of fuel rods will tend to cause bowing of the rods toward the water gaps surround

ing each fuel assembly due to normal neutron flux and power gradients increasing toward the gaps. 

Rod bowing in this direction will cause a reactivity increase as long as the steam void volume in the 

fuel assembly channels is less than 10-15 percent. The most reactive configuration is that in which 

the rods tx:>w so_ a~ to maintain uniform spacing. Assuming this configuration and no boiling -

although o~yioufjlY significant boiling would be occurring with the cladding at elevated temperatures -

an effective reactivity addition to the. core of about 13i would result if the rods bowed along the entire 

30 inch length of the affected zone of the excursion until the outer rows contacted the channels 

(140 mils bowing at the midplane of the zone). Again, if the actual steam void condition were con

sidered, the rod bowing effect would be zero to slightly negative in addition to the negative effect 

of the void formation itself. 

Dispersal of fuel into the moderator is, of course, a strong negative effect since resonance absorp

tion of finely subdivided uo2 is approximately 10 times that of uo2 in fuel rods while thermal self

shielding reduces by only on the order of 10 percent. Dispersal of the fuel from one rod, for 

example, results in about a -$4 local reactivity effect or about -80¢ effective reactivity reduction 

in the core. 

Finally, the fairly rapid production of steam voids in the few seconds immediately following the ex

cursion could cause sufficient turbulence to move the affected fuel assemblies within the mechanical 

tolerances of the supporting grid plates. There is not a sufficient pressure generated in this ex

cursion, due to the relatively slow rate of heat transfer, to cause gross distortion or collapse of the 

assemblies. 

If the four central fuel assemblies in the affected zone were to move simultaneously towar.d each 

other to the extent that the fuel assembly spacing were reduced by 200 mils an effective reactivity 

increase of about 10¢ would be experienced by the core. 

The total positive reactivity potential due to fuel movement in the rod drop accident, therefore, is on 

the order of 25-35f. The bulk of this reactivity can manifest itself only after several seconds beyond 
--· ! 

the termination of the excursion power burst and only under conditions in which steam voids are 
also being produced. It is concluded, therefore, that positive reactivity effects due to fuel move

ment are not significant to the course and consequences of the rod drop ac'cident . 
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Rod Ejection Accident 

In the hypothetical rod ejection accident, the rod is fully withdrawn from the core at prompt critical. 
The excursion, therefore, is centered in the reactor. The affected zone of fuel failure (>170 cal/gm) 
in a 0.025 Ak rod accident is approximately 10 feet long by 40~inches in diameter. Within a zone 
about 36 inches long by 12 inches in diametez: fuel reaches enthalpies in excess of the estimated 
prompt rupture.threshold of 425 cal/gm. 

In this latter zone fuel would be expected to be dispersed during the excursion power burst (<200 milli
seconds) from those pins which reach the threshold of prompt rupture. It is estimated that up to $5 

. of negative core reactivity will result from this fuel dispersal in the rod ejection accident. 

The rapid formation of steam voids and potentially high pressures, would be expected in the region 
into which the fuel is dispersed. These pressures would probably be sufficient to collapse and 

compress surrounding fuel elements progressively outward from the center of the excursion. Most 
of the moderator would be expelled from fuel collapsed in this manner. This will lead to a further 

strong negative reactivity reduction on the order of several dollars in the core, depending on the 
extent of the fuel damage. 

The two fuel movement effects above are dominant in the rod ejection accident. Therefore, no 

positive contribution from fuel movement would be expected in this ca:se. 

QUESTION 

(7) If one postulates the rapid propagation of a crack circuniferentially, with the contained energy 
of the system, what would happen to the upper section of the vessel iricludiii!t' shearing of 
pipes, etc. ? 

(8) Can you visualize any problem from the propagation of a crack from top to bottom of the 

vessel but not through the head? 

ANSWER 

Great care is taken in the design, construction, testing and operation of the reactor pressure vessel 

to ensure its integrity. A major vessel rupture as postulated in these questions is therefore con

cluded to be incredible. 

In order to generate an appropriate response to the above two questions a framework must be built 
to arrive at a tracking of the prior events. There are several hypothetical. events which might be 
stated, so the following discussion should be considered as one of these which bears the essential 

. I 

ingredients of all of them. The discussion applies essentially to both circumferential and longitudinal 
cracks. 

In order for a reactor pressure vessel to fail in a gross manner, a hypothetical sequence of events 
·is required. A homogeneous vessel of the ductility and fracture toughness present in reactor 
vessels (even at the lower end of the so-called "brittle temperature" scale) is such that it is im-
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possible to fracture the vessel without a large flaw being present. The level of flaw which escapes 
both nondestructive testing and the normal hydrostatic test simply is not large enough in the critical 
thickness direction to initiate a fracture even in the low temperature more brittle region • 

·-·-· 

The only way for such a large flaw to exist in a pressure vessel is for the flaw to grow due to service 
conditions. A reactor vessel is carefully designed and analyzed to prevent the growth or initiation of 
such flaws or cracks during the anticipated life of the vessel. If, however, it is assumed that a 
defect does break through the wall of the vessel it would cause leakage, but several forms of leakage 
detection would be capable of giving warning at or near the time the vessel began to leak. Examples 

. of this are abnormal makeup rate, high water level in drywell sump, as well as abnormal pressure 
and temperature indications in the drywell. The rate of growth of even such large cracks would be 
slow and stable for a considerable time period (weeks or months) so that indications would become 
more and more pronounced and it would be difficult to imagine operation without detection. If con.,. 

trary to all reasonable expectation it is assumed possible to continue operation in. spite of operating 
regulations and plant conditions, one might postulate the growth of this crack to a size at which the 
risk of a gross fracture of the vessel becomes the next logical hypothesized event. Such a crack 

would be required to be several feet in length and through the vessel wall before the conditions for 

the running crack (gross fracture) would exist. 

If in spite of the identified mechanisms to prevent this sequence of events, the start of a running 
circumferential crack is hypothesized, the portion of the vessel above the break will tend to rise 
upward. In the event the crack occurs on the vessel at a point below that at which the vessel is 
penetrated by either the steam piping or recirculation piping, these pipes would be sheared by this 
upward motion. The extent to which the portion above the crack would rise is a direct function of the 

location and nature of the break on the vessel. 

If in spite of the identified mechanisms to prevent this sequence of events, the start of a running 

crack from the top to bottom of the vessel is hypothesized, energy would be released from the 
vessel. The duration of the energy release as well as the lateral forces on the vessel are a function 
of the orientation and size of the crack aperture as well as the rate at which the aperture would 

occur. This energy release and resulting lateral forces could be large enough to cause some lateral 

motion or displacement of the vessel. 

QUESTION 

(9) Are you considering procedures for detecting the propagation of cracks within the pressure 

vessel wall? 

ANSWER 

Yes. The applicants and General Electric Company, along with others in the nuclear industry, are 
currently reviewing such procedures, anq this review will be continued. Various methods of 
detecting crack propagation are now under development. The state of development of these and 
other procedures will be constantly reviewed until the time the plant is placed in operation, and a 
decision will be made at that time as to the procedure or procedures best adapted to the needs of 

the Dresden Units 2 and 3. 
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QUESTION 

Station Design 

Please provide the results with supporting discussion of the model and assumptions used for your 
analysis to determine the adequacy of the station ventilation stack design against failure and possible 
damage to the safety features of the station. This request relates to Criterion 1 (b). 

ANSWER 

The 310 foot ventilation stack wUl be designed at normal allowable stresses to include the forces 
resulting from a wind velocity of 110 miles per hour or an earthquake wt.th a ground acceleration of 

O. lg. 

For the earthquake analysis, the stack wUl be treated as a flexible cantilever system fixed at the 
bottom of the foundation. Thirty or more lumped mass joints will be considered to be supported by 
weightless elastic columns. Natural frequencies, mode shapes and dynamic response of the equiva
lent mass system will be completed and ten or more vibrational modes will be considered with 
appropriate damping values. The results of this analysis will be used to calculate the maximum 
shears, maximum moments, and displacements. 

Fpr the wind analysis, the stack wUl be treated as a flexible cantilever system fixed at the bottom of 
the foundation. The. design and construction will conform to the "Specification for the Design and 
Construction of Reinforced Concrete Chimneys" compiled and published ·by American Concrete 
Institute as ACI 505-54. The wind pressure will be calculated in accordance with ACI 505-54 for a 
gust velocity of 110 miles per hour. 

An investigation of the stack will also be made to assure that the stability wUl not be affected by the 
application of forces created by a tornado wind bf 300 miles per hour or an earthquake with a ground 
acceleration of O. 2g. This will give reasonable assurance that the stack will not topple although , 
some cracking will be possible under these extreme loading conditions. 

The normal mode of failure for a reinforced concrete stack is cracking with pieces of concrete fallinf?; 
to the ground. These pieces of concrete could damage the low level liquid waste tanks. High activity 
liquid and solid waste tanks located below ground level in a reinforced concrete vault are .protected 

from pieces of concrete which could fall from the stack. 

In instances where stacks have toppled, it is usµally due to repetitive stresses with the upper one 
third of the stack f~lling. When stacks fail by dverturning about their base, it is usually caused by 
a foundation failure, such as liquefaction of the soil. Since this stack foundation will be founded on 
rock, a failure of this type cannot happen. Stacks may be damaged from low velocity winds due to 
vibration as a circular ring causing fatigue of the materials. A 300 mile wind would affect only the 
high modes of the stack, modes having a period of O. 001 seconds or less~ and these modes are 
not influential in causing failure. A stack designed in accordance with ACI 505-54 should not topple 
due to forces resulting from a 300 mile per hour wind. If we assume t_he stack is to topple, it 
would be most apt to occur at a point 1/3 down from the top. But let us assume it topples at .a po.int 
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1/3 up from the bottom. This would result in approximately 200 feet falling as a tree. Parts of the 
stack could fall in to the Radwaste Building, but since the high level tanks are in a vault, the contents 
will be confined. 

The stack could also strike the Turbine Building, reaching the edge of the heater bay area, but 
would not reach the containment cooling service water pumps which are well protected in the con
densate pump pit. 

The stack could also knock out the Unit 2 345 kV Transmission line, but substantially all 138 kV 
and 34. 5 kV auxiliary power would remain unaffected. 

Were the stack to strike the crib house, cooling water would continue to be available to the contain
ment cooling service water pumps through the burled suction piping from the crib house pump bay 
to the condensate pump pit. 
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QUESTION 

Station Design (Continued) 

In regard to the objective of Criterion 22, please provide the design criteria for the isolation valves 
in the station ventilation system as shown in Figure 36 of the Plant Design and Analysis Report and 
discuss the adequacy of the proposed design in terms of single valve or component falure and 
testing capability. 

ANSWER 

The following is provided regarding the objective of Criterion 22 with respect to the plant ventilation 

system as shown schematically in revised Figure 36, attached. 

1. Normal ventilation supply and exhaust lines to each secondary containment are provided with 

isolation valves designed to close automatically in response to any of the following signals 

from either Unit 1 or Unit 2. These signals also actuate automatically the standby 
gas treatment system. 

a. High radiation in the reactor building 

b. High drywell pressure 

c. Manual signal from main control room 

Each of the four sets (two ventilation supply and two v.entilation exhaust) .of re.actor building 
isolation valves consists of dual valves in series. Each valve is independent and one is 'redun
dant in each set. They are of the normally-open, fail-safe type and' arranged so that no 
creditable combination of circumstances can interfere with their necessary functioning. Capa
bility is provided for testing their operability and leak-tightness. 

2. The ventilation exhaust line from each secondary containment to the standby gas treatment 
system is provided with a normally open motor operated valve. Since this valve is normally 

open, its functioning is not necessary should a requirement arise to actuate the standby gas 
treatment system in response to any of the signals (a), (b), or (c) above, in order to send the 
ventilation exhaust from either or both reactor buildings through the treatment system prior 

to stack discharge. 

3. Purge ventilation supply and exhaust lines to each drywell are provided with dual isolation 

valves in series. Each valve is independent and one in each set is redundant. These valves 
are air-operated and normally-closed. Capability is provided for testing their operability 

and leak-tightness. 

4. Vent lines from each drywell and suppression chamber are provided with a pressure-reducing 
orifice, a normally-closed motor-operated valve and locked-open manual valve, all in series. 
Closing the manual valve permits pressurizing for leak-tightness testing. 
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The use of the vent pipe for secondary containment normal ventilation exhaust is predicated 
on the following: Should high airborne activity occur in that portion of the reactor building 

associated with either unit, the ventilation system of the affected unit will be isolated and 

ventilation established to the standby gas treatment system automatically. Exhaust ventila
tion from the standby gas treatment system is discharged via the 310 foot stack. Under nor

mal operating condit"ions, all ventilation exhaust from both reactor buildings is discharged 

through the vent pipe. Each vent pipe is equipped with two radiation monitors which actuate 

the reactor building isolation valves at a predetermined level. Refer to revised Figure 36,. 

attached. 
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QUESTION 

B. Station Design (Continued) 

3. Please discuss the design bases for the heat loads establisheQ._for the filters given in .Section V-4-7 
of the Plant Design and Analysis Report. Your discussion should include an analysis to support 
your design bases related to adequate heat dissipation to prevent filter damage without forced air 
flow (V-4-7). 

ANSWER 

The design basis for the heat loads on the filters of the standby gas treatment system is that they 

withstand, without impairment of function, the potential heat generation and ignition effects of radio
active materials retained therein. The heat loads specified in Section V-4-7 of the Plant Design and 

Analysis Report were calculated for a postulated loss of coolant accident with assumed one hundred 

percent fuel melting, and fission product leakage from the primary containment to the reactor building 
over a period of approximately three days. A reevaluation of the filter heat loads has been made 
which is more consistent with the postulated loss of coolant accident reported in Section XI-3. 5. 4 
of the Plant Design and Analysis Report. As a result of this reevaluation the heat load requirement 
of the charcoal filters has been increased to 600 watts thermal. The heat load requirement for the 
high efficiency filters remains at 200 watts thermal. 

The design criteria require that the filter assemblies be constructed of materials capable of with
standing a temperature of 250 ° F. At this temperature the limiting filter components are the materials 
of construction rather than the filter medium. In the unlikely event that normal air flow through the 
filters should be terminated at the point of maximum heat load, the maximum filter temperature 
would remain well within the 250°F limit. Under these conditions some filter cooling would be 
accomplished as a result of radiation to the walls of the area in which the filters are located. Also, 

heating of the filters results in an increase in natural circulation around the filters which enhances 
convective cooling. These heat transfer mechanisms combine to limit the maximum filter tempera

ture under the postulated condition . 
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QUESTION 

station Design (Continued) 

In regard to Criterion 5, please provide the results of your frequency response analyses concerning 
the stability of the Dresden Unit 3 including the effects of Doppler reactivity coefficients. Further, 
include a listing of both design guidelines and actual values of the important parameters that would 
affect reactor stability. 

ANSWER 

The following table is a listing of design guide variables, design guides and proposal values for 
Dresden Unit 3. 

Variable Design Guide Pro,eosal Value 

Core Exit Quality . <12% 9. 8% 
Core Inlet Subcooling <30 Btu/lb 20. 5 Btu/lb 
Void Reactivity Coefficient . <10 cents/% voids 6. 5 cents/% voids 
Core Two Phase Transient Time <O. 65 se_c 0. 51 sec 

Single Phase AP /Two Phase AP >O. 4 0.56 

Pump Curve Slope, Head/Unit Flow 1 >O. 9 1. 0 
Fuel Pellet Diameter >O. 375 0. 488 in. 
Active Fuel Length <150 in. 144 in. 

Note that all values are within the design guides. The results of the open loop frequency response 
analysis are shown in solid lines in Figure B-4,..1. Note that the gain and phase margins are more 

than adequate to meet the required margins of 13 db and 55°. 

The design guides on parameter values have been established from analysis and experimental data 

and if adhered to, give conservative gain arid phase margins as is shown above. Thus, exceeding the 

design gu~des does not imply inadequate stability. If design guides are exceeded, a frequency 
response analysis would be performed and gain and phase margins must be greater than 13 db and 

55°, respectively. This later requirement insures acceptable dynamic performance. 

Design guides on parameters effecting stability can be exceeded if the requirements on gain and 
phase margin are met and the later insure acceptable dynamic performance. 

The requirements on gain and phase margin are based on an accepted standard of 6 db arid 30°, with 
allowance for model uncertainty and some conservatism. As modti!l improvements are made, the 
allowance for model uncertainties can be reduced which result in a reduction of the required gain and 
phase margins. 

The Doppler effect is not an important consideration in the hydrodynamic stability consideration of 
the boiling water reactor. The effect of Doppler reactivity on the stability of the reactiyity-power
void-reactivity loop can be seen by performing an open loop frequency response analysis with and. 
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without the Doppler reactivity feedback. The results of this analysis are shown in dashed lines in 
Figure B-4-1. Note from this figure that the influence of the Doppler feedback is felt only in the 
unimportant lower frequency range. At the more important point where the gain and phase cross 
0 db and 180°, respectively {i.e. , the points at which the gain and phase margins are determined) 
there is only a small difference in the responses; therefore, the gain and phase margins remain 
essentially unchanged, and Doppler reactivity has only a second order, or less, effect on hydro
dynamic stability. 

For disturbances which occur in the frequency range in which the Doppler is effective, it provides 
additional feedback and better response. 
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QUESTION 

B. station Design (Continued) 

5. Please provide the design criteria for use of the vent pipe exhaust scheme as shown in Figure 36. 
Include a description of the proposed radiation monitoring system associated with ventilation exhaust 
using the vent pipe. In addition, describe the ventilation system from_~he turbine building. 

ANSWER 

The design criteria for use of the ~ent type exhaust system is described under the answer to 
Question B. 2 above. See also Figure E-3-1 under Question E. 3. 

The turbine building ventilation system is divided into two basic parts: (1) that major portion which 
is exhausted through the 310 foot concrete stack and (2) motor cooling system and ventilation loads 
which are exhausted through vents in the turbine building roof. 

The main turbine building ventilation supply blowers deliver air to the various operating areas in the 
turbine building. From these areas, the air is drawn to the spaces around the turbine, feed heaters 
and air ejector rooms which are maintained at a negative pressure with respect to the normal opera

ting areas by exhaust blowers. This air, approximately 300, 000 cfm per unit, is then discharged up 
the 310 foot stack which is monitored for radioactivity as described in Section VIII 2. 3 of the Plant 
Design and Analysis Report. A portion of the air delivered to the main operating floor will rise and 
exhaust directly through roof vents to the atmosphere. This air will not have passed through equip
ment compartments. 

Separate ventilation systems are employed to remove the heat from the large motors in the turbine 
building. Approximately 180, 000 cfm of fresh air will be delivered through ducts to the reactor 
feed pump motors and the recirculation pump motor-generator sets by blowers. The air is then 

ducted for discharge through vents to the atmosphere. 

Control Room ventilation is supplied by blowers which discharge through air conditioning equipment 

into the.control room. A recirculation cooling flow is normally established, but direct supply from 

and discharge to the atmosphere is possible. Control panels are separately exhausted through ducts 

which may also be discharged to the atmosphere or recirculated, as desired . 
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QUESTION 

B. Station Design (Continued) 

6. Please provide the general environmental specifications for components used in the safety systems. 
For example, is the switchgear for the 4. 16 kV swing bus· specified to operate properly in a saturated 
steam environment? 

ANSWER 

Safety system components located in areas which may be subjected to adverse conditions with 
respect to temperature and moisture are specified to be resistant to the most extreme normal 

operating conditions. Such components therefore, are resistant to short term environments of 

increased severity that may be associated with postulated accidents. 

For example, instrumentation, sensors and transducers are specified to be in weatherproof enclo
sures and therefore, are not sensitive to adverse environments for extended periods of time that 
are much longer than would be expected for the postulated accidents. Instrument and power cabling 
used in the plant is insulated with insulation that is rated for 230°F to 270°F emergency temperature 

rating and therefore, not subject to damage from short term adverse atmospheres. 

There are no exposed electrically energized components and therefore, are not sensitive to short 
term steam environments. 

The 4.16 kV switchgear will be metal-clad type, designed for indoor service. As such, it will be 
installed within the reactor building in a location selected to prevent exposure to overhead dripping, 
direct streams of water from any angle, and flooding. The taking of thes.e precautions in no way 

implies that the switchgear cannot successfully endure an occasional, infrequent application of 

moisture. A "dry" environment as a permanent location minimizes rusting of steel parts, corro
sion of instruments, relays, terminals, etc. and generally reduces maintenance. 

The extent of the effects of moisture on switchgear depends upon several factors including amount, 
length of time, whether or not the switchgear is energized, and cleanliness conditions. It may not 

be possible to draw specific conclusions either as to how long the switchgear can operate properly 
in a saturated steam environment or to predict where a failure will occur. It is possible, however, 
to cite several attributes of switchgear construction which will enable it to withstand such a hostile 

environment, which will persist for a relatively short span of time. 

Being metal-clad, all vital parts of the switchgear are enclosed in a steel cubicle. The switchgear 
will always be energized and carrying load and, in addition, will have thermostatically controlled 
space heaters. Therefore, the interior will have a higher ambient temperature than the outside. 
Most condensation will obviously take place on the outside surfaces of the enclosure. Given 
adequate time, moisture ladened air will infiltrate the interior portions of the cubicle which is 
divided into several compartments to provide segregation of major components such as the main 
bus, circuit breaker, instrument transformers, and cable (or bus) connections for outgoing cir
cuits. All buswork and connections are fully insulated and enclosed with a polyester-glass base 
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material which has very low moisture absorbing characteristics. Other vital components such as 
instrument transformers, control wiring and trip and close coils, similarly have construction which 
resists the penetration of moisture. 

Under the postulated accident conditions involving steam line-ruptures outside of the drywell, it is 
expected that a steam atmosphere will exist in the reactor building for a period of time insufficient 
in duraUon to _affect either the 4.16 kV switchgear or other electrical components. This is due to 
the limited steam release which is terminated by the automatic closure of isolation valves, followed 
by the reestablishment of normal reactor building ventilation to remove the moisture laden air. 
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QUESTION 

Engineered Safeguards 

a. In regard to Criterion 7, the capability of the design of the Control Rod Drive Mechanism 
and Thimble Support Structure to prevent a rod ejection accident should be further 
analyzed. Please provide a safety analysis that assesses the adequacy of the collet 
fingers to latch and remain in contact with the index tube in the event of a thimble rupture. 
Assume that the collet fingers had been initially retracted from the index tube in antici
pation of rod movement just prior to the postulated rupture. 

b. It has been stated that three simultaneous failures are required to prevent the collet fin
gers from engaging the index tube in the event of thimble failure. Consequently, please 

describe these failures in detail and show that they are indeed completely independent. 

ANSWER 

a. Each of the six collet fingers is radially loaded inward by its own spring action. Interference 
with this action has never been observed when the collet is free to move vertically, and is not 
treated further based on this experience. All fingers are cammed radially outward during the 
withdraw operation by vertical motion of the collet assembly. This motion is obtained when 
the pressure under the collet piston is approximately 150 psi above reactor pressure. This 

differential pressure, acting on the 1. 95 in. 2 of collet piston area, produces a force sufficient 
to overcome the 230 lbs exerted by the collet return spring, and friction. Tests on many 
units have shown that a pressure of 80 psi higher than reactor pressure is required to hold the 

collet open. This same pressure is applied over the main drive piston in a direction tending 
to withdraw the control rod. Pressure is supplied to this area from the drive water source, 

which is regulated to a differential 260 psi above reactor pressure. During normal withdraw, 
with the drive moving at rated speed, the pressure drop between the supply and the drive is 

approximately 20 psi. Calculations indicate that if because of some failure the drive speed 
increases to 2. 5 ft/sec, this pressure drop will increase to 195 psi and the pressure under 
the collet will be insufficient to hold the collet open even if reactor pressure were maintained 
in the d.rive housing (and therefore in the drive). If the postulated failure causes loss of pres

sure in the drive, reactor pressure actillg on the 1. 95 in. 2 of the collet is available to restore 

the collet to the latched position. For example, with a reactor pressure of 1000 psi, if the 
pressure in the thimble drops to 500 psi the collet return force is 1150 lbs, or 15 times the 
measured normal friction. 

Static loading tests run on the collet-index tube configuration have demonstrated the ability of 
the collet to hold with a load of 18, 000 lbs, although some crushing of the retainer occurs at 
these loads. The tests deomonstrated that under high overloads the collet fingers are bent 
inward, further engaging and tending to jam the index tube. 

The maximum calculated velocity attainable under the series of coincident failures treated in 
Report GECR-5089, "Analysis of Control Rod Drive and System Failures Resulting in Control 
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Rod Drive Withdrawal" was 15 ft/sec. Assuming that the fingers had previously engaged the index 
tube, br do engage at this velocity, the calculated resulting acceleration of the index tube and con
nected parts is 44 g's, corresponding to a load of 14, 000 lbs on the collet. In this analysis the 
elasticity of the thimble support structure was a factor, as analysis indicated that this velocity could 
not be achieved unless the drive separated from the pressure vessel and then was restrained by the 
support structure; 

The actual dynamic behavior of the collet-index tube combination under failure conditions requires 
testing to evaluate. Report GECR-5089 discusses an actual case of relatching on a high velocity 
rod during testing of an earlier design drive of the locking piston type in a facility without significant 
support elasticity. The resultant damage exceeded that produced by 18, 000 lb test loads, but the 

collet latched and subsequently operated satisfactorily. The weight of the index tube and connected 
parts was about 1/2 that of current designs, but the velocity was estimated at something in excess 

of 15 ft/sec at the time of relatching. Instrumentation was not operable at the time. 

b. The statement should read, two or more simultaneous failures are required to produce a high veloc
ity blade withdrawal. Drive withdrawal is limited by the following features in the design: 

1. At higher speeds, the pressure under the collet piston is not sufficient to hold the collet open, 
as described in (a.) above. 

2. If the collet is assumed to have failed, the pressure drop in various hydraulic passages limits 
the maximum withdraw speed that the drive can attain. It is necessary to postulate secondary 
failures which open the hydraulic passages. Failure of the main drive flange bolts, for example, 
is such a failure. 

Calculations have indicated that any failure which opens the hydraulic passages will drop the 

pressure in the drive to the point that the collet will latch, as described above. Therefore, 
these postulated failures are considered independent of each other, in the absence of any evi

dence to the contrary. These postulated failures and the resultant pressures and velocities 
are described in detail in the Report GECR-5089. 
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QUESTION 

Engineered Safeguards (Continued) 

Our preliminary review of the portion of the Containment Spray System that is to be shared with 
Units 2 and 3 indicates that single valve failures in the crossover lines could either lead to a loss 
of capability or else could result in an adverse interaction between the units in the event of a major 
accident. We believe that the proposed design should be reevaluated in conjunction with the" require

ments of Criterion 18 and if necessary, modifications proposed to assure that the criterion is 
satisfied. 

ANSWER 

Dresden Units 2 and 3 are each provided with their own full capacity containment cooling systems. 
There are three 50 percent capacity pumps in each system. There is, therefore, excess capacity 

in each system with regard to pumps. The spare containment system is also a full capacity system 
having a spare pump. Since each unit has a full containment cooling system, the criteria followed 
with.the spare full capacity cooling system was to design it so it could be used for either Unit 2 or 
3. 

The Containment Spray Systems for Units 2 and 3 have been evaluated on a comparative basis with 
consideration for individual component reliability. The conclusion of this evaluation is that the 
system as shown in. Figure 35 of the Plant Design and Analysis Report adequately meets the required 
level of reliability and satisfied AEC Criterion 18. Criterion 18 is satisfied since each unit has 

available to it two independent systems, with each system having redundency in pumps and power 

supply. Loss of capability can only result from failure of the non-shared system coupled with 
failure of a valve to open in the shared system. The normally closed valves in the crossover lines 
can be tested as frequently as required and maintained to assure the degree of reliability consistent 
with the total system requirements. 

Interlocking is provided in the control system to prevent opening of the supply and discharge valves 

on the unaffected unit if the valves in the affected unit are open to prevent cross connection of the 
containment systems. 
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QUESTION 

c. Engineered Safeguards (Continued) 

3. Since Criterion 10 concerns the adequacy of after heat removal, please clarify the design basis for 
the Isolation Condensers in terms of heat removal capacity without makeup water requirements. 
Also discuss the means that would be provided for makeup water in the event of a loss of electrical 
power. 

ANSWER 

It is the intent of this performance objective to have sufficient water in the isolation condensers to 

permit operation of these units for a time interval that is reasonable to permit restoration of pump
ing power. 

To meet this objective the isolation condenser system is designed with the capacity to operate for 
one hour without makeup. Normal makeup is by means of the two condensate transfer pumps, each 
of which is sized to provide the required makeup. Additional redundancy is provided in the form of 
a backup water supply from the fire protection system . 

The condensate transfer pumps can be operated from the diesel-generator stand-by power supply. 
The fire water supply system has diesel driven pumps for backup. One is located in the Unit 1 crib 
house and one is located in the Unit 2 and 3 crib house. 
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QUESTION 

Safety Evaluation 

Please provide the following information related to the design of Unit No. 3 to assist in our evaluation: 

a. ·. Curve of blowdown time versus peak containment pressure with the equivalent break size 
indicated, 

b. The initial inventory of water and steam in the vessel and the two recirculation lines in the 
primary containment, 

c. Curve of containment pressure versus time from 1 to 1 x 106 seconds for the design basis 
accident, Le. , no core spray and one containment spray in operation, 

d. Clarification of the pressure vessel design wherein four penetrations are specified for the core 
spray system (see Figure 53), and 

e. Location of drywell ventilation penetrations as shown in Figure 36 but not apparent in Figure 66. 

ANSWER 

a. A definite relationship exists between the pressure level to which the drywell will rise during a 
primary system rupture and the duration of time during which the mass and energy is released from 
the primary system to the drywell of the containment system. 

A primary system rupture inside the drywell is considered. Maximum drywell pressure depends 
largely upon the time required for primary system blowdown. 

Ext:remely rapid blowdown, requiring fractions of a second to release all primary system steam and 
water, causes drywell pressure to reach a. maximum value before suppression pool water is fully 
expelled from the downcomers. Consequently, there is insufficient time for venting to the pool and 
corresponding reduction of drywell maximum pi;essure. 

Successively slower blowdown conditions permit simultaneous drywell venting after suppression pool 
water expulsion from downcomers, and thus lower maximum drywell pressure. 

Still slower blowdown conditions would raise drywell pressure to a value which exceeds wetwell 
pressure only by that required to overcome the suppression pool downcomer submergence. Drywell 

' . 
air is slowly purged to the suppression pool and. corresponding drY-well pressure slowly rises with 
the suppression pool pressure .. The asymptotic: pressure is determined by total drywell and 
suppression pool well air mass, wetwell air vol,ume, and total st~am condensed in the pool. 

A.graphical formulation is shown in Figure D-1-1 which shows the effect of all possible blowd.own .· 
durations on maximum drywell pressure, and yet avoids the complicating details of actual rupture· 
size, location, and flow resistance. Any va1ue of the abcissa expresses time for relell.sing an 

primary steam/water and associated energy at a ur-iform rate. 
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It should be noted that the pressure level of drywell would still be below its design pressure even in 
the case of a six second uniform energy release. Actually it is believed that the drywell would retain 
its integrity even if a uniform energy release occurred in three seconds. 

The presentation of the drywell pressure response to various durations of uniform energy release 
forms a very informative indication of the capability of the pressure suppression concept. However, 
it is a generalized concept and therefore not directly associated with actual rupture events. A given 
break size on the primary system results in decreasing rather than a uniform release of energy 
during the blowdown period because the source pressure within the vessel deteriorates as the energy 
release progresses. 

However, in order to give an index between the durations of energy release and possible primary 
system rupture size it can be poirited out that in the case of the design basis accident in which it was 

assumed that one of the two main recirculation lines was instantaneously severed and offered a 
double ended break, the energy release lasted for approximately 24 seconds. 

The initial inventory of water and steam in the vessel and the two recirculation lines in the primary 

system is given in the table below. Also given is the total inventory of steam in the four steam lines 
between the vessel and the steam line isolation valves. All inventories are given for rated pressure, 
rated core flow and rated power. 

Primary System Initial Inventory 
Including 2 Recirculation Lines 

Steam Lines - Total for Four Lines. 
Between Primary Vessel and Steam Line 
Isolation Valves 

607, 000 lb liquid 

16, 000 lb steam 

1, 800 lb steam 

c. A curve of containment pressure versus time from 0.1 second to 106 seconds for the design basis 
accident (no core spray and one containment spray in operation) is shown in Figure D-1-2. 

The pressure response during the first 50 seconds reflects the dynamic action of the vapor suppres
sion system. During this period the drywell pressure rises rapidly as water and steam are injected 
from the ~rimary system. After about 0. 6 second, air, steam and liquid begin leaving the drywell 
and entering the suppression. The 0. 6 second delay is the result of the inertial effects of the 4 ft 

water in the vents between the drywell and wetwell. After approximately 6 seconds, the flow from 
the drywell to the suppression chamber exceeds the injection rate from the primary system. After 
the initial 0.6 second delay, the vent lines clear of water and the gas volume in the suppression 

chamber begins receiving air from the dtywell, the water from the drywell being retained in the 
suppression pool. The pressure difference between the dryweU and suppression chamber is the 
result of flow losses.Jn the vent lines. As 50 seconds after the start of the ace ident is approached, 
the injection of coolant mass and energy from the primary system falls to zero and soon after the 
steam flow between the drywell arid suppression chamber falls to zero, hence the pressure difference 
between the drywell and wetwell also falls to zero. The effect of containment spray activation of 
approximately the one minute period can be seen on the figure as a further drop of the drywell and 
wetwell pressure levels. This concludes the dynamic pressure response of the containment due to 
the postulated loss of coolant a.ccident. 
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In the succeeding 1800 seconds, the pressure resp>nse is dictated by the release of energy and 
hydrogen from the core region. During this period the decay heat, metal water reaction heat and the 
sensible heat originally in the core are assumed to be released at a uniform rate to the drywell where 
this energy is absorbed by the one operating containment spray and transported to the suppression 

pool. 

At about 1800 seconds the major energy release from the core is concluded and drops to a decay heat 
power level. The core has now been cooled to drywell temperature. As a result the temperature and 
hence pressure of the containment also drop. 

Over the remainder of the time plotted from 1800 seconds to 106 seconds the pressure very slowly 
falls as decay heat attenuates and post incident heat exchanger on the containment spray line continues 
to remove energy from the entire containment system. 

d. Figure 53 as shown in the Plant Design and Analysis Report is in error. There are two core spray 
penetrations in the reactor pressure vessel as shown in revised Figure 53 submitted with this 

amendment. 

e. The drywell ventilation penetration as shown in Figure 36 of the Plant Design and Analysis Report 
was shown pictorially only. This penetration is made on the main ventilation duct just ahead of the .. 
isolation valves as shown on revised Figure 36 and Figure 66 submitted with the amendment. 
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QUESTION 

D. Saiety Evaluation (continued) 

2. Please provide the following information which is related to the design basis accident for the 
containment: 

a. A discussion of the basis on which the melting point of zirconium was chosen as the termina
tion temperature for the zirconium-water reaction. Include a discussion of any experimental 
data which might support this contention. What additional amount of reaction might occur if 
the termination temperature chosen was that of zirconium oxide and over what time period 
would the reaction take place? What aspects of the calculational model contribute to the 

sensitivity of the extent of reaction to the termination temperature chosen? 

b. How would the reported results of your analysis be affected if the heat generated is transferred 
in discrete steps (rather than as a continuous function) as (1) sections of the clad and fuel 

reach the melting.point of zirconium, andior (2) the core support structures reaches its 

melting point due to heat transfer from the reacting core proper? 

c. Please provide, in detail, documentation as to the bases of the assumptions and model used to 
obtain the containment capability curve. 

d. What would the pressure in the containment be if the zirconium-water reaction occurred up to 
the melting point of the oxide? 

ANSWER 

· a. The model used to predict the metal-water reaction assumes that the core begins to disassemble 

when the cladding temperature reaches melt temperature of zirconium. The basis for such a 
boundary condition is presented in the following discussion on this subject by qualified technical 
experts in this field employed by the General Electric Company: 

"The termination temperature for the metal-water reaction has been taken as the melting 
point of the cladding since at least 1957 when Lustman of Westinghouse(!) used this concept 

in the analysis of the loss-of-coolant accident. The same basis was employed by Owens, 
et al., (2) at GE-APED in 1959, and essentially by all workers in this field until 1965. 

Experimentally, there appears to be no question that when zirconium, oxidized by steam, is 
heated above the fusion temperature, the resulting molten metal drips away rapidly. Lemon 
and his associates at Battelle(3) in 1957, Furman and McManus(4) at Vallecitos in 1960, and 

workers at GE-APED have all succeeded in·melting zirconium metal in a steam atmosphere 
with no evidence of holdup of the molten metal by a crucible of the Zr02 oxidation product of 
the reaction. Experimental work currently being undertaken at Ge~eral Electric Company 
involving prototype testing of fuel rods under accident conditions also confirms that the metal 
falls from the heated area upon melting. The only known argument for this crucible effect was 
a recent observation by Baker and Ivins(5 ' 6) at ANL. These workers heated Zircaloy clad 
rod in 15 psig steam to a maximum temperature of 2732° F for about three hours and, from 
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the amount of hydrogen evolved, concluded that about 74 percent of the cladding had reacted. 
Of this experiment, which was carried out at a temperature some 630° F below the melting 
point of the metal (3366 ° F), they stated: 

"The oxidized cladding kept its original shape, and except for some cracks, retained 
considerable strength. It is likely, therefore, that the partially oxidized cladding will 
not collapse at the melting point of zirconium. Interactions between Zircaloy, 1. e. , 
zirconia, and the fuel could lower the melting point of the fuel to below 5072° F; however, 
this has not been established experimentally with any certainty. Rapid collapse of fuel 
rods and significant downward flow of material in the core will probably require temper
atures close to the melting point of Zr02 (4716°F) or uo2 (5072°F)." 

It will be noted that the basis for this statement is not experimental observation at and above 
the melting point, but is a speculative extrapolation from lower temperature data. Further, 

an examination of the photograph(6) of the Zircaloy-2 fuel element shows that, in fact, cracking 

and spalling of the oxidized layer was quite extensive, This cracking might be sufficient to 

preclude the possibility of the "crucible" effect at the melting point of the metal. 

/Zr02 is notoriously unstable at high temperatures; deliberate attempts to produce a crucible 
of this pure ceramic have been consistently unsuccessful. This is due to the fact that at about 
2201° F the oxide undergoes a solid-state transitton, 

Zr02 (monoclinic)---- Zro2 (tetragonal) 

with evolution of heat (7, 8; 9, 10, 11), 1420 calories per mole, and a large change in volume, 
about 9 percent. Ryshkewitch (12, p. 353) states: 

.. ''\Yith the transformation from the monoclinic to the tetragonal modification, zirconia 
undergoes a considerable volume contraction, and vice versa, amounting to 9 percent 

by volume. This "volume instability" of zirconia, particularly apparent at the trans
formation temperature, makes it understandable that firing pure zirconium oxide cannot 
produce coherent strong pieces of sintered zirconia. 

Many attempts to manufacture pure sintered zirconia failed invariably and completely, 
indeed. Only zirconia with a considerable amount of "contaminations" or additives 

I . 

could be fired to comparatively strong and stable ceramic pieces ..... " · 

The stabilized zirconias referred ~o above generally contain significant amounts of CaO, MgO, 
I 

or Y 2o 3. These oxides in solution resul~ in a decrease in the equilibrium transformation 
temperatures to values so low that reaction kinetics are too slow for significant transformation 
to occur; and the metastable cubic form is retained to low temperatures. 

In view of these manifest difficulties in p:reparing a pure Zr02 crucible intentionally, it seems 
doubtful that a stable crack-free shell of this oxide could be formed spontaneously' under 
accident conditions. " 
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The basic experimental work on this subject conducted at the General Electric Company has offered 
considerable confirmation to this premise. In all cases in which fuel rods were heated through the 
melting of the cladding, eve.n with zirconium oxide on the cladding surface, no crucible effect was 
observed. The melted metal quickly ran down from the test sections and was quenched in water 
reservoirs below. 

In one experiment a very thick layer of zirconium oxide was established on a zirconium specimen 
while the temperature was below melt. Subsequent raising of the temperature to melt, resulted in 
the zirconium metal breaking out of the oxide coat. Since the oxide coat was considerably thicker 
than the oxide layer to be expected under accident conditions, this experiment was a severe test of 
the assumption. 

The conclusion is that when melt temperature of the metal is reached, the metal begins moving and 
core disassembly is begun. 

If the melt temperature of zirconium oxide is arbitrarily substituted for the melt temperature of 
zirconium in the calculational model, a reaction of as much .as 60 percent of all the zirconium in 

the core is calculated as compared with 27-1/2 percent for the zirconium melt temperature case. 

The sensitivity of the extent of reaction to the termination temperature can be traced to the sub
stantial increase in the termination temperature (1350° F). The energy required to raise the core 
through these 1350°F comes almost entirely from the metal-water reaction. Hence, the increased 
reaction is directly proportional to the increase in the termination temperature. Only a small 

•portion of the ener~ which heats the core the last 1350° F comes from decay power; This is so 
because at high temperatures the met.al-water reaction proceeds at a very rapid pace. This pace is 
dictated by the experimentally determined parabolic rate equation and the conservative assumption 
of unlimited water supply. 

Using this model, an additional minute is required to go from metal melt to oxide melt temperature. 
This incremental time is certainly very conservative since at extreme reaction rates the reaction 
rate would probably be water supply limited. 

b. The containment response curves generated for the accident analyses associated with General 
Electric boiling water reactors have been based on an arbitrary uniform release of all energy from 
the vessel to the containment. This basis is considered to be consistent with postulated accident 
assumed. However, many other energy release programs could be assumed. Since there are 
many possibilities of other than uniform release, one additional release program is presented here. 
This release is dependent on the actual core meltdown events associated with the postulated accident; 

In developing an energy release which is dependent upon events in the core meltdown instead of a 
continuous function, the following model was used. The basis of the model is the core meltdown and: 
metal-water reaction as shown.in Figure 59 of the PDAR. The energy transported by the hydrogen 
generated is transported directly to the containment. No other energy enters the containment until 
a portion of the core melts. As a portion of the cladding, channels, or fuel melts, it is said to fall 
from the core and immediately cooled by quenching to 250° F. Also, in the case of molten zirconium, 
an additional 4 percent metal-water reaction was assumed to take place at this time. This procedure 
continues until the entire core has melted. Finally, the fuel which has left the core transmit~. its 
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decay heat to the containment. Thus all energy sources are considered and in the end, the entire 
core is cooled to 250° F. The energy release rate given by this model is shown in Figure D-2-1. 

When this release model is used to find the pressure response, Figure D-2-2 is the result . 

The containment capability calculation is an attempt to produce a meaningful representation of the 
ability of a vapor suppression containment system to tolerate a spectrum of possible loss-of-coolant 
accidents with the possibility for any associated metal-water reaction. Capability is defined as the 
maximum percent of fuel channels and fuel cladding material which can enter into a metal-water 
reaction during a specified duration without the design pressure of the containment structure being 
exceeded. 

This analysis presents an arbitrary method of measuring system capability without requiring 
prediction of the detailed events in a particular accident condition. 

The basic approach to evaluating the capability of a containment with a particular drywell spray 
design is to assume that the energy and gas, associated with the complete meltdown of a reactor 
core and an associated metal-water-reaction percentage, are liberated from the reactor vessel 
over an arbitrary time period. One very important point is that the rate of energy release over the 
entire duration of the release is arbitrarily taken as uniform, since·the capability curve serves as 
a capability index only, and is not based on any given set of accident conditions as an accident 
performance evaluation might be. Since the percent-metal-water reaction capability varies with the 
duration of the uniform energy and gas release, the percent-metal-water reaction capability is 
plotted against the duration of release. This constitutes the containment capability as--shown in 
Figure 78 of the Design and Analysis Report. The energy release rate to the containment is 
calculated as follows: 

where: 

q IN· = Arbitrary energy release rate to! the containment, Btu/sec, 

Q0 = Integral of decay power over sel~cted duration of core meltdown. Btu, 

QMW = Total chemical energy released exothermically from sell~cted metal-water reaction, 
Btu, -

QS Initial internal sensible e~ergy of core fuel and cladding, Btu, 
' 

TD = Selected duration of core meltdoiVn, sec. 

The total chemical energy from metal-water reaction is proportional to the percent-metal-water 
reaction. The initial internal sensible energy ?f the core is taken as the difference between the 
energy in the core after the blowdown and the energy in the core at 'a datum temperature of 250° F . 

It is conservatively assumed that the suppression pool is the only body in the system which stores 
energy. That is, the considerable amount of heat storage which would take place in the .various . 
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structures of the containment are neglected. Hence, as energy is released from the core region it 
is absorbed by the suppression pool. Energy is removed from the pool by heat exchangers rejecting 
heat to service water. Since the energy release is taken as uniform and the service water tempera
ture and exchanger flow rate are constant, the temperature response of the pool can be determined. 
It is assumed that the suppression chamber gases are at suppression chamber water temperature. 

The temperature of the drywell gas may be found by considering an energy balance on the spray flows 
through the drywell with the condition that the spray design is such that the gas in the drywell is 5 ° F 
warmer than the existing water flow. The pressures in the two chambers are considered equal since 
there is at most a 4-foot leg of water separating them. The partial pressure of water is conserv
atively considered a maximum by assuming all gases are saturated. 

Based upon the drywell gas temperature, wetwell gas temperature and the total number of moles in 
the system, as calculated above, the system pressure is determined. The containment capability 
curve, Figure 78 of the Plant Design and Analysis Report, presents the results of a parameterized 

. . . . . . .. 

investigation. All points below the curve represent a given metal-water reaction and a given duration 
which will result in a containment peak pressure which is below the design pressure .. It should be 
pointed out that the calculations are made at the end of the energy release duration, because the 
number of moles of gases in the system are at a maximum and the pool temperature is higher at 
this time than at any other time during the energy release. 

It should also be pointed out now that the basis for developing a containment capability characteristic 
(Figure 78) has been fully described, that the use of the zirconium oxide melt temperature rather 
than the zirconium· metal melt temperature in the metal-water reaction analysis has no influence on 

the generated capability characteristic. If one postulated that any particular metal-water reaction 
occurred over any particular duration, the presented capability curve would be used to evaluate 
whether the containment provided with the Dresden-3 Plant was adequate. 

If one arbitrarily assumed higher melt temperatures for metal-water termination than the zirconium 

metal temperature employed in this analysis, higher percent metal-water reactions would result and 
apparent margins would be reduced or eliminated. 

Figure .D-2-3 is an expanded presentation of the first 2 hours portion of Figure 78 of the PDAR. The 
solid curve on the figure is the capability of the containment to withstand metal-water reaction, 
based upon the designed value of the containment pressure. Also the model used to calculate the 
solid curve conservatively assumes the primary vessel does not receive heat from the core as it 
melts down. 

In order to appreciate the sensitivity of the containment capability to these parameters, the capa
bility was recalculated, assuming that the containment structure would probably retain its integrity 
at even 2-1/2 times its design pressure and that the primary vessel heated an additional 500° F due 
to the exposure to the hot core. This capability is shown as a dashed curve on Figure D-2-3. 
Because of conservative design procedures used in the containment ves~el, it is reasonable to 
expect the containment could tolerate 2-1/2 times design pressure without losing integrity .. It is 
also reasonable to expect the primary vessel to be heated by the exposure to a 3000° F core . 
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In both cases the curves show a nearly-flat slope near zero. This characteristic results from a~l 
the noncondensible gases in the system being stored in the suppression chamber free volume. In 

this mode of operation, the response of the system is nearly independent of the rate at which the 
release takes place, hence the flat slope. 

Upward slope to the right is caused by a mode of operation in which a portion of the noncondensibles 
are in the drywell free volume. This portion of the curve is dependent upon the rate of release as 
is demonstrated by the marked slope of the capability curve. 

The percent reactions and durations for two cases are shown on the figure, the point at 27-1/2 per
cent reaction corresponds to core melt case using the expected zirconium's melt termination temper
ature. The point at 60 percent reaction corresponds to a similar case except that the termination 
temperature is taken to be the melt temperature of zirconium oxide. 

Note that although the design basis containment curve indicates capabilities on the order of 30 per
cent to 60 percent metal-water reaction, the expected capabilities are on the order of 70 percent to 
in excess of 100 percent. 

AB was stated in the answer to Question D-2-a, the expected metal-water reaction, if the zirconium 
oxide melt temperature is used as a termination temperature, is 60 percent. The containment 
pressure response under this assumption is shown in Figure D-2-4. The model used in this cal
culation is the same as the model used for Case f of Figure 58-b of the PDAR with exception of the 
change in termination temperature and duration of gas and energy release. 

Although the peak containment pressure in this case exceeds the design pressure, it must be again 
pointed out that the assumption of zirconium oxide melt temperature rather than the zirconium melt 
temperature as a termination to the core meltdown has been experimentally shown to be an un
necessary conservatism and even if this peak pressure occurred, it is within the expected pressure 

capability of the drywell structure (see answer to Part c. ) . 
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Figure D-2-1. Core Meltdown Dependent Energy Release Rate 
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QUESTION 

D. Safety Evaluation (continued) 

3. In recent discussions with the staff. it was stated that the excursion analysis presented for the fuel 
drop accident was in error. Please give the corrected analysis including (a) peak fuel enthalpies, 
(b) amount of molten fuel, (c) possible reactivity, steam generation and pressure effects of expul
sion of the molten fuel into moderator channels and (d) the increase in fission product release to the 
environment. Could enough energy be transferred to the moderator to generate a "water hammer" 
effect? 

ANSWER 

The fuel loading accident postulates a hypothetical set of conditions wherein a fuel bundle during 
refueling is dropped into a core just subcritical due to the withdrawal of two control rods. The 
accident sequences are described in Section XI-3. 2 of the Plant Design and Analysis Report . 

The accident has been reanalyzed using more conservative values of axial peaking factors and 
axial Doppler weighting in the calculational model. 

The power transient is calculated to have a minimum period of 3. 9 milliseconds. The total energy 
generated in the reactor core would be approximately 4000 MW-seconds with a peak power in the 
excursfon of 15 x 1~4 MW. The excursion energy is distributed in the fuel such that approximately 
392 fuei rods would have enthalpies greater than 170 cal/gm, which is estimated to be the threshold 
of eventual fuel clad damage. Included in the ~92 fuel rods are approximately 520 pounds of uo2 
fuel which would have an enthalpy in excess of 220 cal/gm, and which would melt. The peak enthalpy 

of the uo2 would be approximately 400 cal/ gm. 

The release of fission products to the reactor water is the sum of the release from the perforated 
fuel and the melted fuel. For the perforated fuel a maximum of 1. 0 percent of the noble gas activity 
and a maximum of O. 5 percent of the halogen activity is in the fuel plenums. The fission products 
released from the melted fuel were assumed to be as follows: 

Fission Product Group 

Noble Gases 
Halogens 
Volatile Solids 
Other Solids 

Percent Release 

100 

50 
50 

1 

Based on the above; it is calculated that the following quantities of fission products would be release;d 
from the fuel to the water: 
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Fission Product Group 

Noble Gases 
Halogens 
Volatile Solids 
Other Solids 

~mount Released (Curies) 

2. 5 x 105 

1. 6 x 105 

3. 5 x 106 

5. 8 x 105 

D-3-2 

It is assumed that the noble gases and halogens escape from the water as described in Section 
XI-3. 2. 3 of the Plant Design and Analysis Report, and that the solids are cooled by the water and 
remain in the water. On this basis the amounts of fission products calculated to be released from 
the stack are shown in the following table. 

TABLE D-3-1 

FISSION PRODUCT RELEASE RA TE FROM STACK 
(curies/ sec) 

Time Noble Gases Halogens 

1 minute 2. 8 x 10° 1. 5 x 10-2 

30 minutes 2. 8 x 10° 1. 5 x 10-2 

1 hour 2. 8 x 10° 1. 5 x 10-2 

3 hours 2. 5 x 10° 1. 3 x 10-2 

10 hours 1. 6 x 10° 1. 0 x 10-2 

1. day 6. 9 x 10-1 5. 5 x 10-3 

3 days 1.4x10-1 6. 0 x 10-4 

10 days 3. 9 x 10-5 7.5x10-7 

30 days 

These stack release rates are calculated to increase the thyroid and whole body doses, as listed 
in Table XI-5 of the Plant Design and Analysis Report, by a factor of 25. For the worst meteoro
logical conditions the calculated thyroid dose would be approximately 7 rem, and for the external 

passing cloud dose would be approximately O. 8 rem. 

Preliminary analyses have indicated that the postulated excursion would not cause damage to the 
reactor vessel or to the reactor building. However, a complete, detailed meaningful analysis of 
conditions which could lead to "water hammer" effects has not been made. 

The refueling accident as analyzed above has been utilized to define a potential source of radioactive 
materials for the purpose of evaluating the consequence mitigating features of the plant under the 

I 

aGcident conditions assumed. 

The accident as postulated is not "real" in the sense that numerous features and requirements are 
included in the design of the reactor core, the control system, and the reactor fuel handling sys
tem to prevent specific conditions which could lead to a fuel assembly being dropped into the core 
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resulting in a nuclear transient. It is believed that a summary of the refueling safeguards provi
sions to prevent accidents and the conditions required to achieve a refueling accident would be 
useful here for the assessment of plant safety in this respect. 

The specific design requirements and operating procedures include the following: 

1. The reactor core is designed so that it remains in a subcritical condition with one of the 
control rods withdrawn even if it is assumed that a fuel assembly is dropped into an empty 
fuel space in an otherwise fully constituted core. At least two control rods adjacent to the 
empty fuel space must be withdrawn in order for criticality conditions to be approached. 

2. Procedures prohibiting rod withdrawal during movement of fuel into the reactor core are 
reenforced by a rod withdrawal interlock system which preve!lts any rod withdrawal whenever 
a travel limit switch on the refueling platform indicates that the platform is carrying fuel over. 
the reactor core. This is effective when the mode switch is in the "refuel" or "startup" 
position. 

3. When the refueling platform is not over the reactor core, procedures allow the removal of one 
control rod from the core. These procedures allow the removal of one control rod from the 
core. These p~ocedures are reinforced by a rod .withdrawal interlock system which prevents 
the withdrawal of more than one control blade, while the reactor mode switch is in the "re
fuel" position. This interlock is accomplished by blocking power in the electrical circuit 
which controls withdrawal of a control rod drive. This power is blocked when any one control 
rod position indicator shows that a rod is withdrawn from the inserted position and the with
drawal of a second control rod is attempted. 

4. When any one rod position indicator shows a rod is withdrawn, refueling platform operation is· 
blocked if the refueling platform is moved toward a position over the reactor core while the 
hoists are carrying fuel. 

5. Refueling procedures require verification that the reactor is subcritical by withdrawing and 
reinserting a control rod before and after each loading step. 

6. Refueling procedures require the control room operator to observe instrumentation which 
indicates control rod position, and to be in communication with the refueling operator during 
all fuel loading operations. 

In order to postulate a refueling accident involving a nuclear transient as described in Section 
XIV...:3~ 2 of the Design and Analysis Report, the following very improbable set of conditions must 
be imposed: 

(a) Two control rods, adjacent to the fuel position to.be loaded, have been withdrawn to give a 
near critical 2 x 4 fuel array with one of the center fuel ass~mblies missing. The bundle. 
being inserted must be one of the last bundles loaded since criticalify in the proposed loading 
configurations cannot otherwise be obtained. The refueling operators fail to see that these two 
rods are withdrawn and start to load a fuel assembly info the vacant position. This situation 
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is extremely improbable because loading procedures require that all control rods be inserted 

when fuel is being lowered into the reactor. These procedures are reinforced by interlocks 

actuated by the mode switch being placed in the "Refuel" position, which prevent fuel handling 

over the reactor unless all control rods are inserted, and which prevent control-rod withdrawal 

when fuel is being handled over the reactor, as noted above. Also, loading procedures require 

verification that the reactor is subcritical by withdrawing and reinserting control rods before 

and after each loading step. 

(b) The control room operator fails to notice the indications from his instruments. that the control 

rods are out and that the reactor is near critical prior to loading. This is highly unlikely 

because procedures require him to observe this instrumentation and to be in communication 

with the refueling operator during all fuel loading operations. 

(c) Analysis indicates that the maximum potential reactivity worth of the fuel assembly would be 

0. 023 ale for the assumed array. 

(d) The reactor fission power level is assumed to be 10-8 times rated with the fuel and moderator 

at 68°F . 

(e) The fuel assembly handle, the fuel grapple or the grapple cable, breaks and allows the fuel 

assembly to fall. 

(f) The assembly is assumed to be two feet above the core when it begins to fall. It is further 

assumed that the fuel assembly falls directly into the vacant position in the core from a height 

of two feet ov.er the core and meets no resistance to its fall. The calculated maximum reactivity 

insertion rate of the falling fuel assembly is 0. 10 .:lk/ second. 

(g) Because of the relatively slow transfer of energy to the moderator, no negative reactivity 

effect from the moderator heating or void formation is included in the model. Control rod 

motion is assumed not to start until O. 2 second after the scram signal of 120 percent of 

rated power. 

Thus, the combination of safeguards features, interlocks, operational procedures and equipment 

integrity all combine to provide an extremely low probability of accident occurrence to the extent 

that the accident is assessed as being incredible • 

• 
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Safety Evaulation (continued) 

Please identify the design features related to core structural integrity and all portions of the control 
rod drive mechanisms that assure control rod insertion into the core, thereby preventing a secondary 
criticality, on core reflooding following a break of either a recirculation line or a main steam line. 
how many rods would have to fail to be inserted to cause criticality? In this regard, consider the 
case where all control rods associated with the hydraulic lines on one side were disabled in such a 
manner that these rods could not be inserted. What is the safety significance of a secondary critical
ity from (a) a nuclear excursion standpoint and.(b) pressure contribution to'lhe containment by steam· 
generation? 

ANSWER 

The major design features related to core structural integrity that insure control rod insertion in 
event of a pipe rupture accident are primarily the control rod guide tubes below the core and the 
fuel channels which guide the blade into the core. In addition the large scram forces developed by 
the drive are a factor insuring insertion should any interferences develop. Transient pressure 
force~ across the various internal structures are considered in designing the core shroud and bottom 
core guide plate so that gross lateral displacements inside the vessel are precluded. 

Of more importance are the transient forces across the guide tube and channel walls which could 
tend to interfere with insertion. These forces last but a few seconds and are not of sufficient mag
nitude to interfere·with rod insertion. The guide tubes are designed for about a··100 psi differential 
compared to the transient peak pressure difference of about 35 psi developed during the pipe break. 

The most likely place in which interference might occur is in the blade space between channels. 
The maximum transient pressure difference across the channels varies from under 20 psi at the 
bottom to essentially zero at the top. This force is in a direction which could cause pinching of the 
blade. In that portion bf the channel below a partially inserted blade, the channel can only move until 
it comes into contact with the blade. This deflection is not sufficient to cause permanent distortion 
so that the channel springs back when the transient force decreases. Hence no binding exists in that 
region.of the channel except for a second or two during the transient. 

For the portion of the channels above the control blades, however, some yielding of the channel 
walls will occur. The blade must then force the walls apart as it moves upward. Calculations 
were performed assuming that the transient peak pressure difference which could occur across the 
channel at the bottom existed as a steady state force on the entire channel. The net normal force 
acting on each of the rollers was then calculated. As'suming only sliding could take place and using 
a coefficient of friction of unity the total upward force required to force the walls apart was only 
440 lbs per blade. 

The control rod drive mechanism is characterized by high forces when scrammed. At zero reactor 
pressure a drive develops a force of 6000 lbs tending to insert the rod,· using the energy stored in 
the accumulator. The effect of the accumulator decreases as reactor pressure increases; but is 
approximately 3000 lbs at a reactor pressure of 1000 psi at the beginning of the scram stroke, well 
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in excess of the 440 lbs calculated above. The drive is also scrammed by reactor pressure alone, 
the force exerted from this energy source being approximately 1100 lbs. Thus there is no question 
that the drives are capable of inserting the blades. 

Further,· the fuel bundles cannot lift. Their net weight under water is in excess of 600 lbs but the 
upward drag on each channel is only 220 lbs for the condition discussed above. 

In spite of the extensive design consideration given to the design of the drive system to insure 
scramming, whenever necessary, consideration has been given to the highly improbable case of 
failure of some drives to scram. The number of rods required to drive the reactor subcritical is 
a function of temperature, void and xenon content and the location of the rods that would fail to 
insert. In the cold clean, unirradiated condition criticality can be achieved with two of the highest 
worth but adjacent control rods withdrawn or with an evenly distributed withdrawal of 27 control rods. 
At hot standby at 1000 psig criticality is achieved with the distributed withdrawal of 81 control rods. 
To maintain full power operation, the equivalent of 115 control rods must be withdrawn. 

For the conditions of interest he.re the pressure is about 70 psia and criticality could be achieved 
with the distributed withdrawal of roughly 60 rods. 

However, it is not possible to disable all the control rod drives on only one side of the core because 
the control rod drives can be scrammed by reactor pressure alone when it is above 800 psi. This 
would occur automatically if the hydraulic lines were broken open. At lower reactor pressure, down 
to about 300 psi, the drives would automatically insert the rods at reduced speed. 

Even if all the rods were assumed to remain at their full power position and then the reactor core 
was reflooded by core spray action, the possibility of a nuclear excursion, requiring the rapid inser
tion in excess of 1 dollar of reactivity, is impossible by the flooding rates involved as well as the 
available excess reactivity. Even with both core sprays operating at rated flow the water rises at 
less than 1-1/2 inches per second. In this type of accident, even if the moderator conditions for the 
entire core could change instantaneously, only one dollar of reactivity would be added. The worst 
that can happen is that the reactor would go critical and stabilize at some greatly reduced power 
level. 

Calculations on a simple model indicate that under these conditions the power level could slowly 
approach a power lever of about 8 percent of rated power. At this power level the containment has 

. - . ··- ..... -
sufficient capacity to absorb the steam generated for three to four hours. This is adequate time in 
which remedial action, such as activation of the liquid poison system which has been incorporated 
into the design of system for just such. an unlikely event, could be taken to insure the integrity of 
the containment. 
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QUESTION 

D. Safety Evaluation (Continued) 

5. !'lease provide a discussion of the experimental basis of the damage thresholds assumed in the 

excursion analyses. Include considerations of particle size and pressur-e puTses generated as a 

function of peak fuel enthalpy. How is the experimental data corrected in your analyses to take into 

consideration effects of the large core ? Also, please compare the results of your model for the 

Doppler coefficient with experimental data and with other current models. This question may be 

answered in conjunction with question A-2 (which deals with concerns expressed by the ACRS following 

its review of comparable nuclear plants). 

ANSWER 

Because of the importance of the effects of fuel pin failures, a rather extensive analytical program 

has been conducted. By far the most inclusive source of data for comparison to the analytical model 

is that from the ANL TREAT metal water studies. Figure D-5-1 presents a summary of the final 
fuel particle size as a function of fission energy input into the fuel for single pins of uo2 fuel. (l) The 

nature of the curve strongly implies three characteristic domains . 

(1) Below - 200 calories per gram, no fragmentation of fuel occurs. 

(2) Between - 200 a.nd 400 calories per gram is a transiti?~~l d_?!11~in in which final fuel particle 
diameter is a strong function of energy input. 

(3) Above - 400 calories per gram, the final fuel particle diameter is independent of energy input. 

This curve very definitely indicates an initial failure threshold of approximately 200 calories per gram. 

This agrees very well with the analytical model prediction of approximately 170 calories per gram. 

The curve further implies that a change of failure mechanism occurs in the 400-500 calorie per gram 

range. This agrees very well with the prompt (internal pressure as opposed to clad melting for the 

lower thr_eshold) failure threshold prediction of the analytical model of approximately 425 calories 

per gram. The pressure rise rate for most of the data in Figure D-5-1 has been published in the 

ANL reports. (l, 2) Figure D-5-2 shows the superposition of the autoclave pressure rise on the 

previous curve. To emphasize the message of Figure D-5-2, consider the two tests on Zircaloy 

clad uo2 pins with energy inputs of 280 and 450 calories per gram. 

Input energy (cal/gm) 

Final mean particle diameter (mils) 

Pressure rise rate (psi/sec) 

280 

60 

30 

450 

30 

600 

The ultimate degree of fuel fragmentation and dispersal of the two cases is not significantly different; 

however, ·the pressure rise rate in the higher energy test is increased by a factor of 20. This very 

· strongly indicates that the dispersion rate in the higher energy test was significantly higher than that 

of the lower energy. This leads to the logical conclusion that, although a high degree of fragmentation 
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occurs for fuel in the 200 to 300 calories per gram range, the breakup and dispersal is more prompt 
and higher pressure rise rates are probable. This agrees completely with the predictions of the 
analytical model. 

The nature of the experimental data on damage thresholds is such that it will apply equally as well 
to large geometries as the smaller geometries used in testing. 

The comparison between the APED Doppler model with data generated by Hellstrand(3) and Pettus(4) 

appears in Figure D-5-3 as total Doppler defect as a function of fuel temperature. In this figure, the 
data using the Hellstrand experimental values implies a conservatism of about 5 to 10 percent through 
the temperature range. The calculations using Pettus experimental data is initially above the APED 

model but crosses at about 2800 ° F. The design basis ~ccidents are restricted by design and 

engineered safeguards to peak fuel enthalpies, not into the melting range. For these accidents the 
major contribution to Doppler feedback is from fuel significantly below 2800 ° F. Therefore, the 
APED model results in higher peak enthalpy in the excursion than that resulting from the use of 

other than Hellstrand or Pettus data. 

References: 

1. Baker, L., Jr., and Tevebaugh, A. D., "Chemical Engineering Division Report, 
July-December, 1964, Section V - Reactor- Safety," ANL-6925 . 

2. Baker, L., Jr., and Tevebaugh, A. S., "Chemical Engineering Division Report, 

January-June, 1964, Section V - Reactor Safety," ANL-6900. 

3. Hellstrand, E., Nuclear Science and Engineering #8, 497 (1960). 

4. Pettus, W. B., and Baldwin, M. N., "Resonance Absorption in U-238 Metal and Oxide 

Rods," BAW-1244. 
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QUESTION 

D. Safety Evaluation (Continued) 

6. Please clarify the apparent discrepancy in the proportion of water to steam in the blowdown after a 

steam line break. What are the significant considerations in determining the composition of the 
blowdown fluid? 

ANSWER 

The table below compares the Millstone and Dresden Units 2 and 3 parameters. 

TABLE D-6-1 

DRESDEN UNITS 2 AND 3 - MILLSTONE COMPARISON 

STEAM LINE BREAK ANALYSIS 

Dresden Units 2 and 3 

Steam line nozzle area each, n2 0.43 

Number of steam lines blowing down (steam) 2 

Steam blow down time, sec 3 

Total steam lost, lbs 5000 

Number of lines blowing down (liquid) 2 

Liquid blowdown time, sec 8 

Total liquid lost, lbs 56,000 

Total inventory losses, lbs 61,000 

The apparent differences noted result because of the following reasons: 

Millstone 

0.34 

4 

4 

11, 000 

2 

7 

39,000 

50,000 

In the design of the Dresden Units 2 and 3 plants the assumption was made, in calculating the fluid 

losses during postulated steam line breaks, that the same signal which closed the isolation valves 

also closed the turbine stop valves. Neglecting the minor effect of the signal delay time, this 
results in only two steam lines allowing blowdown. For the Millstone plant, however, it was 

assumed that reactor high water level would trip the stop valves as it normally does. Since the 

level rise time is not accurately known it was assumed that the stop valves would trip in 4 seconds 

as a conservative upper limit. Hence four steam lines will be allowing blowdown in the case of 

Millstone during the 3-4 seconds that it takes to flood the vessel steam line outlets. Thus the steam 
loss, during this time is about twice as high for Millstone as it is for Dresden 2 and 3. The lower 

total inventory loss for Millstone is due to the smaller size steam lines employed. 

I 
At this writing it has not been decided which scheme will actually be used since it depends on many 
design details which are not yet frozen. For example, it now appears that the isolation valves can 
definitely be closed in 3. 5 seconds in which case the number of lines that permit vessel blowdown 
and area of the flow limiter are not critical. The inventory losses would be much less than those 

indicated in this or earlier discussions . 
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The total steam mass which leaves the system depends on the total flow area exposed to the atmos
phere and the length of time involved in the steam blowdown phase. 

The total area involved depends on the flow nozzle areas and the factors which determine the number 
of lines blowing down. Friction has not been considered. 

The significant considerations in determining the length of time for steam blowdown, besides the 
masses of steam and water in the vessel, are all those factors which affect the net rate of steam 
leaving the vessel. The net steam loss determines the rate of depressurization, which, in turn, 
sets the rate of level rise. 

When the level reaches the outlets, steam flow ceases and two phase flow, nearly all liquid, occurs. 
The time for this to occur usually takes from 3 - 4 seconds. As a rough guide for the assumptions 
in this analysis, the maximum amount of steam that can leave before two phase flow occurs is that 
normally present above the water level., Usually it is less. 

A factor in the length of blowdown time is the power level. At full power the net. rate of steam 
leaving over that generated is only about 50 percent vm ile at zero power it is 150 percent. This 
reduces the level rise, thus lengthening the steam blowdown phase and shortening the liquid blow
down phase. In the analyses performed no credit was taken for this. Therefore the total masses 
leaving the system are conservative by a significant margin. 
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QUESTION 

Safety Evaluation (Continued) 

Please assess the need for automatic isolation capability of the condenser vacuum pump in the event 
of a rod drop accident during pump operation to limit the release of fission products directly through 
the stack to the outside environment. 

ANSWER 

T.he postulated control rod drop accident is assumed to occur when the reactor has returned to the 

hot standby condition thirty minutes after the reactor was shutdown. Under such an operating condi
tion steam would be passing to the turbine gland seals with any excess being passed periodically to 
the main condenser via the turbine bypass system. Also, at this time condenser vacuum would not 
have been lost as a result of the shutdown. Therefore, the condenser mechanical vacuum pump 
would not be in operation since under these condenser vacuum conditions the vacuum is maintained · 
with the air ejector system. The air ejector system includes 30 minute holdup in the off-gas line and 
automatic isolation upon detection of high radiation in the line. 

Even though the mechanical vacuum pump would not be operating during this condition the accident 

analysis assumed that this pump was in operation and remained in operation throughout the accident 
in order to provide the maximum fission product release to the environs for the purpose of evaluating 
potential adverse radiological effects on public health as a result of significant carryover of fission 
products from the reactor to the turbine condenser system. The evaluation also conservatively 
assumes that all fuel rods which might be expected to experience eventual cladding damage as a 

result of the nuclear excursion, experience the damage during the very few seconds before the 

reactor is isolated from the main condenser. Therefore, all fission products which would be 

released into the reactor coolant as a result of the excursion are released prior to closure of the 

main steam line isolation valves. 

The results of the evaluation under these conservative assumptions has been discussed in 
Section XI-3.1 of the Plant Design and Analysis Report. The results presented therein show that the 

maximum total off-site exposure calculated to result from this postulated accident is 0. 031 rem 
whole body and 0.017 rem thyroid; or only about 1.2 x 10-3 and 5.6 x 10-5, respectively, of the 

guideline limits of 10 CFR 100. It is also seen that the off-site exposure is only about 0.1 of the 
maximum allowable annual dose of 0. 5 rem specified by 10 CFR 20. 

Manual isolation of the mechanical vacuul\1 pump with initiation from the control room is provided. 
Stack monitoring instrumentation with alarm in the control room is provided to annunciate gaseous 
waste discharges from the 310 foot stack which are in excess of pre-established limits. As a result, 
operating personnel would have in the control room, both audible indication of fission product release 
in excess of normal limits ahd the ability to isolate the main condenser. 

Therefore, as evidenced by the calculations discussed above, manual isolation of the mechanical 
vacuum pump from the control room is deemed appropriate and sufficient to protect the public from 
any adverse radiological effects as a result of the postulated accident . 
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QUESTION 

D. Safety Evaluation (Continued) 

8. Please provide an analysis for the following "startup accident" considering its occurrence at either 
(a) cold plant, (b) hot standby, and (c) power operation conditions: 

Simultaneous withdrawal of two control rods under conditions of maximum reactivity insertion rate 
and _no bypass function in effect. The effects of Doppler and scram initiated by the APRM system 
only may be considered. 

ANSWER 

a.&b. The "startup accident" or Continuous Control Rod Withdrawal at Source Level described in 

Section XI-2 of the PDAR assumed the withdrawal of a 0. 025 ~ rod from cold conditions. The cold 
condition because of the lower Doppler coefficient; lower starting power level and the higher notch 
worths for the same worth rod is a somewhat more conservative approach for the evaluation of the 
rod withdrawal incident than the hotter moderator condition. Thus, any evaluation of a withdrawal 
incident from the source level with cold moderator will be applicable to the hot standby case as well . 

Now if for the sake of discussion, the highly improbable case of inadvertent, simultaneous withdrawal 

of two rods is postulated, the results can be inferred using Figure 62 of Dresden Unit 3 PDAR. The 
peak rod worth of the control rods scheduled for manipulation is about 0. 01 ~and the peak worth for 
rods not scheduled for manipulation is about 0. 03 ~. These worths are constrained by operating 
procedures and the rod worth minimizer. However, these worths can only be achieved when the rods 

are separated by a great distance. In that configuration, the consequences of the two rod withdrawal 
would be that associated with the 0. 03 ~insertion since the withdrawals must be treated as two 
separate accidents. Figure 62 can be used as a conservative upper limit on this hypothetical situation. 

A reactivity insertion of 0. 03 ~at 0. 25 feet/second will, if the rod blocks and IRM are ignored, 

reach a peak enthalpy much less than 200 cal/gm. Some fuel damage may occur but will be limited 
in scope to small regions surrounding the withdrawal control rod. No fuel damage will occur in .the 

vicinity of the 0. 01 ~rod. 

c. During the postulated erroneous simultaneous withdrawal of two control rods, the APRM system will 
block the control rod withdrawal soon enough to prevent fuel damage. Failure of the rod blocks to 
function has, as has been indicated previously, an extremely low probability. However, in the event 

that the rod blocks fail to function, in the .worst case about twice as much fuel could be damaged as 
previously reported (Section XI-2. 0) for the single rod withdrawal error. In the worst case, t~e 
scram would not terminate the rod withdrawal, because a very slow rate of withdrawal does not cause 
a sufficient neutron ffux "lead" to cause a scram. Needless to say, a slow.two-rod erroneous with
drawal is very improbable con·sidering the time available for operator response. 

If however, the two contI:ol rods are withdrawn from a normal operating pattern rather than the 
"worst case" one used above no fuel damage will result. The results of the analysis for this case in 
a: large core are shown in Table D-8-1. The two rods shown in Figure D-8-1 were withdrawn from 
about the 75 percent insertion point to the fully withdrawn position. As given in Table D-'8-1, the 
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reactor power level will not exceed 110 percent. It is expected that the flux level will be high enough 
to initiate the rod block but not high enough to incur a scram. 

TABLE D-8-1 

TABULATED PARAMETERS 
Rods at Rods at Rods at Rods at Rods at 

Parameter 8.5 6.5 4.5 2.5 0.0 
Fraction Power 1.000 1. 031 1. 053 1. 078 1.100 

Peak Heat Flux, Btu/h-ft2 230, 481 238,900 258,690 314,076 340,670 

. MCHFR 4.08 3.94 3.64 3.00 2.76 
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QUESTION 

E. Instrumentation 

1. During our review, certain typographical errors and omissions concerning the rod-block function 
were noted, and have been discussed with your representatives. Please submit a corrected copy of 
page X-5-4. Please include a discussion of the effects of channel bypass on the rod-block interlock 
which enforces proper positioning of the startup and intermediate range chambers. 

ANSWER 

Corrected copies of pages X-5-3 and X-5-4 are submitted separately as a part of this amendment 
and should replace those same pages iri the Plant Design and Analysis Report, Volume I. 
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E-2-1 

QUESTION 

E. Instrumentation (Continued) 

2. Please provide your design criteria for the reliability of the automatic and manually actuated sub
systems used to operate those breakers which are provided to shed non-vital loads during any period 
wherein the diesel generator would be in operation. 

ANSWER 

The electrical auxiliaries are classified into either of two categories: (1) Those whose functions are 

essential to the safe shutdown condition of the reactor and (2) those whose functions are not essential 
to the safe shutdown condition of the reactor. Auxiliaries in the former category are referred to 
as "essential" auxiliaries and auxiliaries in the latter category are referred to as "non-essential" 
auxiliaries. The electrical distribution system is similarly segregated and the essential auxiliaries 
are supplied with power from switchgear which is physically separated from that which supplies 
power to the non-essent.ial auxiliaries. In addition, the essential auxiliaries are fed from two 
physically separated sets of switchgear and half of all duplicated auxiliaries are fed from each. 

The normal power source for all switch groups are the unit auxiliary transformer and the reserve 
auxiliary transformer. Two backup power sources are provided for the essential switchgear in 
addition to the normal sources. One backup is the 34 kV standby transformer and the. other is the 

standby diesel generator set. Detection of power failure from the normal a-c system will be by 
means of one undervoltage relay energized from each essential bus. 

Upon the occurrence of a normal power source failure, the following events will automatically take 

place in the order indicated: 

(1) Simultaneously (A) the standby diesel generator set will be started, (B) the normal power source 

breakers at the essential switchgear will be tripped open and (C) all 4160 volt feeder breakers 
on the essential buses will be tripped open, except for the feeds to the 480 volt load 

substations. 

(2) Breakers controlling power from the standby diesel generator set will close to reestablish 
bus voltage when the standby diesel generator set develops proper frequency and voltage. 

· (3) If power is not available from the diesel generator, the standby 34 kV transformer breakers 
may be closed remote manually to reenergize the buses. 

(4) Essential auxiliaries will then be energized, either automatically or manually from the control 
room in a sequence as called for by the design criteria depending on the requirements, as 
determined by the reactor protection system and/or the operators. 

Components used in achieving the above described scheme of operation will be those which are 
widely applied throughout the utility and control industries. In such applications, the usage frequently 
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demands reliability comparable to that of the requirements under consideration herein. More 
specifically, some examples of the components which will be used are General Electric Type IAV 
relays for the detection of bus under-voltage, General Electric Type HFA, HGA and HEA auxiliary 
relays for necessary multiplication of contacts to achieve s_imultaneous functions, General Electric 
Type CR2820 motor driven timing relays and General Electric Type SB-1 or SBM control switches. 
These electrical devices are of the heavy duty industrial type, conservatively rated and applied, 
with many years of operating experience. All control power will come from the station 125 volt 
battery. 

The control circuitry will be designed to provide certain automatic features as described above and 
to allow the operators to take other appropriate action as may be required by the circumstances. 
The occurrence of automatic functions will be adequately displayed in the control room so that the 

operators can observe that proper conditions have b{!en established. For instance, should one of 

_!~~- 4_'.~~ kV_buses fail to be energized after loss of the normal power source, the operator will have 
available in the control room the necessary manual controls to operate the appropriate circuit 

breakers. 

As is the case with most automatic .control functions, proper maintenance is essential. Scheduled 
maintenance functions will take place only when the reactor is shut down. The system will be de
signed so that one-half of the essential system can be de-activated without disturbing the integrity 
of the other half. Full functional tests of the automatic circuitry will also take place on a periodic 
basis to demonstrate proper operation. Such full functional testing will be possible during reaCtor 

.overation. 
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QUESTION 

E. Instrumentation (Continued) 

3. Please provide a diagram of the stack monitoring system for gaseous releases from Units 1, 2, and 

3. 

ANSWER 

Figure E-3-1 shows the off gas and stack monitoring systems for Units No. 1, No. 2, and No. 3 . 

. As indicated the gaseous effluent from all three units is recorded on the station totalizer stack 

monitor. 
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